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In Struggle For Full Freedom

'CAN'T AFFORD TO SLOW UP'--- REV. KING
Leader Says We
MustKeepMoving
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Old Man Kills His Sleeping Girl-Friend
**wok

I.

Price 15c

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, APRIL 27, 1957

Report On Activities

200 Delegates
AtFrat Regionals
Memphis was host the Easter week-end to some 200
delegates to regional sessions of Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa
Alpha psi and Phi Beta Sigma fraternities.
Both Alpha and Kappa held their business sessions at
LeMoyne college and Sigma convened at Owen college.
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A JEALOUS OLD MAN is
charged with hacking the tile
out of his youthful girl friend
while She was asleep in his
bedroom about 7 a.m. last
Saturday. The brutal pre-Eas-

ter murder shocked the South
Lauderdale neighborhood. Co.
lumbus George, 71, of 303 S.
Lauderdale, shown in photo at
left, handcuffed and being es-

corted to the squad car by two
officers, is charged with killing Miss Billie B. Cook. 39. of
2352 Enterprise. Stolid • faced
George is shown in photo at

right as he adjusts his hat
while awaiting the departure
of the squad car for jail. (Ex.
elusive staff photos by New'
son)

On To Washington
Chamber Of
Raise $105 To
Commerce In
Assist Woman
Support0fPrayer
New Campaign
Shot In Heart
T Is e Negro Chamber of Commerce, currently conducting a
tnembership drive, has received
an indorsement of Its program by
the Memphis Chamber of Corn.
merce, R. A. Tripper, president.
Mr. Tripper, acting on behalf of
his organization, notified the Negro chamber:
"We believe the objectives in
the prograth are good and when
carried out will be helpful to the
business and professional people
among the Negro population, and
to the City of Memphis."
SEEKS 500 MEMBERS
The chamber, headed by Witham F. (Bill) Nabors, is seeking
500 members.
There are three types of memberships and two men are sowing as co-chairmen for each division.
In the regular membership category, for small businesses and
regular members, dues are $325.00
yearly. W. A. Adkins and Johnie
Williams are heading the drive.
' Sustaining memberships, f o r
larger businesses and members
who wish to help the chamber fi•
nancially, dues are $100. B. G. Olive, jr. and W. F. Nabors head
this drive.
Associated memberships, f o r
professional people and salesmen
who wish to associate with the
chamber, dues are $12. C. J. Gaston and Dr. E. A. Witherspoon are
drive leaders.
The membership drive will continue until May 15, Mr. Gaston
said.

••

Expect 5,000
At Regional
Council Meet
••

Pilgrimage Urged
Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., one of the three cochairmen of the Prayer Pilgrimage for Freedom, which
will be held in Washington, D. C at Lincoln Memorial on
May 17, called on all religious and civic organizations to
have representation at the meeting.
Ile made the appeal last Friday
evening while delivering the principal address at a joint program
sponsored for the public by three
Greek-letter freternities. (Set stories elsewhere in this edition on
the regionals held by the fraternities).
The purpose of the pilgrimage
is to bestir the moral conscience
of America in actively striving to
make freedom a positive thing
and to appeal to Congress for
passage of the civil rights bills.
MAY HELP
The civil rights legislation will
probably be reaching a crucial
point in Congress about the time
of the Pilgrimage. It is felt that
the very preparations for the Pilgrimage, can have a beneficial
effect on the fate of the bills.
It is believed that the assembly
of between 50 and 100 thousand
people of goodwill in the nation's
capital may in a critical period
be a major factor in achieving

GREENVILLE, Miss. — More
than 5,000 persons are expected
to attend the Sixth Annual Meeting of the Regional Council of Negro Leadership here on Friday.,
April 26.
The Council, Mississippi's largest "home-grown, civil rights organization", will attract such topnotch national speakers as Rep.
Corneal Davis of the Illinois assembly; Dr. Roland Smith, head
of the Inter-Faith Fellowship of
,Greater Little Rock, Ark.; James
Gilliam, Grand Master of the M.
W. Stringer Lodge of Masons of
Mississippi, and Father Jean Labeau of the Catholic church.
Resolutions will be drafted and
sent to President Eisenhower,
Vice President Richard Nixon and
Rev. W. P. Ridgeway of Hattiesburg, will relate his experience befete a Senate Judiciary Committee
when he exposed the denial of Negro registration in Forrest County.
PANEL DISCUSSION
The morning session, which will
be held at St. Matthews A, M. E.
Ell• EXPECT Page 2

civil rights legislation for the first
time since Reconstruction days.
DO UTMOST
Rev. King urged that the Mid State area do its utmost to help
get at least 100 thousand people
to Washington.
Special train, airlines and bus
transportation can be arranged by
local organizations.
One concrete indication of real
interest in the Pilgrimage is the
fact that various organizations
and churches have contributed in
cash and checks almost $5,000 and
in addition pledged over $8,000.
The other two co-chairmen are
Roy Wilkins and A. Philip Randolph.
If you are sincerely interested
in supporting the Prayer Pilgrimage clip, fill out and mail the
coupon below to the Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Wellington, Memphis, Tenn. or to the address given
in the coupon.

Have You Signed Your Freedom Pledge?

The Bernice Harris Fund started by the Tri-State Defender to
help..theavoman with the hospital
bill she has at John Gaston where
a bullet was removed from her
heart, has crept past the $100mark.
A $30 contribution from employees of International Harvester,
reported by Frank Davis, along
with five other unreported donations, brought the total to $105.25.
The other donors were Mrs. Elnora Thomas, $1.25; the McNeal
Family of Germantown, $1.; Leath
Social club, $5.; Mrs. Myrtle
Shaw, 1, and Mrs. Lucy Chism,
$2. Donations of $65 have been
reported in earlier editions.
GOAL IS $230
The Tri-State Defender decided
to keep the fund going, as long
as donations are being made, until
the $230 can be raised to replace
the drain Mrs. Harris' blood transfusions brought on the hospital's
blood bank.
Her total bill for the 32 days she
spent in the hospital came to $758.
Because she is from out-of-state,
Foote, Miss., Mrs. Harris is obligated to pay her debt. Her husband makes just $30-35 weekly and
they have six children.
Contributions may be sent to the
Bernice Harris Fund, care of the
Tri-State Defender, 236 S. Wellington, Memphis, Tenn

.The three fraternities jointly
sponsored Rev. Martin Luther man.
King. jr., of Montgomery, Ala., in
Activities of the fraternities were
a public meeting held at Metropoli- again on a gala note
when they
tan Baptist church, Rev. S. A. were guests of another formal at
Owen, minister, on Friday night. Club Ebony on Saturday
night,
Later Friday night the frater. this one given by the Memphis
nities were united again in a for- Pan-Hellenic Council, representing
mal dance held at Club Ebony. eight local Greek groups and headSaturday, 11 a.m. until 2 p.m., the ed by John Parker.
brothers were guests at a Fashion
On the Alpha Phi Alpha front:
Brunch held at the Flamingo Room
Alphamen heard keynote adby local wives and sweethearts of dresses by William H. Hale, of
the three convening groups. They Clark college, and Frank L. StanREV. MARTIN LUTHER KING
were the Alpha Bettes, headed by ley, of Louisville, general presiBy MOSES J. NEWSON
Mrs. Oscar Speight Jr., the Sil- dent of the fraternity.
houettes, headed by Mrs. Floyd
President Stanley called upon
afford to slow up" now in his strug"can't
The
Negro
Campbell, and the Sigmarettes, Alphamen to use the ballot in seekgle for full freedom, Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. told
led by Mrs. John Outlaw. Mrs.
Edna Swingler was general- chair- See DELEGATES Page 2
some 1,700 persons in the standing-room only audience at

Metropolitan Baptist church last Friday night.
"There is a thing of urgency about this," the scholar-

Little Known Facts

ly leader of the successful yearlong Montgomery, Ala. bus boy'
colt declared, "that necessitaies
I our pushing sliced."
"We can't afford to slow up because our nation has a date with
destiny and we've got to keep
moving," he dramatically prophesir ed
The weapons Rev. King believes
By EDGAR T. STEWART
the Negro will need as he travels
(Fourth in Series)
the road "to the promised land
of justice" are high-type leaders,
It is generally thought that Benedict Arnold was the
a sense of values, the ballot, clean
first American traitor, He was not. He was on one hand, hands and a heart full of love.
the most conspicuous and on the other hand he had more HITS GOVERNMENT
reason to be than the subject of this sketch. Arnold was His hour-long address, "A RealProgress in the Area of Race Rea very good soldier and felt that he had been mistreated. lations", was delivered at the joint
The subject of this sketch, Dr.
public meeting sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi
Benjamin Church of Raynham, a Negro outfit out in Texas.
The last man to be wounded and Phi Beta Sigma fraternities
Mass. was the first as far as is
which were holding regional sesknown. He was a graduate of by a cos/federate bullet was Sergeant Crockett of that same regi- sions here.
Harvard and had studied medicine
Another thing the Negro must
ment of the 62nd Infantry.
in London. He was an eminent
In World War I the last fight do, Rev. King said, "is to consurgeon, a leading Whig and lived
is said to have been the capture tinue to call upon the Federal
in great style. He carried on
of a German supply train by the government to use all its force
correspondence with the British
8th Illinois, a Negro outfit. That and powers in behalf of justice.
by writing in code. Sometimes he
was due to the fact that they When we look up to Washington
would use songs. One of h Is
were so far ahead they hadn't now it seems the judicial branch
notes was intercepted and deciphreceived the word that the Armis- is carrying the load by itself."
ered. He was court•marshalled
He denounced the civil rights
tice had been signed.
and put in prison. Later he was
actions of the executive branch
UNUSUAL
REALLY
sent out of the country on a merIt is generally known that Fran- as "apathetic" and of the legis•
chant ship. Neither he nor the
cis Scott Key wrote "The Star lative branch as "evasive and hyheard
of
again.
ever
ship were
Spangled Banner" during the bat- pocritical."
' The civil war is considered as tle of Fort McHenry, but it is not "We must let the powers that
having started July 9, 1861 when generally known that the soldiers be know that we are determined
"the Star of the West", bearing down in the fort who kept stick- to achieve freedom and in this
the U. S. Flag, was fired on. It ing the flag up fast as the Bri- generation," Rev. King said.
ended Aug. 12, 1866 when the Pres- tish would shoot it down were Ne- 'LONG WAY TO GO'
ident's final proclamation stated groes. Thus making it possible
Going back to 1,119 when thy first
that all hostilities had ceased. for Francis Scott Key to write, Negro slaves were brought to
of
The last volley of the war is "Bombs bursting in the air, gave America, the 28-year-old man
said to have been fired May 13. proof through the night, that bur peace with the militantly religious
name, agreed that "we have come
1865 by the 62nd U. S. Infantry. flag was still there."

Negro And Star
n
Spangled Baner
'

Receive Universal Life Service Awards

. I want to do my share for freedom
I

I will go to Washington, D. C'., May 17, on the Prayer Pilgrimage for Freedom.

17

I will bring 2 friends with me.

El

I will drive my car.

ADDRESS:
PHONE NO:

Ga. Kids Cannot
Mix Anywhere
ATLANTA —.(INS) — Georgia
high school youths were under orders to abandon all national youth
groups which do not practice racial segregation.

cipation in all national competition where segregation is not practiced.

William Bodenhammer, of Ty
Ty, who proposed the resolution
Monday, said it was not specificThe Georgia board of education ally aimed at any group, but arose
ruling — forbidding pupils from from plans of the YWCA to hold
participating in state, regional or a mixed, nine-state meeting this
national biracial meetings — was
interpreted as banning parti- See GA. KIDS Page 2

See REV. KING Page 2

White Man
Fined$50For
Fight On Bus
MOTMOMERY, Ala. — The
first violence on a city bus here
since passenger seating became
integrated several months ago,
resulted in the assailant being
fined $50.
He was James E. Grice,
white, who, according to eyewitnesses, slapped two Negro women
when they refused to move to the
rear of the bus after he had or&red them to do so.
At the time of the violence.
three Negro women were arrested
along with Grice. However, Judge
Eugene Loe of City Court dismiss.
ed charges against one, Mrs.
Jonnie Mae Eaves, 31, and dur.
ing the trial acquitted the other
two.
They are Miss Josephine
19, and Mrs. Annie Burch, 37.
Judge Loe called Grice the “aggressor" in the fight. All three
women testified that Grice hit
Miss Boldin with a wrench after
ordering her to move to the rear
of the vehicle. Grice failed 'to tea.
tify.

Top Speakers
For Laymen Day

PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME
Take this coupon to your
church, send it to this
paper, or mail it to the
Prayer Pilgrimage for
Freedom, 20 W. 40th St.,
NYC, immediately.

a long long way" but emphasized.
"we've still got a long, long way
to go.''
The situation is not such, he
explained, as to make the optimist entirely right when he says
desegregation is inevitable and we
bhould sit down and wait, or such
ac to make the pessimist right
when he says desegregation is Ira.
possible.
Two-thirds of the world's people
are colored and today all are free.
dont-minded, Rev. King noted.
WORDS FOR EASTLAND
"Somebody," Rev. King suggest.
ed, "should run up to Washing.

PERSONNEI. CITED —Three
hundred years of continued
employment were represented
when members of the Univers a I Life Insurance company
managerial and home office
clerical personnel received
service awards from the company's president, A. M. Walk.
er, sr., himself an award recipient. The citations were
made at the Annual Service
Awards-Managers Conference

held at the home office recently. Seated, from left, are; Mrs.
Jimmie 1.. Mitchell, 30 years;
Mrs. Ernestine F. Johnson, 25
years; Mrs. Dorothy T. DeNellie, 10 years; Mrs. Tiney
V. Chambliss, 20 years; Mrs.
Willie M. Alexander, 10 years;
Mrs. Martha H. Strong, 10
years; Mrs. Martha B. Whitney, 10 years; Mrs. Thelma
R. Moore. five years and Miss
Rita Hayden, five y • a r s.

Standing from left: Mrs. G.
CI Howard, production supervisor, 15 years; Samuel Porter, five years; L. B. Sims.
assistant agency director. 15
years; President A. M. Walker. 30 years; C. C. Dawkins,
manager, San Antonio, Ii v e
years; H. B. Smith, manag.
er, San Angelo, 25 years; Mrs.
Le Eleanor Reed. five years;
C. .I. Browne, special agent,
five years; Melton Branch.

1

manager, St. Louis No. 2, five
years; E. L. Haywood, assist.
ant agency director, 10 years;
First Vice President-Secretary
B. G. Olive, jr., 25 years; leroy Carroll, five years and
Mrs. Louise Whitaker Smith,
five years. Not shown are:
Mrs. Ida Dabney, five years;
Mrs. Earline Nelson, 10 years
and C. Turner, managers Jack.
son, Miss., five years. _

Speakers for the third annual
Laymen's Sunday observance at
Second Congregational church, 764
Walker ave., will be Willard W.
Scott, chairman of the Greater
Memphis Race Relations committee, and Rev. Carleton L. Lee,
professor of philosophy and religion at Tougaloo Southern Christian college.
Mr. Scott, who is vice president
of the National Bank of Commerce and a past deacon of the
Idiewild Presbyterian church, will
speak at 11 a•ro.
Rev. Lee speaks on "The Christian Meaning of Tragedy" at 4:30
p.m. He is a former chaplain at
Tuskegee Institute and a former
fraternal worker at the Gossner
Mission, Mainz Kastel, West Germany, under auspices of the World
Council churches.
Fred Jordan is laymen president and Rev. John C. fdickle is
church minister.
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Rev. King

Sat., April 27, 1957

'Mad Butcher' Nomi.%t
Crazy; No Test Set
Neighbors Say
Killer Was Quiet

Delegates

of Tennessee

tate university,

strateques.
The South Central Province con-/
.
sista of Kappa chapters in Ten(Continued From Page 1)
(Continued From Page 1)
nessee and Kentucky. Among the
ton and tell Sen. Eastland that
approximately 30 out-of-town
justice
ing
American
in
life,
to
civil rights for the Amer:can Nework in every area where the fra- gates acre Mr. peFlore, Dr.
gro is more than just a domestic
ternity
can accelerate integration, Crump and H. H. Holloway, of
issue.
and
push a "Go to college, go Philadelphia, Pa., executive secto
"They should tell him that this
to high school" program, especial- retary of Kappa.
is a great moral issue which may
, Atty. A. W. Willis is polemarch
ly among rural youth. •
determine the destiny of our counThe regional, with L. 0. Swing- of the Memphis alumni chapter
try in the fight with Communism..
le". of Memphis, southern regional and Ezekiel Owena.polemarch of
". . if democracy is to live
ORLEANS — A Louisiana and their lawyers attacked the segregation must die."
vice president presiding, recom- the LeMoyne college chapter. Mellaw made it a criminal offense law in federal court. A two-judge Rev. King called the thing often
mended that James E. Huger, re- vin Conley, principal of Hyde Park
&X a public school official to sign ruling last week declared the Lou- referred to as good race relations
tiring general secretary of six school, was chairman of arrange& certificate for a Negro seeking isiana law to withhold enrollment that which those who warn the
years, be made one of the southern ments. :
The next provincial will be in
h fidmittance to a white college. of Negroes in white colleges un- Negro to preserve by slowing ur,
jurisdictional vice presidents. Mr.
Negro college students constitutional.
. Huger is accepting a position as April in Knoxville.
"a negative peace, a deadening
as- group of
On the Phi Beta Sigma front:
linistrative assistant to the
placidity based upon the Negro's
Phi Beta Sigma fraternity's acpresident of Bethune-Cookman colacceptance of an assigned place."
tivities at Owen college were eVlege at Daytona, Fla.
What the "new Negro" wants,
I. Fla. — Charles Nesbitt, with a money-changer. Nesbitt Rev. King explained, "Is a PosThe regional also recommended tered around the tleme, "Civil
By JIM FOREE
r-old Negro bus passenger swore out a warrant for Post's itive peace built on justice."
Harold W. Jordan, a junior at Rights Thru Education and Econoto move to the rear of a arrest. Post turned himself in to
This new Negro, he said, with CHICAGO, ILLINOIS SPECIAL —
Morehouse college, become assis- mic Security."
After panel discussions led by
l coach. So the driver, El- police. The issue of segregated his new sense of dignity and
tant vice president of the jurisFirst Asst. State's Attorney Frank Ferlic told the De•
Post. of the Miami Transit seating on buses still is in liti- self respect, is ready to suffer,
diction, succeeding Clarence E. outstanding members of the frafender yesterday he was satisfied that Marshall Abraham
'Me& the passenger in the face gation in Miami.
ternity,
the conference decided that
struggle and sacrifice, even to
Branch of Tennessee State unifuture action of the fraternity will
die if necessary, to get that jus- was not mentally unbalanced and therefore he would not ,
versity.
focused
be
on the attainment of
lice.
request a sanity hearing for him.
I
Special Easter services were
held at St. James AME church the Constructive proposals offered
•••••••-•
PROGRESS. .BUT
Abraham, now being held in the county jail after a'
...7S2THVILLE, Tenn. — Tennes- cision of Federal Judge Marion
on
"Civil
Rights
Thru Education
with Dr. M. L. Harris, president
Rev. King told of progress — coroner's jury recommended that(
:msinit. so-called "stair-step" plan Boyd at Memphis upholding the
of Philander Smith college deliver' and Economic Security."
of lynchings being virtually elim- he be indicted for murder, has [ the morning about 10 or 11 and
The
• ft)OrChool desegregation, first op- plan for gradual desegregation,
delegates
elected
Omar Roing the sermon.
confessed that he stabbed to
go out for a paper and then re'
pseud in Memphis, but only re- which calls for state supported col- inated, of more Negroes being and then beheaded Mrs. Annadeath
The Alphas in resolutions ex- binson, of Memphis, southwestern
Lee turn to his room."
able to vote, of more jobs a nd
Cy turned down by the U. S. leges to admit Negroes to their
regional
director.
pressed
their thanks to the people
better salaries, of support from Jones, 30, his sweetheart and the
Neighbors of Mrs. Jones on 14th
. Oar of Appeals, has been sent graduate courses last year, sem the
Other officers are:
of Memphis for their hospitality
mother of three.
courts
pl. described her as a "nice" per.
:1101. v. S. Supreme Court. The iors this year, and would admit But he for justice.
Samuel Peace, of Memphis, asto
King for his services.
and
Rev.
The question of Abraham's san- son who looked after
noted
the
growth
new
of
her children.
s.,-kflOtris appealing the ruling which juniors next in the annual step,
sistant southwestern regional dire.,
evils such as the "so-cl.11ed re- ity was prompted by persons who Some said they never saw her it
SOME DELEGATES
rector; Newton B. Marshall, of
bin-1 decision reversed the de- down.
spectable Citizens Councils," re - expressed the opinion that only an with a man, therefore were sur- Tills PICTURE of the butchered
Out-of-town delegates included Little Rock, Ark., secretary; T.
birth of the KKK, wide-spread vi- insane man could commit such a prised when they found out about body of Mrs. Anna Lee Jones as Atty. Billy Jones,
of East St. Lou- W. Coggs, executive secretary of
olence that includes bombings ghastly crime.
it was left in the gutter by Mar- is, Ill.; Roderick Harris, Atlanta,
1 Abraham.
Arkansas Negro Teachers Associa"even of the house of Cod," and NO EVIDENCE
shall Abraham, her lover, has Ga.; Burt A. Mayberry, of KanAs unnamed Negro member of ware, was arrested on a charge the remaining disparages
tion, treasurer; John Palmer, of
withheld
been
in
the
from
publication
by
Ferlic
his
said
office
general
had
Mo.,
City,
former
unsas
a
the XemphM police department, of telling fortunes, a practice economic area.
the editors of the Defender as secretary; James A. Jeffres, of Little Rock, director of social actcovered no evidence to disclose
dropped in plainclothes, had his
outlawed in Shelby LOW ON TOTEM POLE
unfit for publication. However, Kansas City, Mo.; Henry J. Rich- ion; Dr. B. F. McCleave, of Memthat Abraham, 29, of 1523 W. Grenfortune told by a white soothsay- which was
demand that we print it has been ardson, jr., of Indianapolis; Mered- phis, director of bigger and bigger
For instance, he cited figures shaw at., ever had been in a men,
by the Tennessee LegislaCr, AS a result Miss Violet Bat- C7ounty
so great that reluctantly we re- ith G. Ferguson, general treasurer, business, and L. C. Dade, of Little
showing that 43 per cent of Negro tal institute.
bare Penaehino, 52, of 869 Dela- tura this year.
Rock, parlimentarian.
produce it. Mindful of the fart that of Nashville; W. H. (Duke)
families make less than $2,000 a
Abraham has confe.ir.,ed chasing
WilState directors are Ozy Cheata newspaper does not make the liams
year against just 17 per cent of Mrs. Jones from her home at
of Jackson, Miss., one of can- ham, of Arkansas; Roscoe Dunnews, we have according to tradi- didates for general presAent;
white families in the same pay 1743 W. 14th pl. early Sunday
Dr. jee, of Oklahoma; C. D. Goodlow,
tion, an obligation to report the
category• that only 12 per cent morning and slaying her in view
Aaron Brown, of the Phelps-Stokes of Memphis, for Tennessee; ElThree-year-old Carolyn Steph-' last week by a car driven by
'
'
news. The public, in this instance, Fund;
families earn better than of any one passing.
Dr. Lionel Newsome, of mer W. Newton, Kansas, and Laid
ney, of 279 Walker, was report. Isaac McAllister, 36, of 604 S. Wel- of Negro
has
demanded
55,000
•
yearly
while
that
we
40
follow
percent
the
of
When asked if the state planned
Southern university; Dean P. R. D. Lenoir, of - Missouri.
aid in good condition at John Gas- ing on.
d the child white families
tradition.
do.
to ask the death penalty for AbraShy, of Lane college; N. H. Benton hospital with a broken right ran from behind a parked car
'
Visiting dignitaries to the Phi
4\
But despite this, he pointed out, ham, Ferlic said:
nett and I,. B. Fraiser, of North Beta Sigma fraternity meeting inleg, face cuts and a fractured into the auto's path. No charges
the Negro has an annual income, "The state
will ask for a penalty
nose after being struck one night were filed.
Carolina; Wilson Hubert and A. J. cluded:
of 31.5 billion dollars which is more I commensurate
with the gravity HEAD OF MRS. Anna Lee Jones,
Lewis II, of Georgia; Cecil BosE. E. Trout, of Tunkegee, Ala.,
than the total economy of Canacommitted."
of the offense
ton, Florida; Westley Whetstone, national director of education;
of 1243 W. 14th pl., in trash can
da.
i Neighbors of Abraham describ- at 11168 W. Roosevelt rd., Chicago.
Alabama; Walter Washington, Mis- Ezekiel Bell, University of Chi"And It will be a tragedy if
quiet person who kept!
sissippi; and Luke H. Chatfnan, cago and a Memphan, second nahistory records that in this great ed him as a
to himself.
South Carolina.
tional vice president; Alvin J. Mcstruggle the Negro spent more
NICE, BUT
THE KAPPAS
Neil, registrar, Mississippi Vocefor frivolity than for freedom,"
,
Nancy
Mrs.
Brazelton,
of
1727
On the Kappa Psi front:
tional college, southern regional
Rev. King said. "We've got to
W, 14th pl., in whose home AbellA key consideration on the Kap- director, and E. A. Dixon, insurgo down into our pockets and
ham lived for 10 years, described
pa Alpha Psi fraternity agenda ance broker of St. Louis, south(Continued From Page 1)
give big money for freedom."
him
as
"nice,"
referred
but
to
the
was
the program through which western regional director.
-4 "We've got to continue support slaying as "terrible."
summer in Blue Ridge, N. C.
the organization renders career
of the organization that has achievElijah Felters, 70, of 1523 Gren- HOLD MEETING
help to young people. Whether
ed excellency in achieving the
schools and other oragnizations
right of the Negro — the N. A. A. show st., manager of the building
Board of education officials
where Abraham lived, said, "I
such as the Urban League is now
said any group which disobeys
wouldn't see him for three or
giving sufficient attention to this
PRAYER PILGRIMAGE
the resolution — voted for with
area to make the fraternity's efRev. King encouraged local four days at a time."
no dissenting votes —would
Horace Walker, 63, also of the
forts of an over-lapping nature
groups to start saving money now
"naturally be prohibited from hat,was discussed.
to send delegates to the Prayer Crenshaw address, said:
ing a part in our public school
The Kappas hrld their banquet
Pilgrims ge planned for Washing- "Abraham was a quiet person. program any further."
in the cafeteria of the Universal
ton, D. C. on May 17, anniver- I use to speak to him almost every
The
YWCA
called
a
day-long
Life Insurance company's home
Thom is a ***** why people
sary of the historic Supreme Court morning. His girl use to come meeting to discuss its
position,
offices with Dr. William L. Crump, lik• ta do business with as. It
decision against school segrega. over almost every night.
Another roomer in the Grenshaw and the Christian Association ofof Nashville, director of public re- is our prompt, friendly Jarvis&
house, Mrs. Juanita Smith, assert- ficials huddled in conference
tinne
lations at Tennessee State univer- courteous treatmoist sad
Rs. King, with Roy
Wilkins, ed, "When
rooms
during
the
hours.
Itileir•
afternoon
•
he
was
home he was
sity and editor-in-chief, Kappa to help you.
executive secretary of the N. A. A.
Joe Delmar, of the state board,
C. P., and A. Philip Randolph in his room. He would get up in
Journal, as keynoter.
said the resolution specifically
Open Thursday and Friday Nights,
head of the Pullman Porters unNEW PREXY
"banned any school children of,
Until 8 P. M.
ion, are co-chairmen of the pilThis is no time for rabble rousA. Maceo Walker, president of
"Closed all der Setutdar"
grimage. They hope 100,000 will erg, white or Negro, Rev. King Georgia from participating in
Universal Life, was named promixed group meetings—in or outgather around the Lincoln Memor- said.
vincial polemarch succeeding Jack
side the state." He added:
"We are not, he said, "out to
ial to register a protest against
LeFlore, of Knoxville, and Ezesecond class citizenship.
defeat or humiliate the white, YWCA AFFECTED
kiel Owens, of Beta Mu chapter,
Rev. King told his audience he man," but to win over segregaLcMoyne college, was elected Jun"If the YWCA goes ahead with
favors that moderaatinn which tion and freedom for all.
ior vice polemarch.
its plans, it will be prohibited
means "moving ahead with
Rev.
King
was
Other South Central Province ofinterrupted by front operating in the Georgia
pur152 MADISON AVE.
TRASHCAN at 1658 W. Roosevelt ficers are C. M. Leathers,
pose" but is against that modera- applause during his address and public school
system."
of Nashrd., where head of Mrs. Anna Lee ville, keeper of the
tion which means "capitulating to at the end was given a standing
Phone JA. 5-7611
records and
W. A. Sutton, director of the I Jones was found.
Hama Owned . Herne °parotid
a dead status quo."
CERTIFICATE OF ACHIEV14.
ovation.
Chicago.
certificate, signed by the t omexcheques, and Cordy Crittenden,
Georgia
agricultural
service,
said
MENT is presented to Richard
"As we go forward," he urged, DONATE $400
manding Officer, Col. Ottmar
the state's 4-11 clubs would not
"let us make sure our hands
D. Collins Sr.. 1959 Hunter, by
F. Kotick, read. "In recogniare He was presented by
O. be affected by the resolution beFirst Lieutenant Burrell D.
clean, that our methods are pure Swingler, southern regionalL.vice
tion of the faithful performcause there had been no mixed
and let us not become bitter." president of
Angell, upon h I s retirement
ance of assigned duties as a
'
Alpha Phi Alpha, who meetings with white and Negro
THE BOYCOTT
from government ser‘ices at
cviilisn employe of the Quer.
reported that the more than 6400 4-H club members on either a
He said the boycott is not
the Memphis General Depot.
termaster Corps."
a donated by the crowd would go state, regional or national level.
weapon in every case and should to the
He served there 15 years. The
Montgomery Improvement
The board's resolution states
not be used as an end in itself. Association
of which Rev. King that organizations "shall hence•
In Montgomery, he said, it was is _president.
The main session will be held used
forth be required to affirm. . .
only to break down segreMelvin Conley, chairman of the (their) intention to comply with
at Coleman High school auditorgation.
graduate chapter of. Kappa Alpha the provisions of this resolution,
ium at z p.m. at which time Dr.
Earlier, upon his arrival, he said Psi, presided.
T. R. M. Howard of Chicago will :
Greetings were and thus pledge not to plan or
at the airport:
(Continued From Page 1)
brought by John Parker, president allow any racially mixed meetinstall the newly elected officers
"After the few incidents of vio- of the Memphis
Pan-Hellenic coon- ings."
- ehuich, will be conducted by the I of the Council.
lence just after desegregation be- dl and
by a representative of each
It further bans any interracial
- litintsters' Conference at whic hi A choir of 200 voices will fur- gan, things
have quieted down. I of the three co-sponsoring frater- meetings
already planned.
tiro;the state's ministers of all nish music at both the meetings While the peak
of riders on bus- nities.
WI/
denominations will discuss a 1 1 while Rev. E. P. Williams, Green- es have not
returned, those who
Music
for
the program was proCalifornia is the second largest
phases of integration in a panel ville and Miss Mary Jane Pegees, are riding are doing so on
an in- vided by the Le5foyne crAlege state in the
on "The Role Of The Minister In Clarksdale will be the guest solo- tegrated
Union with a total
basis. I feel that t h e choir under direction of John W land
area of about 156,000 square
The- Present Transition",
ists.
movement is a complete success." Whitaker and Omar
Robinson.
miles.
•
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Refused To Take Rear Seat

Tennessee's Delaying Strategy

Ety Couldn't Tell Her Own Fortune

Darts From Behind Car, Injured

1

Ga. Kids
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The gin favorite of all the world!

Try it and see why...

Gilbey's Gill is the one
gin distilled in 11 countries
and served 'round the world!

Gilbey's
Gin

las

"'""7:110EL'1ND RICE now is packaged In new, modern pleWe-packages as shown. In order to enable customers
110 readily distinguish between Riceland Extra Long

Graln and Riceland Plump Tender Grain Rice, the ex
tra.long grain has been packs trfl In a long Otorlrontal
carton and the plump tender in a vertical carton.
Both

are being featured In one and two pound sires. Also
Riceland Rice continues to be packaged in cellophane
bags in one, two and three pound sizes.
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is for"GILllErS,please."

"The work! agrees on
'GILKEY'S please'!"
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nursing program series are
Mrs. A. W. Thompson, of 857
loka and Miss Laura Rice,
right, of 1231 Cannon. Here
they learn how to wring a
scalding compress. (Newsom
Photo)
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This week I received in t Is e
mail a "Report Compiled by the
American States Rights Association, Inc. of Birmingham, Ala."
It purports to be a "final report
on prison population in 32 states
and the Distriat of Columbua, with
emphasis on the alleged incidence
Of crime among Negroes."
We are becoming a bit weary
of the illogical method employed
by segregationists to brain - wash
citizens by forever pointing at effect — effect created by stupid
customs and traditions — rather
than honestly attempting to face
and act morally on the cause of
the conditions.
The report says for example,
that the total prison population of
Indiana is 6,669: that the total Negro prison population is 1,539 giving 23 percent Negro prison population for that sta(e.
The white man's ambitions for
full freedom has not been shackled
by written and unwritten laws,
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by vicious tradition and customs I
for hundreds of years in this country, yet in just that one state —
Indiana, there were 5,130 whites
to 1,539 Negroes in prison. It appears that many whites are not
fully prepared for t h e freedom
they enjoy—yet they have it.
Do t h e segregationists expect
the angelic from all of our people
when many of their own fall far
short of being a model of virtue?
No! This is their strategy to bolster crumbling walls of segregation and discrimination, to bestir
fear and create confusion.
It has been proven again and
again that where the average Negro is given an opportunity to
serve according to merit, without fetters he becomes an asset
to his neighborhood and community.
It's time to stop emphasizing the
effect and begin to correct the
cause of our racial problems,
North, East, South and West.

Want To Quit
After 58 Years

Blessing Rev. King Not Apostle Of Evil
It is a blessing from Cod that
Rev. Martin Luther King. jr. is
not a brown-hued John Kasper,
and aspotle of violence and evil.
If so, there would be chaos and
ruin of such magnitude that would
rock this nation to its very foundations.
That became quite evident Friday evening while Rev. King was
delivering the principal address at
a joint program in Metropolitan
Baptist church, sponsored by Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi
and Phi Beta Sigma. The leader
who has won international fame,
held his overflow audience spellbound for an hour with his superb
fluency, fascinating logic, sincere
Christian philosophy and highly

CheatDun)(thaw.
!.; Eli Laid
e Phi
ng iii-

0

unusual and vivid word imagery.
When Rev. W. L. Varnado, who
participated in the Program said:
"We have a Moses,'' referring to
Rev. King, he voiced the sentiments of the majority in the audience.
During the entire address I observed a white visitor who stood
during the entire speech. It was
interesting to note the play of
emotion on his face — and especially to contrast the stolid face
Civil Defense experts have said 9:30 p.m.
with that warm radiance of the that everyone of age in every
This pattern will prevail
same man at the end of the ad.
family should know how to care throughout the Ea lesson series.
dress. It appeared that Rev. King
Those persons who, in addition to
had planted a seed of good in a for sick or injured persons.
learning the important patient
white who had been sent there as How does your home meet this care techniques, would like
to re,
an observer.
test?
ceive certificates, can qualify for
A classic word picture made by
If it's not 100 per cent, and very them by taking four two-houc pracRev. King was that the white man
tice sessions under trained home
is not going to serve integration few are, here's a chance to learn. nurse supervision.
The Memphis-Shelby County
on a silver platter with the NeMiss Christine 1Vright, of the
gro furnishing only the appetite. Red Cross chapter, in cooperaRed Cross area nursing services,
There he is eminently right. We tion with the American Red
Atlanta, this week is rounding out
have got to struggle every step Cross and the Memphis Communa two-weeks instruction period
of the way for the attainment of ity Television Foundation is sponfor nurses who will conduct the
the goal. He Called for leaders, soring a Red Cross home nursing
practice sessions.
calm leaders, positive leaders television program series on
FOR ALL YOUR CHURCH with true Christian sincerity. Lord, Channel 10, the educational TV Persons interested in taking the
course should enroll now at the
station.
give us those.
NEEDS — SEE US.
Magic in the Sick Room, Is Red Cross chapter, .629 Monroe,
or
other designated places. There
theme of the series.
•BIBLES
is no fee except a small charge
16 LESSONS
fp COMMENTARIES
Mrs. Royal Harrison, director
gp RELIGIOUS BOOKS
of Red Cross nursing services
CHICAGO,
ILL. here, said the series will consist
•COMMUNION WEAR
of 16 lessons, each of which will
Mrs. Cora Harper Smith, a noted
•CHURCH PEWS
chef in this city from 1902 to 1930 be seen over 11'KNO/tsvice.
The S&S club had a successful
•SUNDAY SCHOOL AIDS and the
The first program, "Introduegreat aunt of Baker E.
Easter Egg Hunt last Sunday eve•TEACHER HELPS
Morton of the Associated Negro lion to Home Nursing Television rung from 4:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Press, died last week here after a Series," will be seen Monday, I
on the lawn of Mrs. Millie Tay.
short illneae in her home. Mrs. April 29, between 2-2:30 p.m. and
lor.
Smith was known in Chicago and will he repeated Tuesday, April
Sunrise service wes held at Mormany parts of the Mid-west early 30, 9-9:30 p.m.
The second program, which will ris Chapel CME churct on last
in the century as a chef in the
Sunday morning. Rev. Smith, pasPatient
kitchens of many top restaurant be the first lesson, ''Is theIvednes_
62 N. FRONT ST.
tor.
clubs and hotels here including Really Sick?" comes up
(14•ar to King Cotton Hotel)
The juniors and seniors of the
the Quadrangle club, Union League day, May I, 2-2:30 p.m. and will
PHONE JA 5-9826
Training school enClub and numerous loop tearooms. be repeated Thursday, May 2 p.' Fayette County
joyed a gala evening of fun on last
'
Thursday night at their annual
A SALE AS GREAT prom affair. The setting was most
elaborate and colorful. The music
AS ITS NAME
was soft and superb, refreshments
'1 were tasty and delicious. T h e
warm hospitality was passed from
one to the other and everyone enjoyed the prom. The junior advisors are Robert Turner, Mi s s
Ethel Murrell and lioward Walker.
Mrs. Elizabeth Tate had as her
dinner guest on last Sunday, Mr.
and Mrs. Earnest Williams and
Hosie Williams of Mason, Tenn.;

Red Cross To Bring Home Nursing
Into Homes Via TV On Channel 10

CHURCH
SUPPLIES
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Mrs. Cora Smith, Top
Food Artist, Succumbs

lights.
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SOMERVILLE, TENN.

SOUTHERN
CHURCH SUPPLY
CO.

3 ROOMS

shills

Brand New Furniture Just

•

•

$29800

Terms as low as ,
$10.00 per month
VISIT
IMemplis first and only Sample Furniture
and Appliance Store./

SAMPLE
FURNITURE CO.
1895 LAMAR

PH. BR. 5-3320

Complete line of furniture, Televisions
and Appliances

MEMPHIS — Final plans for of Geki in Christ, as a holiness
the gigantic 50th lAoly Convoca- and pentecostal group, was the
lion of the Church of God In Christ , victim of much persecution. In
some parts of the U. S. today,
were unfolded at the special April the group
is still the victim of
call meeting of church' officials local ostracism. Nevertheless the
and executives at Mason Tem- Church of God in Christ Is lastly
ple, 958 E. Mason St., last week. r becoming a
major economic
The 20-day and night meeting, stro
old, owning property worth
days
starting Nov. 25 with three
I ni. ' ; and also a srce
source of '
of fasting and prayer, is intended I co
pride to its members.
record
breaking
attract
25,000
a
to
Aside from the more than 3.000
church goers frcan across the 1. churches throughout the U. S., the :
S. and foreign countries and will denomination also claims churchphis
beteld at Mason reiople in Mem- es in Alaska, Canada, C u h a,
South Africa, liaiti„lamaica, LiInvitations are being extended beria, Hawaii and England. Presto leading religious, educational ently, the church has under conand political figures of the na- struction an ultra-Modern printtion to attend the meeting by a , Mg and publishing house in Memcommittee headed by Bishop Sam- phis, with tentative dedication
muel Crouch, of Los Angeles, Calif. schedulcd for January, 1918.
and others.
, For the 50th Convocaton, BishFORD CHAIRMAN
op A. B. McEwen and Bishop J.
Bishop L. H. Ford, of Chicago, 0. Patterson, of Memphis, are host
chairman of the Jubilee Holy Con- bishops. Mrs. Lillian Brooks cot-.
vocation, .along with a committee, fey is general supervisor of WontIntroduced plans for the publica- en's Department; Bishop W. G.
tion of a special Anniversary Pro- Shipman, Detroit, Mich., is nationgram Book to include the program al chairman of Elder's Council;
of the meeting along with a com- and Bishop U. E. Miller, Detroit,
prehensive history of the church. Mich., general secreeary.
Plans were also introduced for the
publication of a Golden Anniversary edition of the holy Bible,
honoring the founder and Senior
Bishop of the Church of God in
SYRACUSE, N.
— (INS)
Christ, Bishop Charles Harrison — A Syracuse judge has turned
Mason.
down Mrs. Antoinette sgroi's
The November meeting will cli- petition for a legal separation
max the 82-history making years from Paul Sgroi on grounds of
of the development of the Church
alleged mistreatment.
of God in Christ, which had its
The plaintiff is 80 years old
inception in a small former cot- and her husband 82. They have
ton gin in Lexington, Miss. Ac• been married 58 years and have
cordng to the latest cfficial Na- 12 children, nine of whom are MISS FAY COLEMAN is winner
tional Council of Churches report, living. The youngest is 39 years of the -annual Popularity contest
the Church of God In Christ is old.
sponsored be the Golden Leaf Bapthe largest pentecostal or holioess
tist church, Rev. L. A. Hamblin,
denomination and ranked in the
Brush fabric lampshades before minister. Talented Miss Coleman
upper fourth of the 255 religious cleaning to remove loose dust, resides with her aunt, Mrs. Haldenominations, in terms of mem- Then wash in detercent slid, rinse lie McNeil, of 217 Leath st. She
bership, in the U. S.
well, and set on bath towel to is soloist for the junior choir at
In its early stages, the Chureb dry.
I Golden Leaf.
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How About Getting At The Cause

C in

Ala.,
ation;
f ('hind naI. McVoce.
gional
insursouth-

TWO OF THE NURSES who
have received instructions
from Miss Christine Wright,
left, of the Red Cress area
nursing services, Atlanta, getting ready to conduct practice sessions of the Red Cross
sponsored t'hannel 10 home

•
of one dollar for books to he used
and Red Cross officials say many
homes already have the necessary
books.
You may register at any Food
Center grocery, Vi'KNO, Lowenstein'a East and Dowenstein's
South.
All original viewing repeats will
be at 9 p.m. on Tuesdays a n d
Thursdays. All are for 30 minute
periods.
The series will teach such
things as how to recognize illnesa
symptoms, how to take temperatures, how to make patients comfortable in bed, how to make and
use improvised equipment, h o w
to accurately give prescribed
medicine, and how to carry out
treatment ordered by the doctor.

thOP

9

WI

P•M•

THURSDAY and
SATURDAY

HOUSE FURNISHING COMPANY

MAIN AND POPLAR

ADVANCE SALE!

MEMPHIS, TENN.

NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. Junius Cottrell of
Longtown; Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Dickerson and son of Somerville.
They a r e all relatives of M r s.
Tate.
Miss Vennie Scales WPS guest
speaker of the Heroines of Jericho organization on last Sunday
MB church, Tipat the
lerville, Miss.

6 Million Homemakers
WASHINGTON — (ANP)—Over
six million homemakers throughout America will observe the 12th
National Home Demonstration
Week, April 28-May 4, the Federal
Extension Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, announced this week.

MARION'S

.

5404Ida

SALE
NYLONS

$39.95 BUNTING
Aluminum Chaise
FREE
PARKING

$29.95
Buy this comfortable chaise. now at our low pre-season.', •
sale price! Famous Bunting quality which means it's
.
ter built throughout to give years of service. Lightweight"'
aluminum frame with cushions covered in a colorful fiord*: •
designed water-repellent vinyl plastic. Innerspring cotr..::
struction.

•

N I FOR El

All New
Spring Shades
60 Gauge
15 Denier
Sizes 81
/
2 to 11
$1.35 Value

Stores
Open
Every
Night
'Til 9

LESTER'S
208 So. Main St.

EVERY DAY MEMPHIS GREATEST BARGAIN EVENT
FREE PARKING
Or Ride
Madison Ave., Bus to Store

Dollar Day is not just once a month-Every day is dollar day at

350 MONROE

at

WELLINGTON

"Nothing Over One Dollar"

OPEN 9:00 A.M. TO 9:00 P.M.
DAILY

—

NO PHONE

OR MAIL ORDER

A_
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Orders New Hearing In Texas Case •

TI—STATE DEFENDER
sat., April 27, 1957

WASHINGTON — A U. S. Die.
trict court has been ordered to set
a hearing for ia a suit brought by
Negro children against the school
district in Wichita Falls, Texas,
seeking admission to schools
nearest their homes.

fer to or attendance at any school
school board,
The decision by the Circuit of their choice as was accorded
Court said that even though the to white children.
Negro children had been admitted The ruling reversed a decision
to the public schools nearest their of the U. S. District court for
homes, they had no guarantee of Northern Texas, which had di,the -same free privilege of trans- missed the complaint

The Supreme Court Monday let
stand an order issued by the Circuit Court of Appeals, Which was
appealed by the Wichita Falls

HANDMADE EASTER HATS
were in the spotlight at LaRose school last Friday afternoon as nearly 300 first grad-

ers stepped out Good Friday
in the hats they made in classroom work. Two couples show•
log off some of the many

DR. ANEMIA C. M. DAVIS

Mt. Olive Women Slate
Dr. A. Mallory Davis
Dr. Arenia C. Mallory Davis, York City as "Woman of t b
founder and president for 31 years Year". .
of Saints Junior college, LemingIn October of 1956 Dr. Davis was!
ton, Kiss, will be guest speaker
for the afternoon program on elected vice president of the Na-i
Women's Day at Mt. Olive CME tional Council of Women of the
United States. She has been vice
Cathedral Sunday April 28.
president of the National Council
The world renown Christian
of Negro Women for four years.
leader, lecturer, humanitarian, edmeter and leader
of her people NIGERL4 LECTURES
This year she has been asked
will be heard at 3 p.m.
Dr. Davis received her masters by the National Council of Women
degree in education from Jackson of the U. S. to go to Nigeria, Afcollege and the masters degree in rica to lecture to women there, as
administration from the Univer• a delegate to Commodore for the
International Council of Women,
lily of Illinois
and is a delegate to Japan to the
TO UN ANNIVERSARY
Pan-Pacific
Conference.
In 1955 she was a delegate to
the 10th Celebration of the United
As a lecturer, her services are
N in San Francisco. Last June requested in the universities, orahe was selected by an organize- churches and organizations of
ton of school teachers in New our country every week.

Ry MRS. HARRIETT WALKER
Advisory Committee Member
Family Service of Memphis

ly, the mother kept Jimmy close
by her sid e. No playmates,
a dad too busy or too tired, no
chance to be "on his own", — all

Somerville
News

Hear
Hear
Hear
DR. ARENIA CORNELIA
MALLORY DAVIS
MT. OLIVE CATHEDRAL'S
Women's Day Speaker

SUNDAY, APRIL 28, 1957
3 P.M.

"Christian Loyalty — The Chal!enge Of Today"

Perhaps the most valuable
result of all education is to
make you do the things you
have to do, when it ought to
be done, whether you like it or
Dot; It la the first lesson that
ought to be learned; and however early a man's training begins, It Is probably the last
lemon that he learns thoroughly.—(Thomas H. Huxley)

DON'T MISS THIS AFFAIR
Mrs. Ethel R. Dunn, Chairman
Mrs. Hattie Marable, Co-Chairman
Rev. Henry C. Bunton, Minister
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Jimmy Posed A Big Problem Until
Family Services Found The Reason

At the Family Service Advisory
committee meeting on April 10,
ways of helping children to use
their opportunities and prepare
for their life's work was discussed.
As a member of this committee, and as a parent, I know how !
important it is to start early to
think about our children's future.
They grow up so fast. It is so
As the curtain rings down on
necessary to help them get off to
basketball, the Fayette County
a good start and to set their goal
Elementary schools had their anin life early. To do this, a partournament on April 4, 5, and
ent must understand his own child nual
at the Fayette County Training
and the fact that his child is dif- 6,
ferent from every other child in school.
Hodges girls blasted their way
the world. This puts much responsibility on all of us parents with to the top with a 33-23 victory over
Longtown girls to capture t h e
more than one child, and those
girls dia.
with an only child have perplex- championship title. In the
vision Geraldean Washington was
ing problems too.
high point scorer, averaging 20
FIRST GRADER HELPED
points per game. Floyd Jones,
When a child's problems get coach.
bothersome, it is good to know
In the boys division The Longthat the help of Family Service is town "Beavers," and they're all
Scott
did
Mrs.
the word implies — defeated the
of revival at the Greater White ours to call on.
PROVIDENCE AME
Stone Baptist church. Two distin- when her little boy's education Pepper "Daredevils," 39-13. Alvin
grade.
first
the
Presenting the Men's Day ad- guished patrons Rev. G. T. Thom- stalled In
Brown, coach.
dress at Providence AME church, as of Dallas, Texas and Rev. J. T. Jimmy Scott, a six-year-o I d, CONGRATULATIONS CHAMPS
McDonH.
seem
Sunday, will be Rev.
Stewart of Shreveport, La. are small for his age, couldn't
In the semi-finals Fr id a y
ald Nelson. Rev. Nelson, who is conducting it. Baptismg of can- to respond to teachers instruc- night Hodges and Alexander girls
AME
James
stood
of
St.
he
pastor
period
the
didates Sunday will climax the tions. At play
gave the crowd a thrill of a game
church, will speak at 3:30 p.m.
revival.
passively by. The teacher, wise with Hodges victorious by o n e
Rev. J. C. Miller, the host min- The young people's chorus of in the ways of children, thought point, 39-38.
The Almighty "Beavers" glided
ister, invites the public to worship Greater White Stone Baptist the slower pace of a nursery school
at this fine sanctuary at 384 N. church will present a musical, would be best for him, and so ' their way with ease to defeat PleaDecatur at.
there, Sunday at 3 p.m. Miss Bob- his mother placed Jimmy there. sant Grove with a score of 43-11.
EBENEZER BAPTIST
Mr. and Mrs. James Stone and
bie Jenkins is the president. The No progress. But in a little while
Music and the gospel will be organist is Fred White.
the teacher sensed something was family, also Mrs. Stone's brother,
'afternoon treat for the Ebenezer
Jerome Puryear, a student at
Rev. A. R. William is the pas- wrong at home and told the moth1nembership. Sunday. Participat- tor.
A & I State university, spent the
er about Family Service.
ing in it will be the New Bethel,
Mrs. Scott was worried about week end with Mr. and Mrs. HerOLIVE T BAPTIST
Baptist church of Germantown,
her little boy. What made him bert Trice and Mrs. Trice's mothRevival
will
be
Olivheld
at
the
Peppers
is
Tenn. Rev. R. L. J.
She knew Jimmy was er, Mrs. Puryer. Mr. and Mrs.
et Baptist church one week. Dr. that way?
pastor of New Bethel.
a bright child, but the seemed Stone are from Nashville, Tenn,
The Beautifying club of Ebenez-' C. A. W. Clark of Dallas, Texas
Mrs. Harry Jamerson and Mrs.
sort of freeze up when straner is sponsoring this entertain- 1 will preside. Dr. Clark is the pas- to
Eula Towels spent last Thursday
tient. Mrs. L. M. Bradford is the tor of Goodstreet Baptist church gers were around. In the Family in Memphis with Mrs. Jamerson's
Services will com- Service caseworker's talks with mother and Mrs.- Towel's grandpresident and Mrs. E. Currie is in Dallas.
mence at 7:45 p.m., Sunday.
the secretary.
the mother, some clues to Jim- mother, Mrs. Rosie Harris, who is
An enlightening sermon will be
' Rev. E. Slay is the minister.
residing with her daughter during
my's troublles became clear.
presented by the pastor, Rev. E.
NEW TYLER AME
her shut-in period.
child
of
was
an
only
The
boy
, No special services have been W. Williamson, at 11 a.m. He will
Mrs. Fannie Irons from Grand
Mr
early
forties.
parents
in
,their
Planned for Sunday's worship at speak on "Pentecostal Power."
iJunction, Tenn, spent several
the New Tyler Baptist church.
The public is invited to worship Scott's work kept him out of „town days in the home of her children
' The pastor, Rev. Fl. W. Henning, with the Olivet congregation.
much of the time. Depressed, lone-'and grandson, the Vassers.
will preside during the morning
and evening services.
' Directing the ACE League at
5:30 p.m. will be Miss J. Flowers.
T. STEPHEN BAPTIST
' The Ministers' Wives and Mission Circle are presenting a program at St. Stephen Baptist
church, Sunday, at 3 p.m. A
dynamic message by Rev. W. P.
Hayes of the Lewis Street Baptist
church will spotlight it. Mrs. 0. C.
Criven is president cf Ministers'
Wives and Mission Circle.
A three-week revival started at
Et. Stephen Monday. The first week
will be devoted to prayer meeting.
Sermons will constitute the last
two weeks. Rev. W. C. Holmes of
Beaulah Baptist church wW conduct it.
Rev. 0. C. Crivens is the minister.
SUMMERFIELD BAPTIST
The East Memphis Ushers'
Union will give its monthly program at Summerfield Baptist
church, Sunday. The program features talents from the affiliated
churches. Guest speaker for Sun.
day will be Rev. W. T. Grafton
of Springdale Baptist church.
An inspiring message by the
THEME:
pastor, Rev. Leon Brookins, will
,be heard during the morning worship at 11 a.m. The senior choir
and the Gospel chorus will fur,
nish the music.
GREATER WHITE STONE
Sunday marked the beginni-

Words of the Wise

For quality
without
question

where with Daddy was a special
thrill, even though the trip was
only a walk to the drugstore.
Mrs. Scott's outlook became
more cheerful. She was able to
take an interest in joining neighborhood groups and attending her
church. Her advances toward
friendship have been met w t h
friendliness. Now that she is more
active and outgoing, those selfpitying thoughts have little room
to grow.
And Jimmy at the nursery
school? The teacher says he's
eatcbing no fast The Family
Serviee caseworker enjoyed a
special program the other day. On
the platform the children marched gaily around. Jimmy g r a bstyles are May Ella Clayborn
bed the hand of the little girl next
and Spencer Moore, left, and
to him and off they stepped in
Cheryl Fanion and Jasper
perfect time. This is the true story
Hirsch. (Newson Photos)
of a Memphis family, but names
have been changed to protect identity.
It'S NOT EASY
Learning to be a good parent
isn't easy. No one is just born
khowing how. It takes plenty of
patience and thought, and Family Service's helping hand is available to parents with any trouble
this had made the little boy fear- a child may have. Last year 168
ful and unsure.
families who realized they needed
Sincerely trying to be a good help with problems of their young
mother, Mrs. Scott, with the case- children used the agency's counworker's help, began to realize selling service.
how much their home life was J. T. Chandler is chairman of
geared to grownups, not to a SiY- our Committee of 18 members,
year-old. With ingenuity she found who give their time to this comways to increase her husband's munity work. Jack G. Scharff is
companionship with his little boy. president, and Mrs. Ruth G. JoyAlthough busy on the days he ner, executive secretary, of Famwas in town, his undivided atten- ily Service, a Red Feather agency
tion for even a few minutes meant of your Community Chest.
much to Jimmy. Having 3 happy
Liberia and its neighboring state,
time at mealtime with Dad at
the head of the table strengthened Sierra Leone, have the heaviest
average rainfall annually along
the boy's feeling of belonging to
the west African coastal bulge tera family. group. And going seine- ritory.

First requirement when you
buy food and drink for your
family is quality: quality you
can trust ...quality without
question. That's why you—and
careful shoppers like yourself—
invariably bring home cartons
of Coca-Cola. For seventy
years, Coke has been quality
leader in the beverage industry.
It merits your confidence, and
that of your family.
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IOTTLIO UNDU AUTHORITY OP TNI COCA-COLA 110TILINO COMPANY IT

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF MEMPHIS, TENN.
Yaks" Is•registered Notio-nost.

•lead, Mr COCA-COLA COMPAN't

Gifts For Mother's Day
Quality Stamps

GIRL !
topic
when t
tee m
plans
season
In Con
tee de(
numbe:
not re

WITH

REVERE SAUCE PAN
One quart size, with close-fitting lid.
Stainless steel with copper-clad bottom.

1 2 books of
1/
quality stamps
BATHROOM SCALE
A wonderful gift that will delight mother.

2 books of
quality stamps
JANA C. PORTER
Yes Madame,
Bright with the April showers and sunshine gardens are
popping up on every vacant lot
—radishes, onions, and greens
are first to make their way to
t h e Supper table. For something different but. odd as the
times try using the most wonderful meal — Jack Sprat's
Cream style corn meal a n d
make corn dumplings to serve
with that vegetable dinner tonight. They are just as good
when cooked in lamb stew.
Try them a n d you too will
say "so simple but oh, h ow
good."
CORN MEAL DUMPLING
I cup Jack Sprat Cream
Style Corn meal
1.4 tsp, baking powder
scalding water
ti tsp. salt
1 tsp, chopped chives
Sift together dry ingredients,
add chives, then enough scalding water to make a thick
gravy mixture. Spoo n into
boiling turnip green liquid
cover and cook for 15 minutes.
Serve with Vegetables, as
bread of the day.
Let me know how you liked
them.
Rye for now
Jana Porter

•
Booker T. Washington high school's senior glee club makes guest
appearance on the Big
Star Food Stores Radio Show.

A very splendid performance
was presented by the members
of the Senior Glee Club of Booker T. Washington High School,
Prof. B. T. Hunt is the principal, and the director of this excellent glee club pictured above
is Prof. E. I,, Pender,
The Glee Club of this popular
Memphis High School gave a
performance that will be long
remembered by the huge Mid
South audience which makes up
the listeners of 50,000 Watt
WDIA. the Mid South most powerful Radio Station. The Glee
Club was given excellent accompainment during the Radio
Show by pianist Dellestine Shel-

by. One of the numbers which
the Glee club presented so admirably was the thrilling "Hal•
leluia Chorus" from Handel's
Messiah.
Pictured in front (L. to R.)
Bennie Jenkins, James Norfleet,
Carroll
McSwain,
Charles
Williams, Ralph Park, Leon
Foster, Eddie Pryor, Marie
Emondeon, Frank Cole, First
Row: Dorothy Ingram, Hattie
Longstreet, Sadie Harris, Anita
Williams, Ada C. Lee, Mildred
B. Brownlee, Mary Nicholson,
Earlie Thompson, Queen Bailey,
Vivian Clark, Mottle McCaliaster.
2nd Row: Ester Hurt, jr.,
Eva Mae Harris, Ida Hollis,
Mary Alice Patterson, James

Bruce, Emma Palmer, Pubs Al.
len, Emmitt Taylor, Velma Ten.
nil, James H. Turmpsied, Ernestine Hill, Gloria Rivers, Katie Downey.
3rd Row: Evelyn Wiggins, St.
Clair Alexander, Vernn Phipps,
Isiah Woody, William Taylor.
The popular Big Star Food
Stores Talent Sows originate
from the studios of Radio Station WDIA, 2074 Union Ave. every Saturday morning at 11:30
with the genial A. C. Williams
a„ Master of Ceremony. The
Big Star Food Stores are happy to give boys and girls of
Memphis, and the Mid South
this opportunity to present their
excellent talent to a vast Mid
South Audience.
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THE PLACE OF FREEDOM IN to confine even one man to a lite
THE CHRISIAN RELIGION
of servitude. No law should he
In these days of unrest, turmoil enacted by any law making body.
and disruption, when men every- which does not offer to all human
. .
where are endeavoring to throw beings equal rights and pris ileges.
Good Keening.
, Life Insurance is twice blessed,
Yes, my friends, it means that
off the heavy yoke of slavery and
For thousands of years man has it blesseth him that giveth and
pure
water
is
too
servitude and substitute therefor no fountain of
asked this question: What is Life him that receiveth. With the goldcomplete freedom, it is certainly and sparkling that the sons of Insurance?
en* rule of religion, "Bear ye one
therefrom;
it
cannot
drink
man
befitting to discuss the place and
As far back is one can trade another's burdens," is just as
means
that
no
mode
of
transporrecognition that our religion
the history of men as we that true today as hundred of years
tation is good enough until it Is found hint as a cave dweller down ago.
(Christian) gives to freedom.
provide
accomogood
enough
to
through the many thousand of
.
The Bible story of Joseph and
In the light of our discussion
dations for all on the basis of sears
.
to this day, we find man's of the famine in Egypt has been
we refer to freedom as "t h e „
first
conic,
first
served."
cencern about the preservation of cited as the first insurance plan
state of being free" or "a lack
BE NOT ENTANGLED
life and that of hhs family.
in recorded history. You will reof restraint." As I go further into:
No structure which bears the
is Calaroaa
The quesSion then waswhat '
11 that Ph
,, . „
this discussion I am forced to adh had
dream
m of
title 'I ublic Is too beautiful or . it? Life Inssrance, one might say,
mit that freedom is a condition
seven fat cows being eaten by
magnificent that the races of man- is the preservation of man; the seveq lean cows.
that
we
Negroes
are
litwho
are
Joseph
inter
CHICAGO URBAN LEAGUER
student body as featured
LeMoyne college; Nat D. WilF. Tisby, managing editor of
cannot go therein at the prop- protection from outside influences
the acquainted with.
preted the dream as a prophecy
Frayser T. Lane, a 'lathe
speaker. A veteran of 20 -years
liams, FITW professor, and L.
the Memphis World; Rev. J.
1 er time. Finally, it means that from cold, hunger, heat; from
of seven years of plenty In the
Memphian, was honored at a
in Urban League work, Mr.
Alex Wilson, editor and gen- ' The Emancipation Proclamation, I the world is large enough and
A. McDaniel, executive secre' signed by the immortal Abraham productive enough to enable ill rainstorms that might destroy his land to he followed by seven years
luncheon at Booker T. Washeral manager of the Tri-State
Lane is now education directary of the Memphis UL; Dr.
of famine, and recommended the
\ Lincoln, was instrumental in telt- men regardless of race, creed or life and that of his family.
ington High school last TuesDefender. (Newson Photo)
tor of the Chicago UL. Seated
R. Q. Venson, Mr. Lane, Dr.
ing the heavy shackles of slavery color to live together in peace and ' The cave man had to preserve , storing of great reserves of food
day before he addressed the
From left here are: Raymond
Hollis F. Price, president of
off our feet, but as yet we have goodwill. In the language of the himself and family on the plains in the fruitful times to take care
• not enjoyed complete fredom in great Apostle Paul, I close by I and in the jungles in which he of the people in the hungry years.
lived from the beast and insects, $o as of today the great instil-this. our I a n d of the free a n d
saying, "Standfast therefore in the disease and other elements that ince companies
are in the same
home of the brave.
liberty where with Cbrist hath were destructiVI to his welfare. role as the prophet Joseph—callLet us continue to knock at the made us free, and be not enSo today modern m a n tn his ing to the attention of every citidoor of freedom and pray to the tangled again with the
yoke of highly specialized society is fight- zen to store up a reserve in the
By A SCOUT LEADER
ing helps to develop girls in an plan, along with the WDIA campAlmighty that America will truly bondage:*
ing the same battle — trying to youth of his great earning power.
gise
parents
all-around manner.
ership plan, will help
be the "land of the free and the
e Tapawingo committee of
preserve life.
For there will be a famine if we
theic girls an exciting camping
home of the brave"
Parents who would like to re- experience this summer. Will
Girl Scouts has worked long
In trying to answer the question live to he old, and do not have
NO
ENDORSEMENT
and hard on the development of serve a place for their daughters your daughter be at camp this
about life insurance, I would say the earmng povier to produce
All those who would deny their
the new Girl Scout camp at Como, may send the registration fee of summer?
that Life Insurance was the first wealth. There will be famine for
fellowman
his
freedom
because
o
Musing:
Miss. They are hoping to fill the $2 to the Girl Scout office, 1558
real business of the weld, and your family if you die without
Members of the committee not
race,
creed
or
color
or
previous
children
do
we
all
In spite. of
camp with 90 girls this summer, Poplar, and pay the rest of the shown on the camping committee
the biggest business of the world storing up reserve for their future.—
conditions
of
servitude
must
do
become
so
will
They
up.
Way.
Your Life Insurance man Is a
In doing this they will need the board fee of $23 in small payments photo are T. C. D. Hayes, Clai- will grow
Here are some of the without the endorsement of the
Life Insurance is broader than blessing to humanity. He is to
help of the parents in the com- until all is paid.
The President, Mrs. Margaret
borne Davis, Mrs. Mary Murphy adolescents.
Bible, which is the only guide for
adolesof
characteristics
physical
munities who believe that campFlowers and the patrons of the nationality; it passes the prejudice the world today what Joseph was
The committee feels that this and Mrs. A. D. Strickland.
cents from 13 to 15. Allergies are the Christian religion. the Bible Whitehaven Community wish to of race and religion because it to Egypt in yesteryears.
fairly common. Rapid physical teaches us that man WAS created thank the sponsor, Mrs. Una B. does not attack or appeal to either
Store your grains today so there
growth often results in awkward- a free will being, which means James, and the Geeter High — it appeals to humanity. Life will be plenty tomorrow through
that
Adam
was free to exercise school
ness. Appetite voracious or "picfaculty for the cooperation Insurance links generation to gen- Life Insurance. Let your insurance
ky". Between meal munching is his will for good or evil. Certain- given us at the PTA Spring Tea eration and by a contract perpe- man help to plan YOUR STOREorly,
God
is
placed
not
Adam
in
bondcommon. Early adolescence
Sunday, April 7, 1957 at the school. tually renewed so binds man to HOUSE.
dinarily a period of good health. age but made him a sovereign
By L. C. SHARPE
Refreshments were served by his fellowman that self - interest
in
his
own
right.
Four
thousand
between
Serious lack of balance
President of Underwriters Assn.
the Pet Milk co, supervised by and humanity are identical,
after
the
creation
years
of
Adam.
lungs.
and
heart
bones, muscle,
Mrs. Mildred Riley. We wish to
More about physical characteris- God's only son, Jesus Christ, came express our gratitude to them for
the
scene
and
said
this:
on
"I
week.
next
tics
the most delicious menu. Thanks
STARTS SUNDAY
am come that they might have to our many visiting friends.
Dear Carlotta:
APRIL 28TH
they
it
life,
and
that
might
have
thinks
she
mine,
13,
The community hopes to conA friend of
3 111G DAYS!
more
abundantly"
(John
10:10).
He
26.
man
of
a
with
tinue
the
is in love
cooperation with the
We glean from the doctrine of the. help of the prin., Dr. M.
has been married and has three
Falls,
Teacher" that freedom is the faculty and
children, one of whom he keeps. "Great
friends.
to our religion what a hub is
She has been running after him,
caling him and talking as if they to the wheel: as the sun is the
Oslo, Norway, may be the smallcenter of the solar system, so is
THEirinIE STORY
were engaged. I have been temptest city to have a subwqy.
freedom to Christianity.
ed to t011 someone of this who
Jesus
said
again
"And
ye
shall
might talk to her and explain
the danger she may be in. Do know the truth, and the truth shall
iOf JESSEjAMES
Words of the Wise
you think I could be considered make you free." He said further,
Most men believe that it
"If
the
Son
therefore
shall
make
Cit
;
• ;;b:°
. P6
a "meddlesome' friend for telling
would benefit them If they
you free, ye shall be free indeed
WAGNER
or writing this letter? Puzzled.
could get a little more from
ROBERT
it,.
Friends, I think that Christ in His
those who have more. How
.
HUNTER I
t,...,,
Dear Puzzled:
IEFFREY
statement concerning "free in.
much more would it benefit
;I
You really have a sad problem
LANGE
deed" means that no chain' them if they would learn a
HOPE
on your hands. A broken confishould be strong enough to hold
little
more
from
those
who
dence is a serious thing. but so
one human being in bondage. No know more.
Is the ruined life of a dear friend!
—(Wm.I. IL Boeteket)
wall or place of confinement ;
You seem to realize the folly of
should he tall or strong enough
are
actions,
and
you
your friend's
committee chairman, Mrs. M.
by May 17 the privilege of
GIRL SCOUT CAMP was the
so right. She is so infatuated that
I. Ilawkins, seated, are (left
topic of discussion last week
attending would be opened to
she has no thought of her reputato right) Mrs. Calverta Ish.
when this Tapawingo commit
non-Scouts. Camp begins June
tion or her possible ruination.
mael, A. D. Strickland, Miss
tee met to make additional
17 and the cost of attending
Even marriage to this man would
J. E. Cotton, Mrs. Therese
plans for the summer camp
is $25 for a two-week session.
be full of pitfalls, considering his
Williams, of t h e Girl Scout
season at Camp Tapawingo
Registration fee is $2. T h e
financial burdensome past a n ii
Council, Rev. S. A. Owen and
Girl Scout office has a numthe very wide gap in their
In Como, Miss. The commitMrs. J. A. Blanchard. (Newages. But he has no thought of
ber of plans through which
tee decided that if a sufficient
campers may finance their
son Photo)
her future or he would openly ignumber of Girl Scouts have
NEW PACKAGE
VW TWO
nore her. I would be straight-fornot registered for the camp
outing. Gathered around the
ward with my friend, if I were
you.
Try to dissuade her from her
foolish actions, and if that fails,
tell her kindly, but firmly, that
you intend to break her confidence
If she persists in this affair. PerChiORK
BY 4.00i/E11/4
haps you can make her see that
you are not doing it to harm her,
but only because you think so
Spring always brings in its wake sented its 12th annual Palm SunJACKSON, Miss. — The date of
much of her. That is a chance
that great-to-be-alive feeling in day Service at St. Luke A. M. E.
Nationthe
annual
meeting
of
the
you must take. If you could save
CuAsrAhtTIReo
the air. Knowing this, our organ- consisted of a piano prelude by
izations and churches made Mrs. F. H. Jeffers, a very im- al Fraternal Council of Churches her from personal destruction,
plans for April to be chock-full-of- pressive devotional led by Mrs. has been changed from April 30 it would be better to lose her
events. Though, instead of show- Veni Bond, welcome by Mrs. Hen- to May 7, according to an an- good favor, if necessary.
And if you do have to break
ers, we have had stormy down- sie Roberts with acceptance by nouncement by Dr. W. II.
Jerni-1 her confidence, you might best do
pours, the month has been none- Mrs. C. T. Cobb. Musical selecgan, chairman.
I it by warning her ''man friend"
theless eventful.
tion by the Jewels and Jewelettes
Dr. Jernigan said the change that you are prepared to tell
Easter has come and gone with Ensemble. A timely message was
all the gaiety surrounding the oc- delivered by Rev. Z. R. Barr of was made in order to have more her parents. . .If I judge characnt7e correctly, he will slimply vancasion. Each church held its us- Wynne. Offering accepted by Mrs. denominational leaders present.
sh from the sc en e. His lets
ual program. Easter bunnies and Vernon Cox and Mrs. Clarence
He said it is hoped that more
eggs...young people coming home Smith. In keeping with the spirit than 1,000 Christian leaders will thought being of the "broken
heart" he would leave behind.
om college for the holiday and of the season, it is the custom of be present for the three-day meetill .the fabulous Easter Parade. the club to leave the offering re- lag in Jackson, Miss. Ile stated:
'he Semper Fidelis club pre- ceived with the church. Mrs. Rob- ..It is going to mean great
The Medal of Ilonor was institut; ert Smith, president, presiding; encouragement to our people in ed by congress in 1862 as an award
Rev. L. Croft, pastor.
the South for 1,000 Negro preach- to both officers and enlisted men
.e •
ers and leaders to asse nble at for exceptional and conspicuous
The members of Beth Salem
bravery.
his time in their interest.
Baptist church recently honored
their pastor, Rev. G. W. Pitts, on
WLOK
1480 KCS
5000 WATTS
his 27th anniversary. The program
consisted of greetings extended by
response
and
Mrs. Thelma Jeffery
by Mrs S. L. Walker of Wynne.
Duet by Misses Barbara Turner
and Florine Harper, The Pastor
as a Leader and Builder" by S.
J. Green. Rev. 0. D. Washington
introduced Rev. C. W. Alexander, pastor of First Baptist churah
Memphis, Tennessee
Wynne, who delivered the anniversary message. Rev. and Mrs.
Pitts received many useful tokens
Sunday
of appreciation of service well-renANNOUNCER
PROGRAM
TIME
dered.
Moment,
R. L.
6:00- 7:00
On-Soirltual
Sign
7:00- 7:30
Studio
Rev. W. Harbert Brewster
The AM&N college concert band
Southern Wonders
R. L.
7:30- 13:00
appeared at Lincoln High school
1100• 330
Oral Roberts Healing Waters R. L.. Weaver
R. I.. Weaver
11:30- 13:45
Jordan Wonders
gymnatorium recently, under the
A:45- 9:00
R. L. Weaver
Soiritual Sunbeoms
auspices of Lane Chapel church.
Remote
9:00- 9:30
Providence Baptist Church
Remote
9730-10:00
Christion Fellowship Church
The hand was superb and all of
Gordon
10:00-10:30
Five Voices
that
pleased
were
us State-ites
ReIllOt•
10:30-11:00
New. Lockhart
The Riceland Rice in the new picture package is the SAME
Cane Cole
11:00-12:00
OK Hit Parade
our friends could find out just
Remote
17700- 1:00
Eishoo Patterson
natural Riceland Rice which has been the favorite of good cooks
what we've been bragging about.
Remote
1:00- 1:30
Rev. Davis
Can• Cole
1730- 2:00
Meat The Leader
We're all extremely proud of the
for years.
Cane Cole
0:04 3:00
Platter Party
Forrest City boys who are memRemote
3:00- 4:00
Bishop McEwitri
Only the PACKAGE has been changed. T6 RICE is the
OK Hit Parade
4:00- 5310
bers of the band. They are: ArRemote
SAME easy-to-cook, guaranteed-fluffy Riceland Rice. Get yours
Rev. Ilrewster
3:03- 6:00
Remote
thur Pryor, Kenneth L. West, ClifPOO- 0:53
Nov. Elder Green
in the new, modern package today!
4:31
Sign OH
ton Walker and Bobby Martin,
•• e
Monday thru Saturday
R. L. Weaver
Sign On—Oosoel Prince
S700- 6:30
The Jewelettes club held its inHunks, Dory
Honky Dory Show
6:30. 13:35
stallation of officers last week at
Ella Clarke Williams
5:3°- 9:00
R. L. Weaver
Southern Wonders
9:00. 9:30
Lincoln High school with Mrs. c
Gordon
Gordoo
I.
H.
Rev.
9:30-11:00
Chmter McDowell
News
F. Banks, vice president of Sem11700•11:05
Hanky Dory
Honky Dory Show
11:05- 1:10
per Fidelis club, as installing ofGordon
Nov. I. H. Gordon
1:30- 245
Go-don
Prayer For Peace
2:43- 3.50
ficer. The officers are: Pres., LaDirk Col.
Nays
3:00-3.55
Ruth Eldridge; vice-prea., BarbeCane Cole
Cane Cole Club
3:05- 6:30
Sign Off
ra Amos; sec., Iris Clark; asst.
As always, Riceland Rice ts the NATURAL perfectsec., Brenda Dixon; fin. sec., Elcooking rice. it's guaranteed fluffy!
LuLaNeal
treas.,
Walker;
flora
AS always, Riceland Rice is so easy to cook that even
cas; chaplain, Gloria Clark; parliamentarian, Dianne Davis; rea child cart cook it perfectly every time!
porter. Barbara Flint. Other
On Easy, Easy Credit Terms
Get this SAME natural Riceland Rice in its new
members are: Mary Jeffers, Dormodern package today,
othy Swift, Claudia Edwards,
Berbera Brooks. Truett Cheers.
Mrs. C. T. Williams and Miss 1,11
I cille McCall, sponsors.
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RICELAND RICE

that:3 so easy to cook!

Even a child can
cook RICELAND RICE
perfectly every time!

Relax!
Enjoy Cheerful
Refreshment!

Spring and Summer Clothing
For The Entire Family

MOSKIN'S CREDIT CLOTHING STORE
166 So. Main

Walker Announces 'Honor Roll'01
Donors To YWCA Campaign Fund

Mitchell-Ruff Jazz Duo
At Bruce Hall April 29
The Mitchell-Ruff Duo, playing
here Monday, April 29 at 8:30
p. m. in C. Arthur Bruce hall, is
one of the freshest and newest instrumental combinations to h it

popular music in a long time.
With Dwike Mitchell at the piano and Willie Ruff on bass and
French horn, they set up a colorful variety of tonal combinations,
and explore b o t is old and new
frontiers of jazz, making happy
discoveries on every horizon.
MET IN AIR FORCE
Dviike Mitchell, a native of
Jacksonville, Fla., was led into
jazz from early piano studies.
) During his military service in the
!Air Force, he met Willie Ruff, and
they formed their first combination at that time. Becoming interested in classical music. Mitchell studied at the Philadelphia
Academy of Music after discharge
and played as soloist with the
Philadelphia Orchestra. Then he
joined the Lionel Hamptod orchestra and accompanied him on his
second fabulous tour of Europe.
Willie Ruff, from Sheffield, Ala.,
studied music at Yale university.
Ile majored in the French horn
and was a member of the New
MISS RACHEAL
Haven Symphony Orchestra. After
daughter of Caldwell Smith, of 2446
working with Mitchell in the Air
Hawkins Mill, Memphis, has cornForce, he j
joined him again with
pleted her Air Force basic mili•
the Hampton outfit, where they
tary training course at 1,ackland
played as a duo.
Air Force Base near San Antonio,
In 1955 they made their debut
Texas.
as a single unit, and have met
huge success everywhere.
Tickets for the concert arc on
sale in the business office at LeMoyne college.
The best way to wash linoleum
and tile floors is by adding a safeaction, chlorine dry bleach te
NEW YORK -- (INS) — Santos warm water, one-fourth cup per
Rodriguez, a Puerto Rican bus- gallon. Rinse and wipe.
boy unjustly convicted of murder, began what he hope, will be
a bright, new career as a singer.
The good-looking, 26-year-old
Rodrigues appeared as a contestant on the Ted Mack Amateur
BOUT television program on ABC-

TV.
' He was accompanied by Antonio
tel Bias, field representative of
the Commonwealth of Puerto
Rico, who was instrumental in
obtaining his release April 9 from
the prison colony at Norfolk,
Mass., where he served V.. years
for a crime he did not commit.

Confab On Marriage
PRAIRIE VIEW — Preparing
students for successful marriage ;
and family life was the theme of ,
a conference held recently at I
Prairie View A and Si college
here.

Yes— A-f00Id Ils lice,Crabs,
and their eggs in one treatment. A-200 works fast and
sure—but won't irritate your
akin, won't stain your
clothes. A-200 smells good—
and it washes right out, like
a shampoo.
Go to your drug store today for A-200!

CORNER STORE

By this time I was a 50 percent
bed patient. Doctors told me I
would be sick the rest of my life.
"May 15, 1956 I took my first
King Solomon Botanical medicine.
Today I'm physically able to do
any type of work I have ever done.
I can truthfully say that I have
never felt better in my life. Since
taking a treatment of King Solomon I do my work without an y
pain. I wouldn't want to be without King Solomon today."
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NATIONAL
slogs has It
Rare spices, special meat cuts, fresh-from-the
farm
fruits and vegetables, unusual salad dressings, imported
cheeses ...
your NATIONAL Food Store is a grocery gold mine
the exotic and, yes, the everyday in foods for all of the unusual,
the family.
For the family food shopper who is looking
for something out of the ordinary for that special dinner party,
your neighborhood NATIONAL Food Store
has it, every time. And for
the housewife whose only
concern is to make those
1,095 yearly meals attractive, interesting and nourishing, your friendly
NATIONAL Food Store
is a never-failing source of
good things to eat at low,
low everyday prices.
No wonder
NATIONAL is
"food headquarters" for discriminating
housewives.

Post Office Box 2383, DeSoto Station,
Memphis, Tenn., or call WH. 6-4416
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truly believe in Pet Evaporated Milk for babies?

GUARANTEED Relief In 1 Days,
OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED
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They're Pet Milk babies ... healthy and sweet, filled with

Try KING SOLOMON
BOTANICAL MEDICINE!
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joy from head to feet. And you can be sure their doctors

Do you have ailments often called
common ailments, such as arthritis,
rheumatism, gas, liver trouble, kidney trouble?

0

2r,

A-200 BETH"...by alisliZSMS

Arthritis Sufferer
Praises King Solomon
W. K. Rotenberry, of 530 East
Dison, points to himself as an example of the medical help arthritis patients can have through "the
amazing arresting power s'' of
King Solomon Botanical Medicine,
Mr. Rotenberry, a World War II
Veteran, says he became ill in
1948 and in March of 1956 his ill'ness was diagnosed as arthritis
of the spine. "I went to 10 different doctors a n d underwent two
nose operations. Nothing seemed
to do me any good whatsoever. In
fact. I was growing worse.
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Doctors all around the country do...and there are three
mighty good reasons why. First — Pet Milk's so digestible
... and little babies certainly need milk that won't upset
their tummies. Second — it's so safe... actually sterilized
in the can to keep all germs out. And third — Pet Milk
gives babies so much nourishment ... extra vitamin D
has been added to help build sound bones and teeth.
With all these good things, it's not a bit surprising doctors
recommend Pet Evaporated Milk so often. Ask about
it for your precious baby(

is the "going home" formula
for more babies than
any other form of milk!
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QUO VADIS?
less, ambitious, inventive, courThat question "Quo Vadis?" ageous and strong. That's not to
(Whither
goest thou?. . .or words say they don't leave others of
(VANS L CLEMENT. Advertising Manor*.
to that effect). .. is a very impor- similar bent behind. But, too many
tant
one
in
Tennessee. It's espe- of that kind of youngsters leave
Seinierlerlen fetes: One yew. $6; sla menthe, 83 SO. 12-yeer specie! Subscription rote, $101
cially important among Tennessee the South, where they are needed
The Trt•Stete Definsdet Dees Hot Tek• Responsibility tor unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
teen-agers and twenty-agers. Be most.
cause they're ones who're leavIt's a safe bet that of the hurlPublished Every Thursday by the Tri-Stete Defender Publishing Co. Entered as Second
ing too much.
dreds of Negro high school seniors
That will be the main question in Memphis and Shelby County,
Class Metter at the Memphis Post Office Morch 20, 1952, Undies Act of March 2, 11179.
at the meeting scheduled for the more than two-thirds of them are
city of Chattanooga on May 5, 6 already planning to get out of town
and 7. The Mayor of the town as soon as possible. Try asking
siteattitaanualuutunatissaimossinuiliminia(ti tainnassupaineisaiteeetatiltanainuollimulualatinalianuttionalumunaminalianoniniiiininiii and
members of a municipal some of them and see what they'll
group are inviting other Tennes- say. And it's niece than the natsee leaders to be present for the ural restlessness of youth that
sessions.
niakes them say it.
The Chattanooga Mayor s a ys
In many instances, they have
"the purpose of the meeting is to been encouraged by their parents
discuss ways to halt the loss of to plan to migrate to other secour young people, particularly tions. . .to seek better educational
those graduating from our schools opportunities...to earn more Ilionand colfeges, who must leave Ten- ey. . . and to find better changes
The crisis in Southern race relations Senator Herbert H. Lehman of New York nessee to find jobs."
for self-expression and self-reHe said Tennessee is losing 20,- spect.
Woich is deepening by the day, has disturb- to sound a note of warning to the White
000 citizens a year "because we
ed everybody but the President of the Unit- House.
Many of the youngsters have
ed States. Despite repeated pleas, resoluSpeaking at a 50th anniversary dinner are unable to provide more jobs looked around themselves, a n d
.tions and supplications by the leaders of of the American Jewish Committee at the for our citizens and more profits don't see too much to induce them
_both races, the White House remains im- Waldorf-Astoria recently, Mr. Lehman of- for our businesses. This meeting to consider making their homewill help us find the means of town their life home. They don't
passively cold to the suggestion that Presi- fered the following emergency program:
achieving that objective."
love Memphis...and most of them
dent Eisenhower speak out on integration.
1. Immediate convening of a White
Now, as far as can be discern- don't see many prospects of ever
House
conference
ed
of
white
Negro
from
and
the
loving
a town where they don't
"Shadows"
Yet this is the most explosive issue that
the proposed meeting could be one of see how they can make it on their
leaders from the South.
America has faced in a hundred years. The
2. A special tour of the South by Presi- most important called in the his- own steam.
fuses to the powder-keg of race relations
In some instances, youngsters
dent Eisenhower for the purpose of tory of the Volunteer State. It has
• are burning short. There are sinister forces
meeting local leaders to "avocate in- so many implications. First, it seem to be apologetic when they
at work at this very moment exhorting the
reveals that at long last some con- manage to find jobs here at home
tegration."
people in some rebellious sections of Dixie
certed effort is to be considered and don't leave for other places.
3: Calling together all governors and all
to use force and violence against integrarelative to a problem which even They seem to indicate an awarelaw enforcement officers of the na- the casual observer
tion.
knows is se- ness that folks expect them to
tion by the President and Attorney, rious. Of a truth, too many young leave and live elsewhere.
The Ku Klux Klan, the White Citizen
General Brownell to discuss ways of people are leaving Tennessee and
But as the people slated to meet
Councils and other motley assortment of
restoring respect for law in the South. the rest of the South.
in Chattanooga indicate, that is
dyspeptic dissenters are intensifying their
Sometimes one hears folk say- not the desired development. Aft.
Mr. Lehman feels that the "entire exedrive against the school decision. But they
cutive branch of the government must . . ing that the only hope for the so- er Tennessee communities shouldare not stopping there. They are preaching
appeal to all men of goodwill in the North lution of the race problem and er the load of the kids' education,
a virulent brand of racial hate that would
and in the South to help resolve this crisis." other problems facing the South early legal protection, health predeny the Negro even the right to live in the
He believes that President Eisenhower is for the young people to take servation and every other thing
Cuth. Leering, jeering and unprintable
over, They say there is no hope that goes with growing up in a
should have moved sooner, adding that Ike
in the older generation .. of either modern American community, it
Lime calling are familiar emotional out- is
the only man able to "set the moral tone"
white or colored folk. Folk con- should expect something. The
bursts at tire sight of a black face.
for the necessary effort in the South.
clude that the best service they state invests in them. Ever stop
Negroes on the other hand have been
Earths Kitt is one of America's years ago, the Duke Ellington and stories, archy and mehitabel, writWe agree thoroughly with Mr. Lehman can do the community is save to think how much it costs to send
cautioned to remain calm, patient, forbear. that the time
has passed, when anybody their money, will it to the young a child through 12 years of school? tiniest stars, but she is every inch Alfred Drake production, "Beg- ten without capital letters.
ing and even forgiving in the face of these can hope that "time and the courts" will folk, and die off the scene. ' Pretty expensive,
a star. In her latest musical gar's Holiday."
Eddie Bracken is the poet of a.
eh?
"Shinbone Alley" she shines very
daily provocations. But when physical vio- cure the situation.
"Mr. Wonderful" and "Beggar's cockroach whose friendship
There may be a lot of hard but
Well, the state has a right to brightly
with
indeed.
the
And
whole
Holiday"
plays
were
about
people.
lence breaks out, as it will inevitably, the
mehitabel is the plot around
The President went south immediately fair truth in the observation. But expect a return on its investment,
show,
money,
for
my
is
one
But
of
"Shinbone
the
Alley"
is
a
fanquestion then will be how far and how long following Lehman's
which this very different musical
suggestions, not to meet things get a bit complicated when if nothing m o r e, Tennessee kids best shows on Broadway.
tasy about cats and dogs, a cock- is conceived. Since Miss Kitt
will Negroes endure such abuses and indig- local leaders
and
about integration, but on a there arn't enough young people on have a right to expect to live at
It is the only show I have seen roach and a lightning bug, and Mr. Bracken
are both superb pernities? A recognition of thie fact in all its matter of far
hand to take over.
home and like it. . .even after in New York this season that kept some
greater concern to him —
very
decorative
lady
bugs.
formers,
they keep the stake conAnother aspect of the situation they grow up,
tragic and ugly implications caused former golf playing.
me wide awake all the time. In
No body is human in "Shin- tinuously alive.
that is of much moment is the
But they can't let down their recent years I seem to sleep even bone Alley"
and so, in its wonderfact that the 29,000 or more Ten- buckets where they are, unless
Rod Alexander has staged some
better at the theatre than I do at ful world of make-believe, pretnesseeans and the hundreds of they have a reasonable expectahome. (My next best sleeping ty blonde kittens leap into the thrilling dance numbers, including
thousands
of
other
young
Southa cat arid dog fight that is action of drawing up some water.
With a slam bang article on colonialism, nu great audience to appeal
to. Had he been erners who desert Deep Dixie rep- Memphis and other Tennessee place is a barber's choir). But at arms of big dark torn cats, and robatically hillarious, and
a "VaAdlai E. Stevenson, the former idol of the as clear and uncompromising
on civil rights, resent the best brains, the best communities have got to provide "Shinbone Alley" I did not even cute little brown pussy cats dance cant Lot Ballet" of love between
nod.
with white toms as happily as can
liberal wing of the Democratic party ush- on integration last Summer
and Fall, as he bodies, the best characters in the emiugh jobs to take care of their
cats
beautifully
that
is
danced beered in a new monthly magazine called is today on colonialism,
It is a most original, melodic, be, and it all adds up to the kind neath a
he might have area they're leaving, for the "cream of the crop" youngsters.
big city moon by Jacques
and delightful evening of story, of human relations Wendell Wil- D'Amboise
WESTERN WORLD, which made its apear- snatched his venerable name
and
Aileen
from the ob- most part. They represent t h e What can you do about it? You
Kent, sursong, and dance, with some of the kie must have had in mind when
ance aimutaneously here and in Europe last livion of the also-ran-column.
rounded by the excellent dancing
But he insist, most energetic, enterprising and can at least join with others in funniest comedy
he
the
coined
phrase
"One
sequences
of
the
week.
ensemble.
ed on touching lightly on the subject that intelligent. T he migrants of Most being aware of this great need.
year, and the prettiest dancing
Among the colored dancers in
Stevenson availed himself of this aus-' was of paramount import to the Negro. And, groups are the ones who are rest- Selah.
girls I have laid eyes on for a WTh
riedre Is nocolor line at all bethe company are the charming
when he did speak about civil rights, it was
icious occassion to sprout off his belated
long time.
yond the footlights of the BroadElizabeth
Taylor, the long, tall,
nes on colonialism. He observed with cha- in a lukewarm language that was neither
On the way out of the theatre, way Theatre in New York these
T ran into George S Schuyler in days where "Shinbone Alley" and agile Albert Popwell rememcteristic solemnity that American oppos- convincing nor definitive.
the lobby, and that sage of Negro dances its way into the hearts of bered from "South Pacific,'
Mr. Stevenson disregarded the counsel
ition to colonialism is essential to the defeat
journalism agreed with me in my enormous audiences approving the "House of Flowers" and "Mr.
of Communism in Asia and Africa. "Anti- of his friends and of those who knew the
Wonderful," plus others whose
enthusiasm.
proceedings with prolonged apscore.
He
went
on
a
mistaken,
colonialism," he maintained, "may have
ill-advised
Adding to all its other excellent plause, and causing the cast to names I do not know, but who
and.
ill-timed
crusade
against further testweakened the Atlantic community in imfeatures is the fact that "Shin- take a half dozen curtain calls. dance very well indeed.
ing of A-bombs, on the grounds that the
portant respects."
Among the singers are Moses
bone Alley" is the most thorough- Co-starring with Eartha Kitt is
fall-out endangered the health of the populy integrated Broadway show I the commedian, Eddie Bracken, LaMarr, and the lovely Heni Grid
Such a policy in "defiance of popular
lation. Instead of blasting away at the cru.
have ever seen — watt a com- and the two perform some mov- who sang so successfully the role
aspiration," Stevenson argured," is a greatThe usual saying, "People are is only a guide.
pletely mixed cast of colored and ing and memorable vignettes to- of Michaele in last season's City
er risk and far more likely to lead to racial cial domestic issues around which the Repast
The
goal.
when
The future is the
worse today than they were
white principals, singers, and gether. With Erik Rhodes, a
hatred or violence and Communist gains." publicans were executing fancy ballet steps,
tom Center production of "Carmen
steps,
the
is
future
the
the
dancing girls and boys.
Stevenson grew more and more indifferent they were young" is not true. In is
cat of an acting teacher, Miss Kitt Jones."
This is a fine time for Mr. Stevenson
only
are
house.
steps
the
The
be
takmust
things
many
fact,
so
And there are white and Ne- does a most amusing syncopated
to those painfully neglected questions as the
And there is a delightfully stout
to propound his views on national blunders
into consideration any decision things to get in on. No one car- gro musicians in the orchestra,
campaign drew to a close. It was this ill- en
take-off of "Romeo and Juliette" colored lady who stands out amuain this direction is highly rela- ries the steps into the house. It including Bennie Moton on the
and racial matters, now that he is no longusing some of Shakespeare's act- ingly in a number .of scenes.
fated strategy that cost him the election. tive.
is impossible to carry the past trombone, talented
er a candidate for the presidency and has
a
think her name is Lillian Haymusic-nnier ualA
It's too late now, Mr. Stevenson.
future.
is
to
into
foolish
try.
the
It
The neglects, misdeeds, faults
who has been in the pit of one big
And all by her self, Earths sings man. There are so many good peodelinquences
(adult
All
juvand
and failures in humanity cannot
Broadway hit after another in re- a handful of songs, and performs ple in the cast that it is hard to
be confined to any period, any enile) stem from the fact that cent years.
a number of others as duets or identify them all from the proage level, any group, any race somewhere the breaks have been
In Miss Kitt's new show inte- with the ensemble.
gram.
set up on the creative powers of gration is
or any nation.
achieved in a matter- Throughout the show she dan- But I applaude them all,
love
the individual to commence on of fact and
unselfconscious way ces, humorously, charmingly, and the show, adore Earths Kitt, and
By creation, man is endowed his own, by
the desire to keep that out
paper about our Mayor.
does even the recent always with the sultry feline urge every visitor to New York
says, are true, himself and the with the power of "Commencing". the status quota, "The fight
Sammy Davis musical, "Mr. Won- grace of the wonderful little cat this Spring to visit
Having this power of beginning, against
SHOULD EARN IT
NAACP notwithstanding.
Broadway's
the desire to remain the derful,"
had a mixed cast, she is portraying — the mehitab- tuneful, colorful, dancing "Shinwhich
inan
soon becomes dissatisfied fight against the
God says everyone should earn
Encyclopedia Brittanica, 9th
desire to im- or the
pioneer
effort
therefore
he
whatever
"is",
with
of some el of the famous Don Marquis bone Alley."
what he gets in the world and if edition, states under the caption
prove.
In regard to your criticism of this
equal thing is determined by of Negro, that the average weight is always in search for that which
This was, is and has been going
Mayor Orgill. Let me say that
"can
be".
taxes then there alone would prove of the Negro's brain is 35 ounces,
on in all phases of human experI am afraid both black and white
who should enjoy the best, as whereas the average weight of
The power of "Commencing"
iences since the fall of Adam It
are going to wake Up one day the
colored pay 34 per cent taxes the white man's brain is 45 oun- is directed by desire. There are
will continue to go on and on until
and soon as to what was behind and
the whites are taxed 82 per ces. Vol. 19, page 314 of the 11th two great forces in desire. These
the perfect day.
all this strife and. turmoil. Both cent
to give someone else equal ed. states that "mentally the Ne- affect man's power of commencsides use God as an excuse for
Surrender is the only road to
to their own—let's be honest.
ing. They are (1) The desire for
gro is inferior to the white."
their devilment. The Bible is the
peace. Surrender not only t h e
God or Christ is coming soon
They complain allout housing, survival, (a negative one) and (2) past, but the present; Peace is
answer to all the sin in the world
The desire to improve, (a positoday. But the trouble is that to give equal to all. He is going hospials, park and swimming
tive one). The desire for self - not past or present, peace is in
white and black are twisting God's to abolish violence and racia dis- pool facilities which the white peothe future. One must go to peace
crimination, He is going to seg- lale are supplying for them as fast maintenance and the desire for whenever one
word to suit themselves.
The non-smoking, non-drinking, profits and at the sanie time pro- cred during the convention dwelt
goes any place, he
growth
at
the
same
creates
time
regate all things as in the begin- as possible. All the above costs
must leave some place and some- red-headed Walter Reuther is go- vide a shorter work week. He is upon this theme in varying deBefore the flood everyone spoke
ning of the world. When He gave money and aforesaid, the Negro pulse. one cannot fight for sur- things. He
the same language and there was
cannot carry every- ing to give you a four-day work going to see that they do it.
grees. Everyone was against sin.
them their inheritances as When pays about 8 percent of taxes. vival and fight for improvement thing
with him. He can only week if he possibly can. He made
racial intermarriage at that time,
Despite a few angry outbursts
I was able to slip in one or two
at
the
same
time.
"What
is"
must
He separated the son of Adam"
They want the privilege of go.
this
with
promise
him.
eve
He
last
the
week
on
can
only
carry
questions
before the flood Pod did not in- (Deut
conference
at
what
the
here and there, this convention
press
fade out of the picture if "What
28-8).
Peabody
log to the
hotel and regof the 16th Constitutional Conven- about the problem of race rela- seemed mild and peaceful corn!
tervene to separate the races. He
can be", is to be realized. The carry what he needs.
just relied upon the people to Segregation and equality a n d ister; they want social equality two cannot occupy the same
The traveler on the road to the tion of his big, powerful United tions inside the UAW and inside pared to the early UAW convem
any
attend
right
and
the
to
and
obey His law. And that is exact- forcing myself on another person
future and the road to peace need Auto Workers Union at Atlantic the new merged AFL-CIO.
tions which I remember best.
all social affairs they desire. space at the same time. You simReuther said he was disappointly what brought on the flood. The Is out of the question.
The loud angry tirades, the
ply cannot fight to kecp what you carry only four things. Namely, City.
want
privilege
They
marthe
of
I
hate
no
one,
color
color.
or
no
Out of every seven, you may get ed that more had not been accom- rough and tumble caucuses. anti
were disobedient a n d
have and fight to get more at Faith, hope, patience and love.
are
rying
if
big
people
any
white
day
—
One
one
night
mo—
one
Mike God's laws, and as God says
None of these belongs to the pas, three days for play with no cut in fished, but he felt that real prog- the profane name-calling which'
S
the same time.
they were eating and drinking, ment — soon I'll look up and enough fools and so inferior that To be compelled to fight for They are the only cure for man's your week's pay.
ress in elminating racism in la- often seemed on the point of
they
permit
would
ignore
it.
there
They
will
be
the
blessed
one,
our
Looking older than his newspa- hoes house was being made.
marrying and giving in marriage
erupting into physical violence—.
survival is in itself a sign of weak- delinquencies.
that
the
Almighty
was
Christ
fact
God
looking
down
and
I'll
he
t still sporting
Incidentally, the convention was all this has nearly disappeared.
(Matt 24:37-38). So as marriage
ness, an admission that one does
Fear, doubt, prejudices and hate per pictures, b
glad, will you? — BIBLE READ- the first segregationist (Genesis
his
boyish
grin,
Reuther
made his not 24 hours old when the race
Is not wrong as far as God is conWe shall probably never see
not have what it takes to remain and all forms of injustices be9-10-11). — F. K Lashbrook, 1824
cerned, it must have been the
where he is, to say nothing of long to the past. They must fall big announcement at a press co,i- issue exploded on the floor of the again the hell-raising out of
Memphis,
Young,
Tenn.
in
ference
the
the
room
board
of
wrong kind of marriages. (Geneconvention.
Several
speakers which the UAW was born. Thegoing forward. "What is" is past. behind in one's travel to the fuAmbassador Hotel on Atlantic jumped up to denounce Memphis savages have been civilized for',
sis 8).
The past is not a goal. The past ture and to peace.
City's famed board walk.
Local 988 of the International Har- keeps.
You as editor hold in your hands
Flanked by his astute publicity vester Company where several
My only regret to the passing
the opportunity to help save a
ing the exhibit the day after its whereabouts of John Henry Clemdirector, Frank Winn, the labor white UAW members in the lead- of this era is that in the midst
people from the wrath of God. Dear Editor: In your editorial
scheduled departure. How do you mons.
chieftan made it clear that he ership of the local are doing ey.ery- of so much order and peace today
Don't lose it. .just as our white you take issue and critize o u r
Dear Editor: It has been on my know you saw the real exhibit?
I was born Oct. 27, 1923, in was serious about the shorter work thing in their power to intimidate,
preachers should do and aro not. Mayor Orgill for taking the stand mind
it becomes more difficult for the
to ask this question: Why Yet you said "It was wonderful," Cooper, Texas. My father left week and that he felt
it was per- harrass and eliminate the Negro Negro to advance as fast as he
One last word, when we say that he did on segregation at the re- haven't we
some leaders with that is what you,saw.
mother
my
in
1923
or
1924,
when
fectly practical in the auto indus- workers. The new president of the might.
all people are children Of God, we cent hearing on and with ref- backbones who will stand
Wake up leaders, you may have they resided in Commerce, Texas.
up and
try.
Memphis local is also reported to There is a tendency to smooth
eaay that and we are wrong. The erence to the city parks, before say: "If I can't have
some of the been April fooled. Think twice and
Any
information
on
his
whereThe newspaper guys in the room be president of an anti-Negro over grievances and white-wash
devil is the father of aI men for the City Commission. And this is chicken's breast, certainly won't act once.
I
abouts—if he is my father—will be centered most of their questions on group similar to the White CounGod says we are born in sin and where I come in to defend May- take the feet and neck." This is — By Mrs. Melma Murcherson,
evils simply because to do othergreatly appreciated.
the issue of a shorter work week, cils.
God is prefect. The day that we or Orgill.
wise disturbs the Peace.
concerning the Exhibit School- Somerville, Tenn.
thanks to you and your Reuther was ready for them. As Probably the
Many
become one of God's children, and
most discussed is- I believe that the UAW could
Well, I know what I am talking room Progress USA.
in
*tail
advance.
—Mrs.
Johnnie
anticipated,
he
charged
that
He becomes our Father is the about when I say it was with a
hie sue at the entire convention was take the lead in cleaning up ram
That old custom of taking the Seeks Missing Father
Kaye Clemmons Neal, 4091
/
2 E. industrialists, particularly t h a labor corruption which Sen. Mc- ism in the American labor moveday we repent of our worldly sins great deal of satisfaction to at scraps and liking them is imbedDear Editor: I am a reader of Third St., Okmulgee, Okla.
auto
manufacturers,
were
making
Clellan's committee and the ment by challenging anti-Negre.
and are baptized and become a. least 90 percent of the white peo- ded in us so deep that we fail to
the Defender and have been for
far more profits today off the Teamsters Union's officials have laborites publicly.
Christian then and only then are ple of this city when Mayor Or- take the second thought and say,
a very long time. I am still seek- The money the federal govern- production of each worker
than made headline news across the
any of us regardless of color and gill took this
If the Catholics can excommun"I just won't have it."
stand.
ing help in locating amen! ment receives from leased oil they did years
ago.
country.
child God and if all men were
icate white members in the Souti
Before I proceed with this
No progressive race leader believe to be my father. A story wells and mines is divided with
The
technological
improve- In his opening speech to the del- over the integration issue, I de
God's children and were obedient statement, I think the editor of should have lowered himself BO
on him was published in the Chi- the states where the wells or ments, according to Reuther, have
egates, Walter Reuther re-stated not see why the UAW cannot find
God then there would be no the Defender should know some low as to even permit his name cago Defender
some time- ago.
mines are located the state get- now made it possible for industry his aversion for labor racketeers. some methods for elimiqating
INA thing as this article in tho facts that regardless of what he to be connected with those tour- I am
seeking information of the ting 3714 percent.
to keep up both production and Almost every major speech delis' white supremacists from its south.
ARITTA I. POLK. Circulate... Manager
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It's Too Late Now
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The People Speak

Sate No One,
Color Or Not'
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Scoutmaster Receives Top Award

Good Samaritan Fined

I

George Logan. Jr., 20. of 4456
B.' Lauderdale, a porter at E. H.
Crump Memorial hospital, w a
fined $102 and held to the stale
en a charge of assault and battery last week. He had already
forfeited $52 in Traffic Court on
charges of assault and battery
and disorderly conduct. Logan reportedly took the part of another
Negro who was involved in a minor traffic accident with a white
motorist. Logan reportedly jumped on the white motorist when he
1114W him taking the names of Negro witnesses, asked him what he
was doing; and resented the manner in which the man answered.
The white man came to court
showing bruises and two black
•eyes.

T h e North Division, Chickasaw
Council, Boy Scouts of America,
paid tribute to adult volunteer
leaders by staging a recognition
ceremony April 18 at St. Stephen
Baptist church. During the pro.
gram Robert Shores was presented the Silver Beaver by Herbert
Hemker, council president.
In recognition of services to
boyhood through the family enrollment program, the following
persons were awarded certifi
cates and awards of appreciation:
Rev. J. C. Miller, Dr. Leland
Atkins, Sidney Oates, Calvin Kin.
caide Jr., M. R. Davis, Matthew
Gray, E. F. Hayes, Mrs. Blondale
Cross, george Earle, William
Spearman, Harold Douglass, Mrs.
W. C. Tyco, Emmanuel Doggett,
Robert Yarborough, Benjamin T.

Lewis, Rev. J. F. Wilson, L. B.
Hobson, Webster Williamson, W.
0. Register Jr., Samia Lucas, W.
C. Tyus, David Tillman, David
Edmond, Earnest A. Bradley,
Mrs. Lillie Williamson, Walter C.
Parks, Miss Velva Lois Jones,
William Gunter and Charles Crawford.
Mrs. Rebecca Shores, wife of
the Silver Beaver winner, was
presented a beautiful corsage
from the council president.
The Silver Beaver Is the higgest award a volunteer can earn.
Mr. Shores has given 23 continuous years of service to boys. He
has been scoutmaster of Troop
111 since 1933 and has filled many
other scout positions.
Born in Memphis, Oct. 19, 1911,
Mr. Shores is a member of East-

ern Star Baptist church of which
his father, Rev. Hardy Shores
was once pastor. He is secretary
of his church building fund and
for four years was church secretary and a teacher in the Sunday
School,
Mt. Shores attended Carnes elementary school and completed his
high school education at Booker
T. Washington High. He was
married to the former Miss Rebecca Cheers in 1938.
Mr. Shores is secretary of the
Semi-Pro Baseball league of
which he was one of the organizers, manager of the Klondyke
Albletic Seniors, supervisor of
Klondvlie playground, mettiber of
the Klindyke Civic club, member
of North Star Lodge 164 and a
Second Degree Mason.

THE QUARTERMASTER General's Award is presented to
Col. OUmar F. Kotick (left)
commanding officer of t h e
Memphis General Depot, by
Col. James C. Pennington.
chief of installations division
Office of the Quartermastei
General., Washington, D. C.
who represented the Q u a r•
termaster General. The Safety
Placque, showing an eagle
with the green cross for safety between its wings, w a s
awarded for the excellence of
the Depot's safety program
Including 1,000,000 man-hours
without a lost time accident.
Murry P. Gandy, Safety In.
specter at the Army Depot
(left) and Jack Gordon, president of the Memphis - Shelby
County Safety Council were on
hand for the award. (U. S.
Army Photo)

Grand Opening of CENTRAL PHARMACY NO.
1014 MISS. BLVD. CORNER MISS. & WALKER
gkfitiOnt
APRIL 2.5 - 26 - 27th
NEEDS
'Built on Service"

POPULAR rutnr—Ctatral Pharmacy No. ?, of
1014 Mississippi blvd., where the grand re-open.
ing of the drug store will be held on April 25,
26 and 27, M a popular gathering point for teen•
agers already. The many adults who trade at the

store find the service efficient and prompt. In
addition, customers find friendliness and courtesy. Scene shows some teenagers enjoying themselves at the soda fountain.

We Congratulate You

EXPANDS BUSINESS—Pharmacist E. A. Witherspoon, of 1755
South Parkway E. who has been in the drug business for 30
years expanded his kusinene geetingy. Already the owner of Central Prescription sbaryoleapple ave., he recently acquired
ownership of the old Coa•41iie store, now Central Pharmacy
No. 2, located at 1114 Mississippi blvd. Dr. Witherspoon is a
graduate of aleharry, is married and has one child. During his
30 years in his field be has worked In New York and North Carolina. He has been in Memphis at the a'ance aveaue address since
1939. Druggist Witherspoon is a member of St. Augustine
church.
a Phi Beta Sigma, member of Top Hat and Tails club, Chamber
of Commerce and the YMCA. He is a charter member of the
National Pharmaceutical .association, a member of Bluff City
Pharmaceutical society, Memphis Contract Bridge club, and the
American Contract Bridge association. He said: "I extend
a
hearty welcome to the Grand Re-Opening of our Central
Phar•
macy No. 2 on April 25, 26 and 27."

ALPHA

STAFF OF NEW DRUG STORE—This is the .
capable and dependable 'staff of Central Pharmacy No. 2. The drug store, located at Mt
Miss. Blvd., is the old Como Drug store. Left
to right are: Dr. George W. Irving, Mrs. Bernice Smith, Miss Betty Jean Hamilton, and Dr.
W. L. Pippins. Dr. Irving has been a pharmacist since 1946. He graduated from the Wayne
School of Pharmacy. He has been employed in
his field in Michigan and Texas. For two years
he worked for the South Memphis Drug co. Mrs.
Smith. a clerk in the store, is a student at Hen•

demon Business college. Miss Hamilton is a graduate of Melrose high and has had one year of
study at Lealoyne college. A clerk, she has been
employed at Central Pharmacy for five years.
Dr. Pippins, well-known in Memphis, graduated
from Howard University School of Pharmacy. He
has served in his (Mid in Washington, D. C., and
Louisville, Ky. He fe married and the father of
three children. The family resides at 733 Walker,
Dr. Whiterspoon
said: "This staff is ready
service
to e
."t.
you first class

CONGRATULATIONS

WE SELL JACKSON'S COOKIES and

AND

JACKSON'S WAFFERS

BEST WISHES

Congratulations

KING EDWARD CIGARS

CONGRATULATIONS
ON

COMPLIMENTS

YOUR

GRAND OPENING

OF

CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION SHOP NO. 2

STA-GLO

Tri-State Bank Of Memphis
386 BEALE

AVE.

"It Glows As It Grows Naturally"

MEMPHIS, TENN.

CONGRATULATIONS

319 BEALE ST., MEMPHIS

ATLANTA LIFE

CONGRATULATIONS

CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION SHOP No. 2

INSURANCE CO.

GRAND OPENING

A FRIEND

390 Beale Avenue
Memphis, Tenn.

ON YOUR

GRAND OPENING
OF

ON YOUR

CENTRAL PRESCRIPTION SHOP NO. 2

UNIVERSAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.
480 LINDEN AVE.,
•

Continued Success on
Your Grand Opening of

CENTRAL PHARMACY NO. 2

KC.4A
Vivian St
Ark., SW
Rock cha
ma frati

MEMPHIS, TENN. ,

Capitol and Surplus over $3,000,000

Compliments ...
on Your Grand Opening
APRIL 25 - 26 - 27th

MEYER BROTHERS
DRUG COMPANY

DR. 9.
well-kno
sder.
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SWEETHEART—Miss
Vivian Stewart, of Little Rock,
Ark., Sweetheart of the Little
Rock chapter of Phi Beta Sigma fraternity, is shown ex•

uding glamor at the three
Creek-letter fraternity dance
held at Club Ebony Friday
evening. Standing beside Miss
Stewart is Alvin J. McNeil,
registrar at Mississippi Vora-

Its regional session held here
at LeMoyne college April 19-21

tional college and Southern
Regional Director of Phi Beta
Sigma fraternity. Other Sig•
mas with fraternal handlocks
look on from background.

GENERAL PRESIDENT of Alpha Phi Alpha, Frank L. Stanley, left, of Louisville, and
Lewis O. Swingler, cente r,
\

COUNCIL

r,„,/,

were taken in front of Bruce
hall on the LeMoyne college

southern vice president, who
were recipients of awards and
Wesley Whetstone, regional director of Birmingham, w h o
holds plaque which was award.

campus. (Hooks Photo)

ed to Atty. Arthur D. Shores,
civil rights lawyer of Birmingham. Awards were for
distinguished service.

•
•

DR. R. F. MCCLEAITE, right.
Weil-known Memphis medical
der, is seen with E. Al-

ir

fred Dixon. of Si. Louis, Mo.,
out-going southwestern region•
al director of Phi Beta Sigma,

as he was presented the fra•
tensity's social action award.

KAPPA SWEETHEART —
Charming Mrs. Ethel Wynn, local nurse and Sweetheart of
alumni chapter of Kappa AIph* Psi fraternity, dances with
her husband, Robert L. Wynn.

They are seen during the joint
Iv sponsored formal dance
held last Friday night at Club
Ebony on Beale st. (Withers
Photo)

CHARLES W. GREENE, left,
public relations director of At.
lanta Life Insurance company
and Fred Miller, right, past

general president, of Mound
Bayou, Miss., who were recipients of special citations for
outstanding fraternal service,

are seen with Harold W. Joer•
clan, of Morehouse college in
Atlanta.

arma.h000
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Tbe Memphis social scene was the scene of the gay cocktail para veritable merry-go-round last ty of the Phi Beta Sigma fraterweek end. . .and never in a long nity, Friday evening from 7 - 10
time have We had so many top- p.m. Arming the scores of guests
drawer events scheduled one right present were E. Alfred Dickson of
St. Louis, Mo.; C. E.' Trout, Diafter the other.
The members of Alpha phi Al- rector of Personnel of Tuskegee
pha, Kappa Alpha Psi and Phi Institute; U. P. Marshall, RegionBeta Sigma fraternities were giv- al scretary of Little Rock. . and
en our royal, red carpet treat- Little Rock, by the way, had a
ment in honor of their regional host of delegates present, includcoafrences here. The entire event ing Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Benton,
gave evidence of painstaking plan- Mr. and Mrs. Calloway, 0. Cheatning and coordination; and their ham, I. F. Palmer, Dr. T. W. Cos,
choice of The Rev. Dr. Martin L. C. Dade, Rupert Green and
Luther King as the guest speaker Mrs. Vivian Stewart, the Sigma
at a joint public meeting will un- Sweetheart. Also present at the
doubtedly go down in local his- lovely party were Miss L. Pulliam of Arkansas State; Samuel Latory as an annal of our era.
The fact that the public meet- vender of Nashville, Tenn.; Mr.
ing was an overwhelming success and Mrs. A. L. Plaxico, Mr. and
. with standing room only is now Mrs. P. M. Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
' past history; but the significant John Outlaw, Mr. and Mrs. I. S.
portents of the meeting and the Bodden; Prof. J. D. Springer, Miss
electrifying address delivered by Gloria Callian; Prof. and Mrs.
the world-f amed leader should Andrew Bland, S. W. Robinson and
bear fruitation in the Mid - South Mrs. Ethel Simmons.
for many, many moons to come. ALPHA, KAPPA, SIGMA
JOINT FORMAL
- REGIONAL ROUND-UP
My sincere appreciation a n d , The three fraternal groups, Althanks are extended two very good pha, Kappa and Sigma joined
friends, Mrs. Alma Booth and Mrs. hands a second time to sponsor
Ruby Gadison, who were kind a joint formal dance honoring the
enough to keep me abreast of the many distinguished conference delsocial activities ensuing, which I egates and guests present. The
did not attend due to the grave scene was the beautiful Club Ebony, where hundreds of fashionillness of my mother, M r
ably gowned ladies and gentlemen
Charles R. lies, or. With the
of well-known photographer Ernest in impeccable formal attire tossWithers, these two are solely re. ed cares to the winds and whiled
sponsible for your cevetage this away the hours at the lovely affair. There the opportunity was
week end
presented to see and greet the
SIGMA COCKTAIL PARTY
many friends and acquaintances,
The lovely home of the Cecil schoolmates and what have you
Goodlows at 1050 Latham at., was who were gathered in our midst.

KAPPA GUESTS — A jolly
foursome w a s this gathering
of Kappa brothers and wives
ot the Friday night formal which marked the social
highlight of the meetings of

the three fraternities, Alpha
Phi, Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi
and Phi Beta Sigma, who converged at the Bluff City last
week end. Left to right are

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Hardy of
Tennessee State university,
Nashville, and Prof. and MTS.
R. J. Roddy of Memphis and
Shelby County.

ALPHA FRIENDS — Among
the scores of outstanding per
sonages attending the regional
conferences, was the National
president of Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity, Frank Stanley, editor and publisher of the Louis-

vine Defender, Louisville,,Ky.
from right. Forming a win•
some group are Dr. and
Mrs. Lionel Newsom of Southern university, Scotlandville,
La.; Mrs. Lewis 0. Swingler,
Mr. Stanley, Mrs. Erness

Bright Westley and James
Jeffries of Kansas City, Mo.,
•
who were pictures at the joint
dance given by the three Ira•
ternal groups marking their
regional meetings in Memphis
last week end.
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Dr.Jackson Heads
Nationwide Group
A nation-wide "Urge Congress Movement" to seek
passage of President Eisenhower's civil rights program
utus announced Monday by Rev. J. H. Jackson. president

%RIX ARRIVALS —Seen
among the fashionably dressed guests arriving at the lavishly decorated ball at Club
Ebony, Friday night given by
the three fraternity groups

of the National Baptist Convention, U. S. A., ipc.
Dr. Jackson, pastor of Olivet Baptist church in Chicage, heads a national group of
distinguished clergymen and civic
10. It will remove much of the
leaders organized to administer grounds for Communist criticism
the gigantic "grass roots" pro- of the American way of life, and
gram
will free the State Department of
Highlight of the drive will be much embarrassment.
a series of mass meetings on MonThe group plans to ask each
day, April 29, to give instructions pastor to suggest that every memand to emphasire the importance ber of his congregation write to
of the movement.
members of Congress regarding
Here are the aims of the "Urge passage oi the civil rights proCongress Movement."
gram.
LIST AIMS
It will also urge telegrams to
1. It is designed to offer the Sen. James 0. Eastland, of Misnecessary federal assistance to sissippi, asking that the legislastates North and South by open- tion be released from the Senate
ing the ballot box to all citizens Judiciary 'committee, of which
and keeping it free, sacred and Eastland is Chairman.
secure. This is both sound, true . The organization will solicit
American and right.
• support from local political groups,
2. The program is in harmony civic leaders, labor organizations,
with America's tradition of free- social groups, businessmen and
fraternal organizations.
dom.
The organization has selected
I. it will give strength and respect to our federal ConstitutiOn the following co-chairmen:
W. f'.. Matthews, Michigan; E.
and is a direct appeal to law and
T. Lewis, Pennsylvania; Carl
order.
editor, Afro-American
4. It is a constructive measure Murphy,
P. Harris, New
for easing tensions and de.c.roy- newspapers; C.
Gaines,
ing unnecessary grounds for fear. Jersey: Mrs. Irene McCoy
president, National Association of
Colored Women; C. H. Hampton,
California; T. S. Marten, New
York; C. A. Scott, editor, Atlanta
(Ga.) Daily World, and E. J. Benton. Ohio. and W. A. Page, Ohio.
Members of the board of directors include the following
ministers:
CHARMING FAMILY GROUP
— Forming a charming and
C. E. Talley. E. B. Hicks, E.
handsome family group in
s Luther Cunningham, W. H. Gray,
front of the glittering decor•
J. H. Hester, L.
A. A. Bennett
'
'
I
1 S. Beauchamp, Floyd Massey, A.
1 J. Iverson, F. D. Haynes, R. T
, Andrews, H. G. Jones, W. I).
Thompson, and I. H. Henderson
Others are: Owen D. Pelt, Louis
Willard A. Manning, adminisBoddie, B. F. Paxton, H. R.
Stephenson, W. A. Johnson, C. 0. trator of t h e Illinois Veterans'
Trimm, F. L. Porter, C. C. Scott, commission, has stated that many
DR. JACKSON
R. L. Taylor, J. B. Henderson, former members of t h e armed
' S. A.
A Abram, W. R. Haney anti forces a r e unaware of their elprotect
the
5. It is designed to
. W. K. Jackson.
igibility f 0 r burial in national
general,
citizens
in
rights of all
cemeteries.
particular.
minority
groups
in
apd
Manning said that any mem.
from
the
rights
no
It
takes
S.
levers] states that they ought to
Hpve, and endangers the security '
of none.
:7. The Congress of the United
!Oates of America in this hour i,r
world crisis regarding human
Tickets have gone on sale for
liberty must not be guilty of blocklig any progressive measures fc.r the banquet marking formal deni.,
growth of freedom and the cation of the Jackson Park field-.
house at C.30 pm. May 4,
strengthening of democracy.
State Sen. Marshall Korshak will
S. If passed, this program will
go to the credit of both minor be the principal speaker at the
parties, for a Republican adminis- • ceremonies which will be attendtration presented it, but the re- ed by governmental and civic persponsibility for its passage rests sonalities.
Tickets for the f3.25-plate banwith a Democratic control of Conquet may be obtained by calling
gress
9. To pass this program of civil Midway 3-G363.
20 West 40th Street
rights will strengthen the faith of
New York 18, N Y.
the smaller nations of the world
It costs the U. S about 5300,000
Of
in America's sincerity, in her a year to incinerate accumulated
Kyr Local Brattilk
theories and doctrines of freedom emoent.. ol worn out paper cur
it 4.low,
rency.
abroad
•
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who met in Memphis last
week end, are, left to right:
Atty. and Mrs. Russell B. Sug•
armon, jr., Miss Helen Anita
Taylor, Miss Beverly MeDan-

iels and Frank DeCosta, the
latter a student at Howard
university and the Eastern
Jarisdiction of Alpha Phl Alpha fraternity. Mr. DeCosta is
a brother of Mrs. Sugarmon.

TIIE COLLEGE SET — Par.
ticipating in the gala social
festivities which surrounded
t h e tri - regional convention
were scores of young collegians visiting during the Easter
vacation break. Seen at the Alpha Phi Alpha, Kappa Alpha
Psi and Phi Beta Sigma fra•
(enmities' brilliant joint formal
dance held at Club Ebony Friday nighLare Harold Jordan
of Morehouse college; Miss

1st Ghanaian
At U. S. School
COLUMBIA, S. C.—Rev. Richard Daniel Ansah of Ghana, who
matriculated at Allen university
last week, is the first of his nation to enroll at an American college or university under the new
government there. Rev. Ansah will
audit classes in theology until summer.
Rev. Ansah, who completed one
year of theology at Wesley college in Ghana, began efforts to
study in America four years ago
under the episcopal administration
of Bishop E. C. Hatcher.
Final arrangements for the full
scholarship which was awarded
him were completed this spring'
by Bishop S. R. Higgins (former
president of Allen who was recently assigned to the diocese.

Dorothy Kirk, E. H. Crump
Memorial Hospital School of
Nursing; Miss Lily , Patricia

Walker of Fisk university and
Lewis H. Twigg, jr., of Morehouse college.

Name Ex-Alcorn Prexy
Miss. 'Man-Of-Year'
CLARKSDALE, Miss. — Dr. J.
E. Oatis, former. president of Alcorn A. 8.; M. college has been
named -Man Of The Year" by
the nominating committee of the
Regional Council of Negro Leadership. The award will be made
at ;he Sixth Annual Meeting of
the Council in Greenville on Friday, April 26.
Dr. Oatis was recently dismissed from the presidency ot Alcorn
college following a student strike
over a series of antl-NAACP artides written by Prof. Clennon
King of the Alcorn faculty.
Negroes holding Notary Public
Commissions throughout the state.
will hold a closed-door session dur-

ing the day to discuss the alleged,...
refusal of Gov. J. P. Colerna$
to issue Notary public Commis-sions to Negroes.
An ins dation has been sent to
Rev. W. D. Ridgeway, Hattiesburg
Baptist minister to appear before
the Councl's morning Ministers'
Conference and relate his recent experiences before the Senate Judiciary Committee in Washington when he exposed the denial
of Negro registration in Forrest
County.
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CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

ative signs which adorned the
joint formal dance given by
the three fraternities whose
Greek names on the sign beber of the armed forces or veterans who received honorable discharges are eligible for such
burial.
If acid foods spill on your porcelain enamel, wipe off Mimed.
lately with a paper towel. then
wash with warm water to which
has been added chlorine dry
bleach, one-fourth cup per gallon Rinse and dry.

Want to be
FREE?
Join
NAACP

speak the purpose and occasion, are left to right: Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis H. Twigg, sr., and
Mr and Mrs. Harold Whalum,
Mr. Twigg was the General
Conference Chairman for Alpha Phi Alpha.
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Gloria Lockerman, the talented
youngster whose spelling ability
paid off richly for her on the Pit.600 Question and later on the $61.000 Challenge, will come to %tem.
phis to star in "Romania," Sigma
Rho sorority's talent show to he
presented at Bruce Hall, LeMoyne
college at 8 p.m., Friday, April
48. Gloria has appeared on the
illeetha Rate Show also.
"Rhomania,"
the
national
scholarship project of Sigma Gamma Rho sorority, is presented annually throughout the country.
Those attending the show will
help the sorority in its cflerot to
send a deserving student from
each of the high schools to LeMoyne next Fall.
Tickets may be obtained at
Flora's Flower Shoppe, 733 Vance;
J and B Grocery, 151? Florida;

Nttr.*

+, Mo.,
le joint
•
ee Ira.
I their
empids
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Gloria Lockerman To
Star In Ithomania'

11
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WILL SHARE DEBUTANTE
SPOTLIGHT — The spotlight
of the Fourth Annual Debutante Ball of Kappa Alpha Psi
fraternity will be shared by
this beauteous quartet, Eri•
I day night, May 3, at Club Lb.

my. Twenty-two well known
young debs will make their
debut at the spectacular for•
mai event that is one of the
major social attractions of the
spring social season. Pictured

today are four young ladies
who comprise the completion
ol the series of announcements
of the current debutante club
of the fraternity. Left to right
are Miss Jacquelyn Patricia

Kappa Fraternity Announces Final/
Four Debs For Their May 3 Ball
Culminating the series of an- Charinettes and the National Sri
nounced debs to be presented at ence Club and was elected to the
the forthcoming Debutante Bail of National Honor Society in 1951
the Memphis Alumni chapter of Aside from her hobbies of readKappa Alpha Psi fraternity, Fri. ing and sewing, Miss • Tucker's
day, May 3, at Club Ebony, is the ambition is to become a nurse.
news of the names of the last ad- She plans to enter Freedman's
ditions to the 22 member group. Hospital School of Nursing.
The annual debutante event is MISS SADIE ELNORA HARRIS
one of the outstanding highlights
Miss Sadie Elnora Harris, the
of the spring social season, fa- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
med.
for its spectacular setting a Harris of 3224 Alta rd., is a senior
Cupresentation of the lovely young at Booker T. Washington High
ladies who make their. traditional school. Collecting odd earrings and
bows.
bracelets is her favorite hobby;
Announcement is made this and her tdlents Include voice and
week that among the 22 delis will speech. Miss Harris also plans to
be Miss Juav.ice C. Tucker, Miss enter the nursing profession, but
Salie Elnora Harris, Miss Jacqueyet undecided which college she
line Patricia Washburn and Miss will attend.
Eunice Carol Alston.
' MISS JACQUELYN WASHBURN
MISS JUAWICE C. TUCKER
Miss Jacquelyn Patricia WashMiss Juawice C. Tucker is the burn is the daughter of Mr. and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Mrs. Charles W. Washburn, of 12
Tucker of 412 Scott St. She is a Quinn ave., and a senior at Booksenior at Melrose High school, er T. Washington High school
where she is a member of the where she is a member of the

Fine Arts club. Among special
awards that have come her way
are the Social Studies award her
election to the National Honor Society, and the office of editor of
her school's newspaper. Her hobbies include ballet, collecting
bracelets and reading; and she is
particularly talented in speaking
and dancing. Her ambition is to
be a fashion designer, and she
plans to continue her education at
Hampton Institute.
MISS EUNICE CAROL ALSTON
Miss Eunice Carol Alston is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Alston of Burlison, Tenn. She is
a senior at Frazier High school at
Covington, where she is a member of the 4-H Club, the Glee Club
and the Boosters Club. Her special honors include her selection
as NFA Queen, the coveted-title
of Miss Frazier, her winning of
a $25 Kappa Alpha Psi scholarship of 1956 from the Jackson,
Tenn. chapter. She plans to ma-

Washburn, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles W. Wash•
burn, of 1219 Quinn are,; Miss
Eunice Carol Alston, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Alston, of Burleson, Tenn.;

Miss Juawlce C. Tucke r,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. WilHam Tucker, of 112 Scott st.
and Miss Sadie Elnora Harris,
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Harris, of 3221 Alta rd.

jor in mathematics alit music at
Bennett coney in Noel Carelina.
Talented in voice and speech,
Miss•Alston's hobbies include singing, swimming, dancing, creative
writing aisd art.
The present Debutante club of
Kappa Alpha Psi is the largest
group that has been presented to
Memphis society.

y and
More.

XY

LeMoyne College, 807 Walker;
Stozier's Drug Store. 2192 Chelsea:
and Goldsmith's Central Ticket
Office.

Mexican Fiesta
At Elks Club
A Mexican Fiesta is being sponsored Friday night, April 24, 9
p.m. UI, at the Elks Rest, 401
Beale at., by the Civil Liberties
Fez club of 1BPOE of W.
Music, games, special attractions and Mexican foods will be
part of the big night.
Mrs. Mace+, Redwood is chairman of the club and Mrs. Jana
Porter is departmental secretary.
for school visits, lectures and conferences will be made in Pureto
Rico, Dominican Republic, Haiti
and Jamaica. Opportunities for
recreation, sight-seeing, shopping
and other forms of entertainment
will be made available with stops
in San Juan, Guidad Trujillo,
Port, An Prince, Kingston, Port
Antonio and Montogo Bay.
The study course in "Compara•
live Education" carries full graduate credit and advance credit at
the undergraduate level.

GLORIA LOCKERMAN

Students Study
On Carrib Tour

The first Bible published in the
U. S. was issued from the press
GREENSBORO. N. C. departure time.
The group departs from Miami, of the ilarvard college in 1663.
— (ANP) — The proposed 20-day
study tour to several countries in Fla., on Thursday, June 20 and
the Caribbean being sponsored I returns to the States on Monday,
this summer by A&T College is July 8. All inter-country travel
is by air. Principal study stops
now assured,
In memory of
Dr, F. A. Williams, dean of the
college's Graduate School, under
My Devoted Daughter,
su hich auspices the tour is being
JULIA HAZEL,
conducted, stated this week that
a few more than 15-persons, the
who passed
minimum requirement, had alApril 21, 1956
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
ready procured reservations. He
added the study group could be
FOR Poplar of LeuderilaM
Mrs. Carrie Dixon and
increased to 30-persons and . was
Phow• JA 5-6345
Family
optimistic that the maximum
students on the campus has be- figure would be reached prior to
come a reality.
This is the first time in the history of the school that all students
seeking admission will have campus housing available to them.
MILLION DOLLARS
The new dormitories—one for
girls and one for boys—were designed by McKissick & McKissack,
architects. They are the modern
conventional type fire proof structures, built of brick and cut Indiana limestone.
More than a million dollars was
spent on the structures alone.
Comparable furniture and furnishings will add distinctive qualities
of functional beauty, while capturing for the students living in
these dormitories a homelike atsmospheres
The youngest of the Land-Grant
colleges and universities, Tennessee State continues to gain national and international recognition in may facets of its work.
Its present building program is
a part of an overall design of
expansion to give greater service.

IN MEMORIAM

All Students Can
Stay On Campus
NASHVILLE — With two new
dormitories opening September 1,
and all others completely renovated and redecorated—including
an innerespring mattress for each
bed—Tennessee State university
is rady to campus house all students.
The announcements was made
last week by the university's progressive president,
Dr. W. S.
Davis. whose dream to house all

Sat., April 27, 1937 j j

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

Feed your baby

CARNATION

America's
"healthy baby"milk!

Receives Grant
For Grad Study

le alleged_
Co'email
Commis-

.n sent to
attiesburg
'Sr before
Ministers'
his rethe Seri, in Washthe denial
n Forrest

PATON ROUGE, La. — Miss
Delores Richard, a January graduate of Southern university and
now teacher in the Department
of Mathematics, has been awarded a fellowship by the university
of Illinois to do graduate study, it
was announced this week by Dr.
E. C. Harrison, Coordinator of Instruction.
Miss Richard, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence G. Richard of
Baton Rouge, was awarded the fellowship, based upon her high academic scholarship, while a student at Southern.

rr

JACKSON ITEBUTAN'TES — ' Constance Eunice Poe, Yin.
Pictured are the 10 lovely
cent Merry. Annie Estelle Wor.
young ladies and their escorts
tham, Eugene Collier, Gwen.
who were presented in Jackdolyn Mitchell, Vernon Croom,
son, Tenn. on April 5 by Sigma
Evelyn Levoyne Montgomery,
dik Gamma Rho sorority in the
John E. Hunt, Kaye Merry,
Lane college Health building,
Joe Eddie Sibert, Wanda Jean
41.
Left to right: Johnny Neal,
Brent "Miss Debutante-1957",

Jimmy Lee House, Ruby Be.
atriee Starks, first alternate:
Allen Preston Merry. Erma
nate; Clarence Hatkins, Shit
,
ley Ann Clturchaell, Robert
Codas Hall, Ann Jeanette
Ballard.

ATTENTION PARENTS
of Children three years and over
Are you interested in your child learning:

1. BALLET
2. TAP DANCING

"Healthy Baby"Sheila Maria Garcia of New &lows

3. TOE DANCING

YOU CAN TRUST CARNATION. It's the

safest, most nourishing and digestible form of milk for your baby's
formula. More mothers feed Car.
nation to their babies than any
other brand. And more Carnation
is used in hospital formula rooms

4. TUMBLING
5, CULTURAL POISE
If so, fill in the coupon herewith and mail to the address
given. This is a survey to determine your interest in this
phase of education. Plans are underway for a modern
private dance school. Qualified teachers of the Chicago
Dance Masters association are to provide instruction.
COUPON

NAME

•

throughout the world than all
other brands combined! Readymade formulas that claim to be
complete cost almost twice as
much as Carnation-the prawn
milk for infant feeding- the milk
every doctor knows.

r---

BEST BRAND FOR YOUR
COOKING,TO01
Carnation has special
blending qualities not found
in any other format milk.
For smooth,failure-proof
requIts every time,use
Carnation in every recipe
that calls for milk!

ADDRESS
PHONE NUMBER
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Cirnation
i A PALM SUNDAY RITES'.
I TION was the climax to the
wedding of two popular long.
time Memphis residents who
I were married in Hernando,
I Miss., on March 23. The hon•
orees are Rev. and Mrs. G. W.
I Stewart. Mrs. Stewart is pow

ular Washington High school
home economics teacher, Mrs.
Hattie Lawrence. The groom is
pastor of Beach Chapel CME
church in Mason, Tenn, and
leader of other West Tennessee
religious institutions. Both had
survived former mates. Among

the guests at the reception
were (left to right), Miss Barry Mae Simon, Mrs. Georgia
Quinn, the bride and groom,
Miss Pytte Bolden and Miss
Dora E. Todd. The reople will
live at 999 Woodlawu.

NUMBER OF CHILDREN
MAIL THIS COUPON TO:

SCHOOL of DANCING, 1055 Bonnie, Memphis, Tenn.

World's Leading Brand
of Evaporated Milk

MALK

DEFENDER
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Alaska and Russia are 'twitted by only about 3$ miks 01
apes No.

Tenn. State Gets 2 New $Million Dorms 0
All Students Can
Stay On Campus

AUGUSTA News
By JULANIX LAMPKEN

AUGUSTA, Ga. — The body of was honored Monday night with
a 19-year-old girl was recovered an appreciation fellowship sponsorfrom the Augusta Canal Sunday ed by the Junior Auxiliary Board.
' G1
p.m. April 14, and pronounced Others honored were Miss Jessie
NASHVILLE — With two new signed by McKissack as hicKissack.
dead upon arrival at University Brigham, director of music, and
than
dormitories opening September 1, architects. They are the modern
to a
hospital. She was identified as the school's sextet. The program
'trueand all others completely reno- conventional type fire proof
of U
Miss Esther M. Dorsey.
was under the direction of the
Indiand
cut
brick
vated and redecorated—including tures, built of
A note left by the young woman president, Mrs. Zadie Wigfall.
Lem
an innerespring mattress for each ana limestone.
Indicated she committed suicide
Eric
Zeta Xi Omega chapter of Aldollars
million
was
than
a
More
bed—Tennessee State university
by jumping in the canal at Butts
'
TI
pha Kappa Alpha sorority prealone.
structures
the
on
is rady to campus house all stu- spent
Memorial Bridge. Also was her sented its second annual "Fashest
Comparable furniture and furnishdents.
pocketbook and shoes lying on ionetta" and "Little Miss Fashgani
The announcements was made ings will add distinctive qualities
the bank. No reason for the suicide
ionetta" recently in the Lucy Latop-i
last week by the university's pro- of functional beauty, while capwas given.
auditorium.
school
ney High
Statt
Dr. W. S. turing for the students living in
gressive president,
Team captains for the annual
Highlight of the program was
nois;
Davis, whose dream to house all these dormitories a homelike atsmembership drive for the Ninth the crowning of the three "Fashthe
I
campus has be- mosphere.
students
on
the
St. YMCA have been announced
ionettas". Also appearing on the
er L
The youngest of 'the Land-Grant
reality.
by the Rev. B. I. Vernon, division
come
a
program was R. C. Calhoun, jr.,
liam
This is the first time in the his- colleges and universities, Tenneschairman for the National League. who performed a special dance
Strir
tory of the school that all students see State continues to gain naThey are Carl Reese, George number.
Ash SISSI]
cam- tional and international recogniadmission
will
have
seeking
Bush, Thomas Jenkins, Hornsby
Dr. Charles Augustus Hamm,
lip of th
tion in may facets of its work.•
Drayton, Raymond Bain, the Rev, registered pharmacist, has openpus housing available to them.
Its present building program is
DOLLARS
Charles Maffett and Mrs. Bennie
MILLION
Re
ed the Dent's Pharmacy in the
M. Williams.
The new dormitories—one for a part of an overall design of
dr
Eisa ]t
Dent Bldg., 1671, 15th st., this
service.
greater
give
to
expansion
Team captains of the American
girls and one for boys—were deElse
city,
League, headed by Raymond JenRg
Rich
_
A 1940 graduate of Paine colkins, are Y. N. Myers, William
lege, he received his degree in
Prince, Amos Evans, Ja m es
pharmacy from Xavier university
Roundtree, Willie Williams, Willie
in New Orleans, La. He is a memBryant, James Starks, jr. a n d
ber of Chi Delta Mu fraternity.
Earl Thurmond. The drive is
License to practice in Georgia
scheduled for May 10-20.
Society of Lucy Laney high school.
AUGUSTA
and Louisiana, for the last two
The 10 local Scout leaders who
He used as his subject, "Your
years he has acted as head pharhave completed the annual spring
By JULANIE LAMPKIN
Career in Engineering."
macist and assistant manager of
basic training course for Scout
Miss E. C. W. Gray, veteran
and the Tibbs' Pharmacy in AtlanPlans
have
AUGUSTA,
Ga.
—
Explorer leaders are: .J. L. Colta, Ga. He has also served as
BR
been completed for the two-day of 53 years of study and faculty
bert, the Rev. Charles Maffett,
manager of the West End Rexall
The'
inauguration formalities at Paine work at Paine College, has an.
Horace Jones, Matthew T Seatwill
nounced
she
retire
from
at-.
Drug Store in Atlanta, and earlier
sant
college for its new president, Dr.
lea, A. L. Terrell, Julian Collins,
tive duties at the end of this
received experience in St. Louis,
every
E. Clayton Calhoun,
Alfred Billingham, W. J.
Reese mo., and New Orleans.
school
year.
sure
Bishop Luther Stewart, presiding
and William B. Bush,
Her plans for the post-retire; The Sunday school of TabernaChapl
bishop of the Fourth Episcopal
Forty-four persons participated
ment
period
include
the
and Thankful Baptist churchwriting
cle
of
Sundi
District of the CME church, will
e three-week course,
repre- es presented Mrs. Coretta Scott
biographies of presidents of Paine
ness
keynote the activities with a vessenting Troops, 84, 44, 24, 62,
46, King, soprano, in a recital at Tacollege
and
some
biographical
depar
20 and 45, and Posts 83
per sermon in the Havgood Hall
GIPL`l
and 84. bernacle, recently.
on
distinguished
Paine
grawork
Troop 94 received an award
Franc
Chapel on Sunday. April 28. Dr.
for
**7ETI*1 7-7
duates.
A native of Marian, Ala., she
•
best average adult
•
Meet
Channing Tobias, Paine college ,
attendance for received her training at Antioch
In
addition,
she
plans
to
con-s
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the entire course
ling back to school. Shown at
Wright
lege
alumnus, and Dr. R.
these two quarters, the college
Beautiful landscaping will add
college in Yellow Spring, Ohio and
her
work
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secretary
of
tinue
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State university's 2 new mil.
top is the new dormitory for
Staff members were the
educator
now
Christian
will be able to house all of its
Spears,
Bro
to the allure of the place.
Rev. the New England Conservatory of
lion dollar dormitories will
Matfett, Scoutmaster; Col b er
boys. Below is the one for
students on the campus for
serving as president of Columbia Paine College Alumni Assn.
by ne
The buildings were designed
t, • Music,'in Boston, where she studSmooth Ashlar Grand Lodge.
The
look when Sept. 1 rolls around
senior patrol leader; E. H.
girls. With the completion of
principal
the
the
two
first
time
in
its
will
be
history.
college,
by Mcilissack and McKissick,
the d
Thur- test with Marie Sundelius.
and the students begin trick•
mood, patrol leader and
speakers for the inauguration cere- F&AAY Masons of Georgia, will
architects.
Bell.
Terrell.1 The Senior Auxiliary Board of
patrol leader.
April 29, in the conduct its college Educational
Monday,
monies
of the
CME church celebrated its
Contest for high school seniors at
Certificates will be awarded in Trinity
gymnasium.
A.
Carter
Randall
had li
57th anniversary Sunday pin. at
Calvary Baptist church on
the near future to those
Dr. Calhoun assumed his &ties Mt.
of yei
complet which time a special program was
mg all course
April 30. The district deputy, J.
July
college
on
the
as
president
of
requirements.
tor at
rendered to a large congregation.
L. IC. Reese,
1, 1956, after the resignation of S. Crawford will preside over the
principal of the Highlight of the event, was the
Schoo
A. R. Johnson Junior
PAHOKEE
session.
High school honoring of the first president,
Mn;
Dr. E. C. Peters.
The Brice-Pritchard Duo, comBESSEMER
Mack Hall of Sowell rd, is visBy R. C. BURR
W. H. Lamback, Richmond
Mrs. Ursula E. Collins, Mrs. W.
By A. F. McLEAN
posed of Eugene Brice, bass-barihis
iting
daughter
Negro
diin
Birmingham.
for
the
County chairman
returIllino
By G. W. IVEY
W. White. present president, was
tone, and Pritchard, pianist, apMrs. Marie Small and her son,
Charlie Hardge died Thursday
The
Science,
,
Mathematics, vision of the American Cancer
and s
in charge of the program.
The St. John Sunday School was
peared in a recital recently at
Mr. Isiah Bell were week-end
at
his
home
and
was
buried
at
completed
Crusade,
has
the
proHealth
and
Physical
Education
DeSociety
on
Others appearing
C.
Paine College's Carter Auditorium.
guests of the Allen family. Mrs. opened by Bro. G. W. Ivey, Super- Mason Sunday, April 14.
DAWSON
anRev.
partments
of
Alfred
E.
Reach
organization's
pastor,
the
the
plans
for
Es;
gran. were: The
intendent Rev. J. S. Wilson, presiThe senior auxiliary board of
Small and her son live in Miami.
By CHARLIE M. SIMPSON
Richard Thomas spent the week high school have invited all of the nual drive which got under way
vario
L. C. Jones, Mrs. Emma ReyTrinity CME church will celebrate
Mr. George Bell and family dent of the Southern Regional end in Oak Hill with his mother,
The first Sunday was pastoral nolds, vice president; Mrs. Marie
public
and
parochial
pres.
schools
01
Sunday.
city,
Council Sunday School, was
their 57th anniversary next Sunday at Hopewell. Sunday school Wallace, secretary; Mrs. Prunel- were week-end guests of Mr. E. ent and taught
Mrs. Florie Womack is still on Chatham county to participate in
Amid-April kick-off dinner will
thron,
the No. 1 bible
Sutton of "Buck," as most of us
day. Speaker for the occasion will
was held on time with the
sick
list.
the
which
will
be
officials,
and
Maude
Fair
held
treasurer;
Mrs.
Science
be
held
for
Crusade
Myers,
a
la
class.
Also
visiting
dist I
in the Sunday
superbe Mrs. S. B. Thomas. Mrs. W.
•• •
intendent at his post. After Sun- . Lockhart, Mrs. Tallulah Tillman, know him.
at
the
West
Broad
Street
residental
drive
will
be
YMCA
a
twohour
school
were
Mu!
Rev. W. L. Little and
,
The
president.
White
is
the
Pahokee
W.
Raiders
were
sue-)
day school, eleven o'clock
beginning April 29 through May held April 30.
Bev. S. M. Steele. Bros. G. W. SPRINGVILLE
service i Mrs. Ida Lewis, Mrs. Etta ii. Wei- cessful in winning the ball
were
begun
Monday
Spring
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NEW YORK MINISTERS are
shown with Rev. Clarence Jordan, co-founder and director of
the Interracial Koinonia farm
at tmericus. Ga., where the
Ku Klux Klan continues an in.
tensive campaign of bombings
and shootings, Rev. Jordan
pointed out. The clergyman
was in New l'erk for a series
of speaking engagements under auspices of "In Friend.

ship," 121 E. 57th at., New
York, central agency and
clearing house for funds to
aid victims of economic reprisal in the south. Left to
right. seated: Miss Sara Slack,
N. Y. Amsterdam News staff
writer; Rev. George Lawrence
of Friendship Baptist church.
secretary of the group; Rev.
David N. Llcorish of Abysm-

lan Baptist church: Rev. Jordan; Dr. William Herbert
King of Grace Congregational
church, chairman of the group:
Dr. Shelton Hale Bishop of St.
Philip's Episcopal church, and
Rev. M. 1. Wilson of Convent
Avenue BaptSst Church standing: Rev. S. Gary Oniki and
Rev. Malcolm Evans of the
Church of the Master O'resby•

terlan), Dr. Thomas Kilgore.
jr., of Friendship Baptist
church, Rev. Ralph Lord Roy
of the -Fund Ow the Re-public,
Dr. Joshua 0. Williams of
Salem Methodist church, Rev.
Joe Earl Elmore of the church
of St. Paul and St. Andrew
(Methodist), and Father War.
ren Scott of St. Philip's Epis•
copal Church.
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ed, total 14. First Baptist, Hele- places in California. They
are re- we have not seen our news man.
nd Lodge.
Women's Clubs at Clinton last
na,
Rev.
Sherman
J.
Jones,
the death of Mrs. Almira Turner lege campus, Thursday. Dr. Hallis I Reeder Rhea. •
pasceiving hearty welcomes here. SvIvain Wailles since their return
Mrs. Barrett Ware, wife of Lewirgia, will
week.
tor. Rev. S. H. Banks, evangelist
Bell. Mrs. Bell a retired teacher was a friend of the late president,
A group of exceptional young but we hope to hear front bins
Mrs Dorothy Johnson, has visitducational
Excellsior Lodge No. 63 — IB- is (Red) Ware, who has been em- Pin Bluff,Ark Twentyt
for
of the Brookhaven School System 'W. M. Frazier,
brother, Mr. William POEW of Mississippi was host to ployed by Mrs. L. 0. Crosby for
some details of the wonderful trip.
seniors at
Mrs. W. M. Frazier attended ed her
Baptism, one reclaimed, total 25. supervisors selected our city for
had lived in Chicago for a number
years
eight
resigned from
some
Greenlee. and family in Morristheir meeting place this week. And
We are not quite as happy as
!hurch on
of years. She was primary instruc- the funeral of Mrs. S. W. Watson town, Tenn. She also visited in the State Council Sunday, April her job last week and moved
Second Baptist, West Helena, their banquet Monday
ieputy. J.
evening was we were this time last week. The
14. Mr. H. B. Cooper, exalted
Rev.
C.
N.
Eiland,
wstor.
tor at the old Brookhaven Graded at New Albany Thursday.
Rev.
home
at
Collins,
to
her
old
back
Knoxville,
Tenn.
one not soon to be forgotten. The reoson is our visiting four-yearover the
ruler.
J. S. Seeks, evangelist, Stuttgart,
School for over twenty years.
The Alumni Club of M. I. College
Mr. Worley Rhea has been inThe F. D. Parrish Court No. 2 Miss, while her husband Loq,ts Ark. Thirty two for baptism, sev- 'national director, Dr. Kara V. old has returned to her home, and
Mrs. Ruth Garvey Godwin has met at Mr. and Mrs. Bogley's
Chicago.
went
to
Jackson,
their newly elected state we have no one to correct our exdisposed.
Duo, corn.
celebrated Palm Sunday at the
en reclaimed, total 39.
returned to her home in Chicago, residence on West Valley st., Sunpresident; Mrs, Velma W. Adams, pressions or to "Boss us generalbass-ban.
Mrs. Rosa Lee Angelo of OakMasonic
Hall.
Mr.
C.
M.
Varnado,
Sterline
Gospel
Singers
The
of
Galilee, Rev. T. R. Redmond,
Illinois after visiting her brother day,
,mist, apPast International GWP, GPOES land, Calif. is here with her fa- pastor. Rev. E. L. Carter, Eudo- their former state president; Mrs. ly." We hope she will be allowed
and sister-in-law Mr. and Mrs. H. Prof. S. C. Torrence, a teacher Bristol, Va., rendered a program
I. N. Givens and many other not- to visit us again soon. We refer
!cently at
Mt. Olive Baptist church on the jurisdiction of Mississippi, w a s ther, Buster Hart,
at
ra,
Ark., evangelist. One for bapC. Garvey.
at Rust college attended the fu- afternoon of
uditorium.
Emmanuel Curry of Bay Saint tism, one reclaimed, total two. ed, well known supervisors are to lovable Valencia Gentry, of New
guest speaker. Mrs. A. M. JackApril 7.
Easter services were held in the neral of his aunt at Danville, Ark.
Orleans.
board of
Miss., was called here St. John Rev D. S. Allen, pastor, here.
Rev. and Mrs. J. F. BIrchette, son read a paper on Palm Sunday.
various churches throughout the Thursday. Prof. Torrence returnHis many friends, hie fraterniI celebrate
The many friends of Mrs. Mary to the bedside of his brother-in- Rev. T. R. Heard, Jonestown, Among those enjoying their banjr.
and
Miss
Electa
Young,
atcity. Sunrise services attracted ed to the campus Sunday,
next SunBrownridge sympathize with her law, Joe Glapion, who is confined Miss., evangelist. Five for bap- quet which was held in Percy's ties, — his church, and Baton
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the
Regional
BME
Conventhrongs of people to Kynet Metho- The Rosenwald high school SW
Rougeans generally did their best
casion will
tism, two reclaimed, total seven. Barbecue dining room, were Miss
tion in Greenville, Tenn., recently. In the passing of her father, Mr. to the local hospital.
dist Church.
a scene of much gaiety Friday ' The choir of Thankful Baptist George Lylse of Rankin County. Mr. and Mrs. Horace Jenkins, Thirty one persons who came to C. M. Collier, president of the to show how much they thought
. Mrs. W.
south
of Dr. H. H. Huggins, and how
Music lovers in
Mississippi night, when the famous star Honent.
jr. are the parents of a little Christ in this soul saving cam- State Supervisor of Schools, J. K. they
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other
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A
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OXFORD
practice in a northern city. We
14, the Alcorn A & M college choir the gym. This group was sponve Baptist
total cf 146 persons. Some for bap- Louisiana Teachers association and
Greenville, Tenn. on the night of By MRS. MABEL CRAWFORD local hospital.
presented "He Is Risen," and Eas- gored by coach L. Roebuck,
now its executive secretary and will miss him, but hope that in
A. Brown
April 9, during a song service,
Mrs. Lettie Thomas who suffer- tism, some reclaimed, are the
some way his choice is for the
ter Cantata. The superb perfdr. B. Bady
The entertainment given in Me- occasioned by the pre-convention
Rev. Crawford preached an in- ed a stroke, Mrs. Nettie Williams results of this evangelist effort many other educators.
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publicity
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Up Indianola way at Gentry high ed by Mrs. S. T.
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; pastor.
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home
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mon Sunday.
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Tri-State
Boxing
Results

LAUDERDALE-

iettls yeses Golden Glovers had
• tether rough time of it in the
finals of the Tri-State Negro boatournament at the Auditorium.
Gerald Moore, flyweight; Cecil
Voyd, featherweight and James
Webb, welterweight, lost in their
Wale fights. However, Wiley JohnSOU, welterweight; Joe Holt, middleweight and Aaron Hackett,
lightweight, came through.
Johnson and Webb staged one
of the toughest amateur fights
seen around here in some time.
was a battle of contrasting
styles, with Johnson preferring to
fight at long range and Webb boring in. Both of them landed several clean blows to head and body,
but Johnson's landed more often.
' The crowd got a real thrill when
700 Hemphill, national Golden
Gloves heavyweight king, a n d
Brown McGhee, national GG featherweight titlist, put on exhibitions. Hemphill showed his smooth
power and swift hands against
Christopher Rooks, while McGhee,
a clever fellow particularly while
fighting in close, showed o f f
against Cleveland Martin.
Blondie Tr ent knocked out
Moore in the third round; Melvine Brown stopped William Lee
THE FAMED CHOIR from Arin the first round of a novice
kansas AM&N college, of Pine
middleweight bout, and Ernest
Bluff, Ark., under the direr •
Garrett chilled Eli Wallace in the
third round of their open Itht
heavyweight fight. Those were the
Only shortened events on the card.
The Rendezvous Club won seven of 10 final bouts, while the
YMCA won six of eight. This was
the 23rd Tri-State tourney, directad by Harry Cash, principal of
Hamilton High school. Coca-Cola
Officials of Eisele — King. LIBottling Co. donated the trophies
baire, Stout & Company have anand Lansky Bros. Clothiers gave
nounced the opening of their new
jackets to the winners,
branch office in the Hotel Theresa and the appointment of Harry
L. Wright as manager and Arthur Kass as assistant manager.
Eisele & King, Libaire, Stout
& Company, weathering financial
storms through the years are
members of the New York Stock
Exchange, Chicago Board of
Trade, New York Produce Ex1 NEW YORK—The Panama Canal change. They hold an associate
Company has announced abandon- membership in the American
ment of its practice to require Stock Exchange.
racial information about its pasEisele & King, Libalre, Stout &
sengers.
Company are pioneers in the perDiscontinuance of the practice iodic investment plan where sewas made by L. A. Ferguson, lected securities listed on the New
general manager, of the firm's York Stock Exchange can be
New York operations in a letter to bought for as low as $300 down
Rep. Adam C. Powell, jr.
and $23 a month.
' Powell voiced his protest to the 12 BRANCHES
company on Aug. 22, 1956 after
Through the years the firm has
Judge Jane M. Bolin of the New shown marked growth
with t h e
York City
Domestic Relations opening of 11 branch offices other
Court, called the practice to his than the one now
being launched
(Powell's) attention.
is the Harlem area. The •comRep. Powell wrote both the Pan*ma Line and the Ambassador of
Panama concerning the matter
and stated his objection to the
practice.
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By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke

•

Easter week end carried with Bernice Lucas, NHA advisors. On
it a short vacation for many and May 2 the NHA Prom will take
some took advantage of it by place at the school which is an
Sunday, April 14ç the Morning spending the time with friends Invitational affair. May 3 comes
Star Baptist church choirs spon- and relatives elsewhere.
the Senior Play at the school
sored a program for the u s hAmong some but of the city, auditorium at is p.m. May 10, the
ers. It was an inspiring. program the week end finds Mrs. Bernice annual "Southern Serenaders' at
enjoyed by everyone present. Mrs. Lucas and her little son spending the school at 8 p.m. May 16 —
Elnora Hill, president of the ush- Easter with husband and father, Junior and Senior Prom which is
ers board, Mrs. Gladys Wright, Verbs Lucas of St. Louis, Mo.
an invitational affair. May 19,
east. choir director. Rev. J. R.
Miss lone C. Lane is visiting Vesper Services for the graduatHaliiburton, pastor.
with her sister, Miss Henrietta ing class in the school auditorium
Sunday, April 14, Annual Men's Lane who is enrolled in the at 4 p.m. May 20, Senior Class
Day was held at Holly G rove School of Library Science at the night at 8 p.m. and May 23 gradMissionary Baptist church it was University of Illinois. Miss H. Lane uation will be at the National
an inspiring Men's Day program. will complete her work for the Guard Armory at 8 p.m. Keep
Speaker, Atty. H. T. Lockard. His master's degree this summer. these important dates in mind.
subject was: "Forgetting the Past Both are daughters of Mr. and
Don't ref:jet to GIVE TO THE
and Forward for the Future to Mrs. Shellis Lane of this city.
UNITED NEGRO COLLEGE
Come". President Brother James
Mrs. Bertha Hill Collins motor- FUND this month. There are only
.
, ed to St. Petersburg, Fla., to rep- a few more days left.
Owen Jarrett. Rev. A. Turrell
pastor.
resent Beta Omega Sigma chapSunday, April 14, was a very ter of Delta Sigma Theta sorority
high day at the Chapel Hill at the Southern Regional meeting
church. Music was rendered by She was accompanied by her husthe Senior choirs and the mem- band. Among Kappas and Alphas
bers of the usher board ushered in Memphis, Tenn. to attend the
Rev. L. T. Shepherd, delivered a regional meeting are Dr. J. 0.
soul-stirring Palm Sunday sermon Perpener, Kappa, and Dean P. R.
from St. Matt. 21. His text was: Shy and Jack Gilmore, Alphas.
"Tell of the Daughters of Zion, Also in Memphis for the Sigma
HOUSTON, Texas — Secretary
Behold the King Cometh." Pre- meet is Dr. J. 0. McShine of Lane of Defense Charles E.
Wilson HIS
text: "Who la This?" Training Un- college.
invited Dr. S. M. Nabrit, presiion was held at 6:30 with the
In the city for the Easter holi- dent, Texas Southern university,
Is sponsored by the Rebecca
day, May 5 at 11 p.m. Aption of And M. Lovelace will
Adult Group No. 2 bringing the days and spring vacation is Mrs. to be one of 65 civilians
to parclub of Metropolitan Baptist.
pearance of the 14-voice choir
appear at Metropolitan Bapprogram, which was interesting. Gladys Bronaugh as guest of her ticipate in the Defense
departtist church in a recital, SunFor night 4rvice Rev. Shepherd husband, S. H. Bronaugh, busi- ment's conference and
visitation
again delivered the message. Text ness manager at Lane collete.
tour, May 2-11.
State Banking Department, Li- "God Commanding Jonah What SIGMAS PRESENT DEBS
The purpose of the conference,
quidation Bureau; Records Analyst To Do". Jonah 2. After the serYou are only young once and according to Secretary Wilson, is
with the Office of Alien Property, mon Rev. Love offered prayer. what a thrill it is to every young to give "carefully selected"
repU. S. Department of Justice; Ac- Our most distinguished guest was lady to be introduced into so- resentatives of the public an
overcountant U. S. Navy and Fiscal our former pastor, Rev. A. J ciety. Members of Sigma Gamma all acquaintance with the
national
Officer with the United Negro Campbell, of Memphis, Tenn. Also Rho sorority made this possible defense program
and to invite
College Fund.
we were happy to have Rev. Love for 10 lovely young ladies recent- their views on various
aspects of
Mr. Kass holds a BBA in ac- and Mrs. Christian King as
the continuing defense effort.
pletely modern office at West Istration graduate of Tuskegee In- counting from the City College of guests with us all day.
On April 5 at 8 p.m. in the
125th at. will be located on the stitute, pursued his studies further New York. From 1950 to 1954, he The Chapel Hill Baptist church Lane college Health Building, the
Nlezzanine Floor of the Hotel The- at Columbia University Graduate was managing partner in the worshipped with the Pilgrim Res members of Alpha Gamma and
school of Business Administration Knickerbocker Vending Machine Baptist church of Dyersburg, the Sigma chapters of Sigma Gamma
resa.
Facilities will Include a quota- and is a recent graduate of "New Company. In 1955, he became a first Sunday in April. The oc- Rho sorority presented Misses
registered representative with Ki- casion was an Usher's Day pro- Constance Eunice Poe, Annie Estion board, a Dow-Jones N e to s York Institute of Finance."
At Columbia university he maj- sh) & King, Libaire Stout di Com- gram with Mrs. Annie Lue Lew- telle Wortham, Gwendolyn MitchDETROIT — Dr. Chinning H.
Ticker and a Trans-Lux TaPe
which shows trading on the New ored in Management, Corporate pany, where his father has been is, who is a former member of ell, Evelyn Levoyne Montgomery, Tobias, chairman of the NAACP
York Stock Exchange. Like in all Finance, Business Law and Real employed for per 20 years as an "Chapel Hill", as sponsor. Rev. Kaye Merry, Wanda Jean Brent, Board of Directors, will deliver
L. T. Shepherd delivered the ser- Ruby Beatrice Starks, Er ma the keynote address on the openother branches, a direct wire with Estate. Having completed an inser- account executive.
Both Kass and Wright are vet- mon. After service we were Yvonne Glass, Shirley Ann Church- ing night of the Association's 48th
the main office to the floor of the vice Brokers Training program
Libaire,
Stout
served a delicious menu in t h e well and Ann Jeanette Ballard. annual convention here, on June
erans of World War II.
New York Stock Exchange will with Eiesele King,
The main office of Eisele & church cafeteria. Rev. J. H. Fen- The debs were attired in beau- 25.
be in operation to assure clients & Company, Mr. Wright is now a
Representative
sRegistered
C
u
tiful white formals and each carKing, Liabaire Stout Company nor is pastor of the church.
Another major convention adof quick, efficient service.
Other branches are located in tomers Broker of the firm. His occupies the 16th and most of There will be a "Pond Rally" ried a hand bouquet of American dress will be made by Roy Wilnationally
Everyprojected
them
will
by
presented
be
to
April.
beauty roses
the 15th floors of 50 Broadway. the fourth Sunday in
kins, the association's executive
the Paramount Building, N. Y. v.ork
secretary. The event will close on
City, Flushing, N. Y., Norwalk and and will cover every type of fi- This office is equipped with the one is invited to come and par- the sorority.
firm
—
of
the
activity
As
in
the
the
nancial
debt
beaustood
Sunday, June 30.
finest, up-to-date, modern business ticipate.
Waterbury, Conn, In New Jersey
offices are located in Elizabeth, brokerage, investment banking, machines and maintains an ex- The Junior Class of Lauderdale tifully decorated arch a brief hisof
read
their
to
lives
tory
was
that
Ose
have
proud
such
High
is
New Brunswick, Newark, Pater- trading, etc.
cellent research department that
honorable people in our class the audience by the one and only
son, Perth Amboy, Red Bank and
Mr. Wright's former employ- is available to all clients.
"Miss Wanda Jean Brent" was Prof. T. R. White, instructor at
ment consisted of work with the
Trenton.
REPAIR SERVICE
elected "Miss Debutante of 1957' Merry High school. As he read the
Mr. Wright and Mr. Kau are Farm Security Administration as
Honor Society
Friday night, April 5, at Lane parents of the debs proudly stoodi
well-qualifided for the positions assistant to the Community ManPlus Parts
they now hold with the firm of ager and Statistical Assistant; ' RALEIGH, N, C. — Shaw uni- college as sponsored by the "Sig- to honor their daughters.
After the escorts escorted t h
Eisele & King, Libaire, Stqut & Field Representative in Race Re- versity will observe Honors Day ma Gamma Rho sorority.. We
Picture Tube Repair
Company.
lations for the Southern Regional on Friday, Aprll 26, under the would like to thank everyone for young ladies to their respective
Service $250
MR. WRIGHT
Council, Inc. and the Rosenwald sponsorship of Alpha Omicron helping her to win, especially the places in the center of the floor,
Mr. Wright, a Business Admin- Fund; Records Analyst, New York Chapter of the Alpha Kappa Mu kind people of Laderdale coun the debt entertained the audience
We Service All
with a grand march. At this point
Honor society.
ty.
th crowning of "Miss Debutante"
Radios - Record Players
for the year of 1957 took place.
Miss Wanda Jean Brent, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Brent,
of Ripley. Tenn was crowned Miss
Debutante of 1957. Miss Annie Lee 411111111111111.1111.111k
Yarbough, of Humboldt, Tenn.,
Miss Debutante of 1956 did the
For the first time in its history
Schools contacted to date are: honor of the crowning. First alterthe Veterans Benefit, Inc., 860 Barrels Chapel High school, Az
TOASTERS _ LAMPS
, nate to Miss Brent was Mine Ruby
Vance ave., Memphis, is providlington, Tenn., April 23; Allen Beatrice Starks of Humboldt, TenVACUUM CLEANERS
ing a six weeks extension claim
nessee and Miss Erma Yvonne
service for veterans of all wars. White High school, Whiteville, Glass of Jackson, Tenn. served as
RADIOS
- PER/.:OLATORS
Tilts service is extended to the Tenn., April 24; Wonder High second alternate. All of the debs
states of Arkansas, Mississippi school, West Memphis, Ark., were presented beautifully engravand Tennessee.
April 25; Fayette County Training ed compacts as a special gift
This service is being rendered School, Selmer, Tenn., May 1; from the sorority.
Mrs. Devernice Bryant served
for the first time away from its Bolivar Industrial school, Bolivar,
home office under the direction Tenn., May 2: Mt. Pisgah High as the chairman of the lovely ball
while Mrs.' Clara Hewitt is baof Atty. J. F. Estes and a team school, Cordova, Tenn., May 3.
of Veterans Benefit service offiThe team of officers will advise sileus of the sorority. A photo- ALSO—
cers who are contacting select and assist all veterans and de- graph of the debs and their esREBUILT VACUUM $ 95
high schools of the states request- pendents in filing and obtaining corts is in this issue.
CLEANERS
ing principals declare Veterans disability pensions, compensation COMMENCEMENT CALENDAR
up
Benefit Day on the date that the for service connected disabilities ANNOUNCED
The calendar for commencement
team will be at their school.
and direct loans from the veterIn conjunction with this.service, ans administration for horne or activities has been announced by
Principal
C. N. Berry at Merry
Veterans Benefit Inc., is also farm purposes.
High school. On April 26 the ansponsoring a V.B.I. Queen connual N. IT. A. Fashion Show will
test. Plans have been made to
To reduce the "piling" that be staged at the school
New York Stock Exchange)
office in Conference with Dr.
auditorium
crown
a
queen
of
each
school
con.
sometimes ocrurs on the surface at 7:30 p.m. At this time young 760 Union and Harry L. Wright, new
Charming Tobias (center) N.
A. 7-2631
laded. These Queens will be giv- of orlon
manager of the Harlem branch
sweaters, turn the sweat- ladies will model clothing made
A. A. C. P. board chairman.
2268
en an all expenses paid trip to ers
Pork
Ave.-FA.
3-8507
inside out before washing. by them in the Home Ecnomics
Memphis to compete in the finals. Then if
Free Perking
such fuzz balls do col- department under the direction of Open Night,
The winner will receive a scholar. lect,
they will be on the inside Mrs. Merietta Hughes and Mrs.
ship and the runner-up. a Savings where
High School Day
they won't show and can
Bond.
be safely brushed off
i RALEIGH, N. C. — The fifth
annual senior high school day will
be held at Shaw university on Saturday, April 27. and boys and girls
Lawrence Mason, assistant busi• from practically every county in
(English Lady)
ness manager; Edward Driver, North Carolina are expected.
parliamentarian: Thomas Kin g, ! The occasion is the outgrowth
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
haplain: Clarence Lngleberg, re-1 of the over-all pre-college counselwith EDWIN CLAPP
A GYPSY
orter: Thomas Nelson, Hugh!ing program of the university to
This is her new office at the Mississippi
Authentic !elate styling ... longer, narrower, sleeker!
ems. Cathie Jackson and L. C. acquaint high school sentois with
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
Here's an entirely new shoe by Edwin Clapp featuring
y wood.
! Shaw university and its offerings.
long time of being away and at last she is
rules*, upswept tea and luxurious long low lines.
back to stay in her new home.
A pacesetter for the season ... a luxury shoe in every
AMY
detail!
Are von Dissatiafied with marriage? Have
"
.amio.raliomPbe.'44....e4lolot.:
a"'
tomws
..or;:e4,44'
".
0411fil
you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
in bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
•
will read life to you just as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business is not a success. If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Hernando. Her home is 2 blocks below
where she nee to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Re sere
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She never had an office in WPM Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
LIGHTER—MILDER...90 PROOF
HAND SIGN.
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Ship Line Ends
Racial Queries

Miss Ward Wins
A&I Scholarship
Miss Katie Ward. senior at Batret's Chapel school in Arlington,
won a year's scholarship to Tennessee A & I State university during the 12th annual New Homemakers of America convention at
A & I.
The scholarship went to the
person making the highest score
on the achievement test from
West Tennessee.
Barret's Chapel will be one of
the four schools to represent Tennessee at the national convereion
to be held at Grumbling college.
Barret's chapel NHA advisors
are Miss Hattie Wynn and Mrs.
Ruth Rucker.
I To remove cooked-on particles
of food from cooking utensils, fill
with dry or liquid detergent suds
end let soak a few minutes. then
wash. Remaining particles can
be remmed with cleanser powder

IS YOUR WATCH TAKING
TIME
OFF?

year
watch into
action to do
the job you expect of it
Get

Bring it in and let our specialists
look it over. Reliable service
is our watchword.

HARRY LEVITCH
Credd Jewelers
176 SOUTH MAIN
Meertpk,s

GEORGE J. SCULLY, I e ft.
managing partner of Eisele
and King, Libaire, Stout and
Company (member firm of
_

By MRS. UNA JAMES
The North Side has organized
a new club which will play an
important part in the community.
The main objective of this club
is to bring about better relationship among the people of its community.
The members are endeavoring
to cope with necessary changes,
and make contributions to the
needy causes.
The club consists of 15 members
who meet each Sunday afternoon.
The officers are: Booker T.
James jr., president: Samuel
Chambers, vice-president; Reginald Green. recording secretary;
tfeflis Jones. business manager:

Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions
.M•111

PARKSIDE TV
'2"

Vets Benefit Offers
Extended Claim Help

PH. CL. 2-9463

IRONS REPAIRED

APPLIANCES, INC.

Quo Vadis Club Formed
For Community Service

JERRY'S SUNDRY
554 SCOTT

Tobias, Keynoter
At NAACP Event

Ph. WH. 8-4087

MADAM BELL
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fine a bourbon
it lias become
Ainciica's favorite!
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North Main

OLD CROW

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
eve sow see~ateissweriessessessreezseeseasesseeste
THE OLD CROW OISTRIIRY CO., FRANKFORT. KY., DISTRIBUTFD BY NATIONAL
DISTILLERS PROD. CORP. • KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. 90 PROOF.

Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readings Daily, Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right name.
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TRI-STATE DEFROUI

Henderson Business College

Set., April 27, 1937 '

•

Views
anc
News
With LEODA GAMMON

By E. Maxine Stewart
Although April showers have
made things a little gloomy, everyone keeps a smile of gaiety
around Henderson.
Another organization was formed a few days ago by Typing Class
No. 2. It is known as the "Fu, lure Business Leaders of America". The following officers were
elected: T. Rosa Baldwin, president; Mildred Staples, vice-president; Rosie L. Richardson, secretary; Gloria J. Neely, assistant
secretary; Hattie A. Myers, treasurer; Virginia A. Anderson, perm liamentarian; Irma Boyce, his.
torian; Naomi Baker, program
chairman; Curtis Green, sergeantat-arms; your columnist, reporter.
The purpose of the club is to
inspire each member -to do his
best in every task that he performs. The motto ia: "Let Every
Obstacle Be A Stepping Stone To
Success".
The same typing class ptesented an educational program in our
assembly a few days ago entitled, "Job Killers". The program
was based on the proper way you
should dress and act when applying for a job.
Only one girl out of the entire
cast possessed the necessary qualities, both in appearance a n d
skill, to obtain the job applied
for. The participants were Mr.
Urbanks, Malcom McClaren, Miss
Fast-Type, your columnist; Miss
Chewsey, Hattie A. Myers; Miss
IGlamour, Virginia A. Anderson;
Ibliss Blue Jeans, Louise Rodman;
Miss Eater, Naomi Baker; Miss
Quiet, Gloria J. Neely; Miss
Sporty, T. Rosa Baldwin; Miss
winsap, Barbara Anderson; Miss
Comfort, Ida S. Moss and Miss
Supreme, Rosie L. Richardson.
The audience was thrilled with
the performance of each partici•
pant and expressed it in their
applause. Mrs. Annie L. Able is
our typing instructor.
MOVIE SHOWN
Miss Irene J. Gleeden showed
a very interesting audio-visual film
to the students last Tuesday. The
film featured a lecture by Dale
Carnegie. The subject, w a S
"How To Gather Honey Instead
of Stings". One of the main points
emphasized was how one should
handle everyday situations without upsetting or speaking little of

1

ohers. Mr. Carnegie said that "If
you kick Over a beehive you are
bound to get stung." I was impressed by this statement: "ge.
fore we go around critiing others, perfect ourselves first:' The
second lecture will be entitled,
"How to Make People Like
You".
Just for fun, a student asked
some of her classmates what they
thought the word "Onomateman.
is" meant. I suppose the studeet
had been using her dictionary.
Anyway, here are some of the
the students: Louise Rodman said
"Is it some type of disease"'
Irma Boyce, "I don't know, it
might be sonic kind of vegetable."
"•Inez Brown, It us u s t be something pertaining to men." Alice
Lawrence, 'Must mean, Memphis, Tenn." Rowena Stephens. "I
don't know. I'll have to figure that
one out."
Actually, the word s i ni p 1 y
means, mental distress over inability to remember a word or
name, according to Websters Dictionary.
Until a few days ago, nothing
had been said about the many improvements being made around
Henderson. Since we received 15
brand new typewriters, and five
additional IBMSs, everyone's is
saying, "What's next'?" You can
bet everyone is proud of the new
machines. We all race to the typing rooms now. With new machines, the students are ,completing assignments quicker and with
less errors. Even our typing
speed is increasing. NO a n y
thanks to the directors fOt.. obtaining the new typewriters for us.
We shall show our apniecitation
by taking good care of this equip.
ment.

h
.108
TIIE ,KING'S CLUB of the Cotton Makers' Jubilee, a new
Jubilee organization, promises
ises to bring more of the es•
travaganaa, pageantry a n d
other social events which are
a part of the annual celebration. Officers of the club, top
row, left to right, are: Robert
Lewis, jr., Memphis mortician
and a past Jubilee king, presi•
dent; Edward Paschal, Marvel, Ark, farmer and cotton
ginner, vice president; Willie

Lindsey, Melrose mathematics
instructor, secretars ; T. L.
Johnson, Leath school teacher
and 1956 Jubilee king, treasur•
Cr, and Richard (Dick) Cole.
WLOK dee Jay, director of
public relations. Some of the
other members, some of whom
are members of the executive
board, are, second row, left
la right- Alta. A. T Letting.
of Memphis; T. J. Marrette,
district manager, Mammoth
Life Insurance company; Tay-

lor C. D. Hayes, M e in phia
mortician; Lt. George W. Lee,
businessman, politician, author
and orator of Memphis, and
Dr. Leland Atkin% of Memphis. Third row, same order:
W. A. Adkins, of the Golden
Circle Insurance co.; Atty. A.
A. Willis, of Memphis; Dr. H.
W. Williamston, Idabel, Okla.,
dentist; Principal C. T. Cobb,
of Forrest City, Ark., and Orrin Pickett, secretary of Sawyer's Investment Corporation.

Members whose pictures are
not seen include Dr. J. E.
Burke, of Forrest City, Ark.;
Atty. B. L. Hooks, Charles
Kennedy, Elmer Henderson,
Dr. H. II. Johnson, I.. Alex
Wilson, Rev. H. McDonald Nelson, O'Ferrel Nelson, L 0.
Swingler, Prof. J. H, White,
Helena, Ark. and William
Wright. This group will. among
other things, select the jubilee king each year.

DYER, TENNESSEE

Ah! Spring is really here with and a group from the Church of
all the beautiful Hewers, the love- God in Christ, of Trenton; Wedly green lawns, that are begin- nesday night the choir had Rev.
1
to need mowing, restlest 'Joe Miller and a group from Humchildren, tired parents, and of boldt; Thursday night the usher;
course, "Spring Cleaning".
had Rev. M. H. Burnette and his
Feet are beginning to itch to get Gospel choir from Lane Chapel
COLUMBIA. S. C. — The Allen out side or to travel. Speak.ng of CNIE church of Humboldt; and
university Yellow Jackets won travelOC'bItt teachers have ju,.t Friday night, t h e Stewardess
their ninth victory in 10 starts made,the annual trip to Nashsille boards had Rev. D. E. Bridgeman
by defeating Morehouse college, for the Tennessee Educational and the choir 01 the Fairview Bap8 to 2, Saturday behind the strong Congress which convened last tist church. Each night was suc•
pitching of Willie Simon. Simon's week. Principal Floyd Carnes, cessful in every way.
record is 2-0.
Mrs. Carrie Ball, Mrs. Carrie HarSunday was a high day for the
, Sam Alston, Wilson Biglev, Lil- ris who teaches here in the city; Cumberland Presbyterian people.
lard Gaither and Capt. Joe Dun- E. L. Wynn, Mrs. A. Jamison and The morning Message was given
can paced the Allen hitters.
Miss Hollis Jordan made the trio, by the pastor, Rev. Wm. Fowlkes
also Willie Louis Wynn.
and the Missionary message was
• •.
brought in the afternoon by Rev.
Billie Williams, who has been Mrs. L. M. Ewell of Union City.
home on leave from the Armed
CASH FOR ANY PURPOSE
Other societies represented were
Forces, has returned to service.
(Repairs—Remedeline—Refinancinp—(te)
Rock Springs, with Bro. and Sta.
He is stationed in Baltimore, Md. ter Smith, Union City, with Mrs.
3 To 15 Years To Pay We Use Flat Menially Pay. cnts
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Fisk, of Nancy Harris and Mrs. Victoria
Yorkville, visited tills foster moth- Hardeman, 'Dyer CME, with
er, Mrs. Eva Barbee on Tuesday Mrs. Lucy Overall, and Fairview
6 6339
36 N. Cleveland
FA. 7-6390
last. Rev. and Mrs. V. C. Smith, -Baptist with Mrs.
Eva Barbee.
Cottrell Randle and Mrs. Eva BarMrs. Alberta Nolan is the fine
bee visited Mrs. Pearlie Barbee
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. president of the society and Mrs.
W. Atkins of Newhern, last week. Bobbie Harris was chairman of
Mrs. Ruth Stanley, of Humboldt, the Day's activities.
The Fairview Missionary Socievisited with Mr. and Mrs. John
West on Wednesday last. Miss Dor- ty ,net in the home of Mr. and
othy Wynn of Lane college, Jack- Mrs. Collins Mayfield on Monday
son, is visiting her grandparents night.
•••
and relatives Easter week end.
Mrs. La Pearl Burns, Mrs. Ida
Mrs. Jodie Kimmins and Miss
Nancy Fisk, of Yorkville, visited Mae Mier and Mrs. A. JamiMrs. Eva Barbee on Friday last. son attended the Pre Easter proMr. and Mrs. Charles Fields, yr. gram at the Hulls Temple church
and Derald McDaniel motored to in Rutherford on .Sunday last,
Rev. D. E. Bridgeman, Mrs.
Indianapolis, Ind. for the week
miokneisa wSekre
inn
deinrnearndueRsety
Fdow
s.ofWm
'mr..
end. They were accompanied on E
the return trip by Mrs. Derald
McDaniel, Mrs. Ruth nelds Wil- and Mrs. James Harris on Sunday
liams, and James Nolan.
•••
lasth
Those persons who attended the
This has been a full week of Elk Lodge Dinner in Humboldt
religious activities. Passion Serv- Sunday afternoon included Mr. and
ices for the Holy Week have been Mrs. James Williams, Mr. a n d
observed at the CME church with Mrs. Britt Harris, Mrs. Walter Phithe Rev. J. D. Hutson, pastor in fer, Mrs. Virginia O'Daniel and of
charge. Monday night the stew- course the Burns and Jamisons.
•••
ards and trustees had the Rev.
Mrs. Lee and a group from HumOh' How glad we are to see
boldt; Tuesday night the Mission- Mrs. Betty LaRue hack in circuary Society had Rev. W. J. Penn lation again, after such a lengthy

Allen Wins 6 To 2 fling
Over Morehouse

REAL ESTATE LOANS

HOME OWNER LOAN & INV. CO.

Ixes with

anYthing

Dark Eyes
vodka

COMPLEXION EATING
Along with the correct snack
Spring is the time of the year . diet teenagers need to eat daily
when boys begin feeling gallant the following foods — cereals: 1
serving; ready-to-eat or hot, servand girls begin feeling boyant.
Spring is also a time when boys ed with milk. Eggs: 1-2 eggs, eithand girls set a hard pace for er poached, soft or hard cooked.
themselves. There is so much to Soups 1 serving: Clear broths.
do, school and all the extra cream soups or vegetable soups
spring activities that go with it, Meats, fish, poultry: 2 servings;
parties, dates and sports, e t c. chicken, turkey, fresh water flan
These activities burn up energy (non fried) Vegetables: 3 se r vwith the speed of a jet engine. A ies., fresh cooked or canned. Sallot of eating is the natural re- ads: 1 serving, leafy greens and
raw vegetables (dressing with a
course.
Between meal snacks become a whipped cottage cheese t 0 p).
habit. These snacks can so easily Bread: 3 servings: toasted whole
be the types of food that do a grain and enriched. Desserts: 1
perfect job of keeping all those serving; plain cookies, sponge or
embarrassing pimples off the skin. angel cake, fruits. Beverages: 4
The snack habit is not bad if the glasses milk; may also havt a
snacks are right — say apples, glass of buttermilk, clear tea or
carrots, celery, cheese, fruits, fruit coffee. Drink 6-7 glasses of water
juice or milk or something of that a day.
Eating these foods daily along
order. These satisfy the nibbling
urge without doing harm to the with the necessary hours of sleep
complexion. Fruits, vegetables and and proper dress for weather conditions just about guarantees a
complexion ingredients that bring
the admiring strres from o u r lively companion who is a lot of
fun to be with, because this is a
friends. Another point in favor of
young person who happens to he
thia type of snack is that it does
a teenager without complexion
not kill the appetite for the very . problems. He knows where he iS
necessary meals.
going and is on his way.

Texas Delays
NAACP Ruling
TYLER, Texas — (INS) — The pletion of investigation by t w•
permanent injunction hearing by bar association committees.
C. B. Bunkley, jr., of Dallas,
which the state of Texas hopes
to oust the temporarily - barred attorney for the NAACP, objected
a
week
recessed
for
to the state's motion for continNAACP was
yesterday after a half day's court uance on the grounds that it Was
session,
a third party entering the case.
An NAACP motion for change of
Dist. Judge Otis T. Dunagan
granted the recess at the request venue was overruled by Judge
of the defendant attorneys who Donegan last December and an
said they wished to prepare ex- appeal is pending in the Civil
ceptions to a 28-page amended Court of Appeals,
petition filed by the state.
The new petition made allegelions against the NAACP more j
specific, including more names
and dates.
The NAACP has been sunder a
temporary injunction against operation in Texas since last September, accused by the state of promoting law suits, stirring up trou•
NEW ORLEANS — (INS) —
bles and doing business in the Funeral arangements were being
state without a permit,
made today for Joseph '('ap'.
When court reconvenes Monday, Jones, 78, the man who gave jazz
Judge Dungan will act on a mo- trumpeter Louis Armstrong his
tion for continuance filed by the first music lesslons.
state. T h e motion was accomJones, long active In civic almimed by a letter from the State fairs, died Saturday at his horns
Bar Association asking that the in New Orleans after a long ill.
hearing be held up pole'? corn

,
e
atchmo s
First Music
Teacher Dies

FROM WARREN AFB In Wy•
timing these two Memphis airmen basics were sent to Lackland AFB in Texas for a period of basic military training.
James J. Chanter, left, former Melrose student, entered
the Communications Center
Specialist Course here. He is
the son of Mr. and Mrs. John

R. Chandler, of 717 Josephine
at. and enlisted in January.
ady Cole, right. 195? graduate of Booker T. Washing.
ton High school and son of Mr.
and Mrs. C. Cole, of 1625 Ca'
meron st.. entered t h e Administrative Course at Warren. He also enlisted in Jai.
nary,

illnefss. Mrs. Jennie Brown, Mrs.
Willie Phillips, Mrs. Ludie Skinner
and Mrs. Ella 'vie are up and
about also. But, much to our sorrow Mrs. Mary Ann Thompson and
JohnW
CII
T 1 ,
not feeling well at all. Go by and
say a kind word to each of them.
Youl_ke_giad you did,
Thanks to those of you who have
called in about your activities.
Keep it: up, will you?
And now, instead of the usual,
this time we will say Au Revoir.

Are You a

1,000 Get Wage Hikes
Approximately 1,000 workers
will get wage hikes of eight to 30
cents per hour and other benefits
under wage negotiations recently
settled by the United Industrial
Workers of America Union (Ind.)
at heir Chicago area plants, Albert
DeVito, international president,
has announced,

Room -To-Room
Traveler?

Portable counters for uranium
cost $30 to about $700.

RELAX DE LUXE
,
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DAILY SUNDAYS-8 A.M.-12 P.M.
Tells Past, Present a n d future. Advises
on all the affairs of life. There is no problem so great that she can't solve. Tells you
how to hold your job, when you have failed
and how to succeed. Calls your friends and
enemies by name without asking you a single word. Will tell you your troubles a n d
what to do about them. Reunites the separated. Upon reaching womanhood a n d
realizing she had the God-given power to
help humanity, Madame has devoted a life-

Memphis
for 8 favorite
straight years
100 PROOF ALIO MUM at $O ,1 11001
DISTILLED FROM 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT OF U. S. A.
CLEAR SPRING DISTIl t INC CO.. dIvhion of JAMES B. BEAM DISTILLING CO..
CLERMONT, KENTUCKY

time to this work.
From the four corners of the world they come to her White
and Colored, men and women of all races and walks of life.
Guaranteed to remove evil influences and bad luck. There is
no pity for those knowing they are in hard luck, and need help
and do not come for it. One visit will convince you Madam Asia is superior to any other Reader you have seen. Gives lucky
days and lucky hands. Lifts you out of sorrow and darkness and
starts you on the way to success a n d happiness. Madam is
here for the first time in this vicinity—Consult her today!

MADAM DAY
3092 HIGHWAY 51 NORTH
IN FRAYSER, TENNESSEE
PHONE EL. 7-9115
Take Millington Bus or Frayser Bus every 15 minutes. Get
off at Millington,Road. Bus stops right at Madam Day's Door.
If you can't find call in and you will be directed to her office.
She will pay free taxi fare for any group of three readings.
She also cures ulcers and asthma. Where doctors fail she has
succeeded. Make an appointment immediately.

No need to run all over the house
because there's only one telephone. Have
additional phones handy where

BOURBON
de
LUXE'
THE LUXURY BOURBON
Comes that wonderful moment of
the day when you ... relar. You're
at easel That's the time for Bourbon
de Luxe. Yeil, relax de hue.:
enjoy Bourbon tie Lute.

KENTUCKY'S BEST—YET COSTS NO MORE!

you need them — in kitchen, den, Dying room
and bedrooms. Have them In smart
decorator colors, too, that blend or contrast
with your furnishings. Oat yours today.

Bourbon
lima%

To order, lust call
our Business Office
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or ask any installerrepairman you see.
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THE BOURBON DE LUXE COMPANY,DIVISION OF NATIONAL D STILLERS PRODUCTS
CORPORATION, LOUISVILLE, KY, KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
—46 PROOF
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EST
EMPHIS
NEWS
On April 9 there was a demonstration given at Abson Wynne
school, eight miles north of Crawfordsville, Ark., beginning at .8
p.m. conducted by Mr. Vavghn,
the County Agent. Demonstration
by T. J. Lathan, on Tractor Safety. (1) How to take off, (2) Filling
the grease gun (3) Packing of
bands.
Mr. Vaughn gave a demonstration on the use of kerosense to
clean parts on tractor. After the
demonstration refreshments were
served. Twelve 4-H boys and nine
4-11 girls were present. T h
next meeting will be May 8, at
8:30 p. m., Georgia Alexander,
president; Mae Lillie Dale, secretary; Mr. Latham and Mrs. Black,
local leaders.
Mr. and Mrs. James Jackson,
309 N. 9th at., are the prouci parents of a baby bay born I a s t
week at their home. He has been
named James Jackson, jr., weight
6ta pounds.
There was an Easter program
Sunday night, April 21, at the
Church of God In Christ on S.
15th st. Mrs. Gertrudt Hightower
was sponsor; Elder Smith, pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie llarris of
630 S. 15th had as their week end
guest their brother Williams
Harris, of Jerome, Ark. William
and Sammie are brothers. Sammie has been on the sick list but
is up again.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hartfield, of 404 N. 5th st., motored to
Benoit, Miss., to attend the tuneral of their cousin, Johnnie Moon gin, held last week at the Old
Morning Star MB church.

Commends Stand
Taken On Orgill

UNDER THE BIG TOP is the
theme of Manassas High
school's annual show. It's coming to the south hall of Ellis auditorium Monday night.
April 29 at 8 p.m. Mrs. Georgia V. Harvey Is directing the
show, the colorful scenery is
produced under supervision
of Prof. Ratter P. Gov and

the eye-catching costumes are
by the home economics department. Top left, the Sultan
and his dancing girls. First
row, left to riglit are Dorothy
Jackson, Marilyn Patterson,
Anna Pearl Baker, Curtis Mitrhell, Betsy McMullin, Theo.
dora Bowden and Mary I an-

Dear Editor: Please accept my
warmest commendation and gratitude on your excellency in your
editorial in the Tri-State Defender last week, which also appeared in the Press-Scimitar, on MayDoor. Down below are Her.
torn), George Wainwright,
Delois Miller, Hollye Martin,
rant. Back row, same order:
or Orgill's stand regarding t h e
tha Purdy and Avor Hurd. Up
James Starks, James TUChet
Rosa Wilks, Barbara Ander•
Alberta Clark, Caroline Purrace question.
top are, left to right, Eunice
and Casteela Jones. Top row,
son, NaLue Bowden and Betdy, Catherine Avery, Hattie
You gave us a most masterful
Logen, Anita Austin, Cathryn
W. Lowery, Louis Hall, Rutye Cash. The young lady in
Smith and Alberta Woodland.
interpretation, yet calm appraisal
Branham and Carolyn Bran•
ben Delane, James Burks and
the perfect split is Wanda
Top right, a group of girls go
of his views to the entire mid'
ham. The show looks like one
Jesse Evans. loner right.
Bowden. Lower left, boys
through routine called MiliSouth reading public. Nothing in
of the best in the history of
these Tiny Sweethearts, a
tary Tap. From left are Shirget into the act. Getting set
your editorial that will offend the
the annual production. (Newdance group, ready to take
to tumble into the spectators'
lee Finnie, Mildred Winfrey,
deepest segregationist.
son Photos)
show.viewers behind the Green
hearts are (left to right hot'
Georgia Adkins, Mary Wooley,
I am so glad you had the
courage and the conviction to
Baby girl Farmer, born to Mr. score another round in Christian
A son, Joe Charles Eaton, to
Segrest, 1015 Levan.
Eaton,
957
and
Mrs. Robert Lee Farmer, 531 human relations for Memphis and
James
Mrs.
Lumpkin,
Mr.
and
Mack
Taylor
son,
A
the mid-South area. — Rev. J. T.
Boston.
Atkins.
595
Lumpkin,
Joe
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
Freeman, pastor. Morning Star
Born At E. R. Crump Memorial
St. Paul.
Baptist church, Humboldt, Tenn.
12,
1957
APRIL
John
Mrs.
A son, to Mr. and
Serves On Okinawa
Caldwell
born
to
Mr.
Baby
Girl
Devoy.
Curry, 2355
and Mrs. Otis Caldwell, 534 Edith. FORT BUCKNER, Okinawa
CARDBOARD LINERS
APRIL 18, 1957
Baby girl Mhoon, born to Mr.
The cardboard liners from men's
A son, Horace Taylor, to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Mhoon, 329 Peo- Army Pvt, Lawrence Young, son
shirts can come in very handy as
and Mrs. Willie A. Taylor, 2874
of Mr. and Mrs. George Young,
ples.
linen separaters. They keep the
Hale.
Baby boy Ferguson, born to Mr. Pittsburgh, recently arrived on !inert from wrinkling and make
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
and Mrs. Nathaniel Ferguson, 688 Okinawa and is now a member it easy to pull what you want
White, 725 Pontotoc.
of the 663d Field Artillery Battal- from the pile without messing up
Marechalneil.
A son, Earnest Bryan Crutcher,
ion,
other stored items.
-Lumpkin. born to Mr.
Baby
girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Earnest C. CrutMrs. Lawrence Lumpkin, 703
and
cher, 231 Dixie Mall.
Carpenter,
A son, John Henry Danner, jr.,
/
4
A daughter, Valerie Gail Ligh1
to Mr. and Mrs. John H. Danner, foot, to Mr. and Mrs. Otis B. APRIL 13. 1957
Baby girl Collins, born to Mr.
218 Wisconsin.
Lightfoot, 729 Vance.
and Sirs. James Cretins, 225 W.
A son, Fredrick Lee Ivory to
A daughter, Cassie Elaine Walk- Colorado,
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Ivory,
er, to Mr. and Mrs. Clyde E. APRIL 14, 1957
1C07 Sidney,
Walker, 1222 Woodlawn.
Baby girl Bingham, horn to Mr.
A daughter, Sherron Denise
A daughter, Estella Mims, to and Mrs. Willie Bingham, 4ao
Montgomery, to Mr. and al r s.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl L. Mims, 3879 Gracewood.
Jeptha Montgomery, 4;19 Hastin.
Douglas.
, Baby girl Lewis, born to Mr.
A daughter, Brendlyn Joyce Haand Mrs. Elmer Lewis, 1510 S.
ley, to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie R. APRIL 19, 1957
Edward
McCrary,
A son. Flynn
Lauderdale.
Haley, 122 Huppert.
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clifford
E. Mc- APRIL 16, 1957
A daughter, Peggy Juanita
Shiels, to Mr. and Mrs.
k e Crary, 1439 Locust.
Baby girl Collins, born to Mr.
A
son,
Tommy
Lee
Strickland,
and Mrs. Eddie Collins, 926 N.
Shies, 1900 Hayes.
jr.,
to
Mr.
and
Sirs.
Tommy
L.
Claybrook.
A son, Randy Themes, to Mr.
Baby boy Stitts, born to Sir.
and Mrs. Floyd Thomas, :695 Car- Strickland 321 S. Third.
k
son,
Rodney
Wayne
Johnson,
and Mrs. Elijah Stitts, 3569 Cooks
penter.
and
Mrs.
to
Mr.
Roberi
B.
Johnrd.
APRIL 17, 1957
Baby girl Babres, born to Mr.
A daughter, Frances Elizabeth son, 1528 Gabay.
A son, Christopher Smith. to Mr. and Mrs. Hyman Sabres, 2658
Neal, to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd L.
and Mrs. Jasper C. Smith, 2550 Spottswood, Apt. I.
Neal, 2988 Forrest.
APRIL 17, 1957
A son. Carl Earl Higgins, to Mr. Houck.
A son, Larry Lee Ford, to Mr.
Baby boy Curry, born to Mr.
and Mrs. James O. Higgins, 1901
and
Mrs. Nathaniel
o r d, 133 and Mrs. Ted Curry, 334 Pontotoc.
Peach.
Baby boy Jeffrey. born to Mr
A daughter, ('hancta LaSnall Gaines Alley.
A ton, Joe Lawrence Kyle, to and Mrs. Julian Jeffrey. 1528 DorTuggle, to Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert Kyle, 25 is.
Tuggle, 710 Lipford.
Baby girl McWilliams, born to
A daughter, Chr;stine Lee See- Pauline Cir. W.
A
son.
James
Arthur
Benton, jr. Mr. and Sirs. Dan McWilliams,
rest, to Mr. and Mrs. Theorlas
Ito Mr. and Mrs. James A. Ben- 1523 S. Montgomery.
ton. 1988 Glory Cir.
APRIL ER, 1957

40Ye

Stork Stops
--211141-1 aLiy"

Born At John Gaston Hosiptal , APRIL 15, 1957
APRIL 13, 1957
1 A daughter, Sandra Kay Green,
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. to Mr. and Mrs. Anderson J.
Green, 3524 Rochester rd.
Robert L. King, 1459 Minnie.
son, James Dan Moody, to
A son, Jessie Jerome Powers, A
Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Moody, 5007
to Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Powers,
Winchester.
1507 E. Dianne Cir.
A son, Michael Anthony Mc A daughter, Phillis Jean Nelms, Cracker, to Mr. and
Mrs. John
to Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Nelms, M. McCracker, 1331 Kneyi
982 Lane.
A son, Rodney Dewaynq ,Wells,
A daughter, Jacquline Faye Wil- to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wells. 1156
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wilson, Wilson.
596 S. Lauderdale.
A daughter to Mr. and M r s.
A daughter, Martha Lee Rich- Clyde Carter, 2183 Eldricige.
A daughter, Henrietta vernice
ardson, to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Gray, to Mr. and Mrs. William
Richardson, 1648 Harrison.
A son, Gerald Orlando Bartlett, C. Gray, 736 Walker.
to Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Bartlett, A son to Mr. and Mrs. John E.
Bledsoe, 1076 Short Mosby.
1875 Hunter.
A son, Melvin Claude Brantley, A daughter, Denise Rochelle
to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd L. Brant- Henderson, to Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Henderson, 370 Lauderdale.
ley, 947 Florida.
A daughter, Paula Yvette Quinn,
A son, Samuel Earl Jackson. to
Mr. and Mrs. Autrey Jackson, 792 to Mr. and Mrs. Irvin E. Quinn,
1613 Oriole.
Alaska.
A daughter, Susan Annette APRIL 16, 1957
A daughter. Debbra Mechelle
Tooles, to Mr. and Mrs. John F.
Sanders to Mr. and Mrs. John
Tooles, 1376 Woodward.
A son, Calvin Beasley. to Mr. E. Sanders, 131 Majuba.
and Mrs. Louis W. Beasley, 224
N. Dunlap.
A daughter, Phyllis Elaine
Thomas, to Mr. and Mrs. T. C.
Thomas, 2041 Tillman C.ve.
APRIL 14, 1957
A son, Clarence Edward Dorsey, to Mr. and Mrs. William T.
Sen. John L. McClellan (Dem.- the subcommittee on behalf of the:
Dorsey, 3345 Germantown rd.
Ark.) has modified his earlier NAACP and 24 other national or.!
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Ellis
statement that NAACP - spon-, ganizations.
Stevenson, 947 Randle.
sored witnesses had "committed
A son, Patrick Stanley Ander- perjury' in testimony before
the
son, to Sir. and Mrs. Oscar An- Senate Subcommittee on
Constitu•
derson, 975 N. Montgomery.
tional Rights and that "the FBI
Twin daughters to Mr. and Mrs.
made a check on them."
Donal Thomas, 2945 Yale
BOSTON — (INS) — Tom BrewA daughter. Bernadine Cooper, In reply to an injury from Roy
to Mr. and Mrs. Aberdeen Coop- Wilkins, !INACP executive secre- er was defeated by Baltimore for
tary., as to the accuracy of state- the first time in his career when
er, 836 Walker et.'
A daughter, Betty Jean Milton. inents attributed to Sen. NfeClel• the Orioles bunched five hits, into Mr. and Mrs. Lafloyd Millon. Ian in an Associated Press dis- cluding two doubles, for a four.
patch of April 1. the Arkansas sen- run fourth inning that swept them
alea Rim, rd.
A daughter. Martha Ann Ford. ator said ''that it appeared that to a 7-10-5 decision over Boston.
Dick Williams and soli catcher
to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ford, 695 they. (the witnesses) may have
committed perjury." He further Joe Ginsberg knocked in four runs
Polk.
A son to Air. and Mrs Earnest explained that he "understood with three doubles and two singles •
thal the FBI had made a check between thorn to pare a 13-hit
Griffin, 1487 Suoszu.
A daughter, Kay Venis Williains, on 'some incidents they had testi- Baltimore attack on Brewer, BUISS
to and found their testimony Kemmerer and lefty Jack Spring,
fied
to Mr. and Mrs. Tillman C. WilThe Red Sox routed Baltimore
to be untrue."
Hants, BIM Laclede.
•
A son, Victor taWayne ThompThe NAACP has been informed starter Ray Moore with four rans !
son, to Mr. and Mrs. Ode F. that the•FBI has made no inves- in the last of the fourth. Mike I
tigation of any witnesses sponsor- Fornieles, who pitched hitless ball
Thompson 380 E. Trigg,
A S011, Willie Thomas Franklin, ed by the Association. A group after succeeding ('harlie Beamon
fr. to Mr. and Mrs Willie T. of 'reputable southern witnesses with two out and two on in the
•
testified before the Senate subcom seventh, was the winner.
Franklin, 2020 Hubert.
ldi
als 7 015 41:
40 1110-7s1
-,
:
11
:
A daughter. Shirley Ann Ber- mittee on Feb, 28 on behalf of
05
Mae,. Znarrinlo ,4). Ileamon 151. Punword, to Mr. and Mrs. Eliza Ber- the civil rights bill. Previously. itlea
In and dinsborg Brewer. Spr.net '11/'
sego% SW Rochester.
Mr. Wilkins had appeared before add Walla, D•ly. WP P•rnieles. LP 11.-WW-

McClellanTamesCharge
Of Perjury, FBI Check
Baltimore Orioles
Whip Tigers, 7-5
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Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Rayner of
39: N. llth had is their week end
guests Mrs. Sussie Clark, Nadine
Clark from Memphis and Mrs.
Rayner's sister, Mrs. Nancy Clark
of 303 S. 16th at.
Mrs. Mary Lee Neal, of 106 S.
9th at., has as her guest, her
son Roosevelt Neal of Ltitle Rock,
Ark.
Mr. and Mrs. James Carr of
125 S. 12th st., have as thei r
guest, their son, William H. Taylor, F. N. Mr. Taylor is in the
Navy and is stationed in Alaska.
Mrs. Carr says her son will ba
with her until May 12. After then
he will leave for Long Beach,
Calif. Accompanying Mr. Taylor
are his two friends, Mr. Mitchell,
ELFN and Mr. Starks, SN.
.•
Mrs. Cleo Moore of 210 N. 14th
st., had as her guest last Saturday her dear mother, Mrs. Louise
Taylor, of 809 Henderson at., Apt.
4, Memphis.
The funeral of the late David
Green, who passed in Detroit,
Mich., April 2, husband of Mrs.
Aileen Green, son of Mrs. Ma'
mie Green brother of Mrs. Myrtle Jones, Claude Green, SI r s.
Alma Thornton, of Memphis, Charley and George Green, of New
York, son-in-law of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Crook, of Ripley, T e n n.
brother-in-law of Mrs. Dorothy
Green, Woodrow Jones, sr.. Matthew Thornton. jr., D. Crook, Mrs.
Fannie Thornton, nephew of Lawrence Green of Pennsylvania.
cousin of Mrs. tenett Ellis of
Memphis and Lillian Rodgers of
304 N. 13th st. West Memphis, funeral was held Sunday, April 7, at
First Baptist church, Broad ave.,
Memphis, Rev. H. C. Cherry officating.
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Rodgers,
of 304 N. 13th had as their guest
their cousin, George Green Sunday afternoon. Mr. Green 'flew
back to his home Sunday in New
York, N. Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Shelton. Sr.
of 218 S. 12th had as their guest
Saturday and Sunday their nephew, Thomas Tolivar, of Stuttgart.
Ark. Mr. Tolivar is the grandson
of Mrs. Lelar Tolivar also resides at 218 S. 12th.
Mr. and Mrs. John Jackson of
Lepanto, Ark. were Saturday
guests of their aunt, Mrs. Mat.
tie Taylor of 210 N. 14th st.
Sirs. Viola Washington ot 111
S. 16th, is in the Crittenden Memorial hospital where she has undergone an operation is doing fine.
Mrs. Washington is the daughter
of Mrs. Leanne Taylor who also
resides at 119 S. 16th at. and the
wife of the late George Washington.
There was an Easter program
last Sunday, April 21, at the Morning Star MB church, Hulbert. Ark.
Rev. C. Bolden, of Memphis, is
the church pastor.
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why Ancient Age can say:

NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot

'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
ALSO
'46 Thru '52 MODELS

As Low As $50 Down
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves

"IF
YOU CAN
FIND A BETTER.
BOURBON
...BUY IT!".

All we distill is Kentucky straight
bourbon.
We know that bourbon of the finest
quality requires choice grains. That's
all we use. We know it calls for the
greatest skill in distilling. The men
who guide the making oh Ancient Age
are the most experienced in the industry. And it takes lots of time. That's
why we wait six lull years for careful
aging to bring the quality ingredients
to their peak of maturity.

And to safeguard the uniform qua'.
ity of Ancient Age, we distill it at one
place only ... at the Ancient Age distillery its Frankfort, Kentucky...the
heart of the bourbon country.
Nothing has been spared to make
Ancient Age the greatest bourbon of
them all. We invite you to try it tonight. After one taste, you'll understand why we can make the challenge:
"If you can find a better bourbon...
buy id"

C, B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open 'Til9P.M. • FA.4-5557

KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY • 6 YEARS OLD 90 Proof. 4,1955 ANCIENT AGE DISTILLING CO FRANKFORT, N.
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